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DENNIS OGDEN

The Heactinnary [nup in Ghana

A. General Motors man once observed that "what is good for
Generals Motors is good for America." Major-General sir Edward L.
spears, chairman o{ Ashanti Goldffelds corporation, takes the simirar
view that what is good for Ashanti Goldffelds is good for Ghana.

T_he Co_rporation, a British company which woiks a gold concession
i1 tle -tsfgnti legion of Ghana, was founded in lBgT with a capital
of $250,000. Today it has a capital of f,3 million; until 1961-62 it was
able to pay shareholders dividends of 50 per cent and over.

Despite his tycoon's tale of hard times under president Nlrumah,
sir Edward was able to report an increase of over s80,000 in after-tax
profits when he addressed his shareholders' annual general meeting in
London at the end of March.

But what most gladdened his hearers' hearts were his hints of even
bigger bonanzas to come, now that Dr. Nl<rumah, the man who was
leading Ghana along the road of non-capitalist development, had been

1"rthr3y- and replaced by the militarist-police regime lecl by
General Anlrah and Police Commissioner Harley.

Sir Edward was in Ghana during the February fut:th coup. He
described how he sought T g*ll appointment with the two coup
leaders. "There can be no doubt that both these very inteligent anl
well-informed men were fully aware of the importance oiAshanti
Goldffelds Corporation to Ghana," he conffdently declared.

Even before his talk with them "there were already indications that
we would ffnd the new regime much more satisfactory to deal with
than the old," he said, descrrbjng how within a week of ruling power
it had released nearly $100,000 in sterling for the company arI issoed
iSpo{ licenses without restriction. Sir Edward was ;roi unhopeful,'
that the leaders of the new regime "will be responsive to an apfroach
from us to reduce taxation" to what he termed a ,,reasonabl6,i 

level.
sir Edward unambiguously set his seal of apprcval on the Anraah-

{ar]ley re$me; there can be no clearer testimony to the true nature
ol e: February 24th coup-testimony backed by the jubilation with
which the event was geeted in London, Washington and Bonn.

The Imperinlist C ourter-Off ensia e

The Accra coup is the Iatest and rnost ominous development in
I
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i.mperialism's counter-ofiensive against -Africa-a counter-ofiensive

*fi"f, Uug"n with the Belgian-U;S'-British operatio-n against Stanley-

Jff". C"riing on the heeli of the reactionTy T{1t"ty take-over in

Burundi,the"Congo,theCentralAfricanRepL]:licandDahomey'
the ovetthrow of i<*u*" Nlrumah, the man 

-who had become the

*oaura-U"arerofthefreedomandunityofAfrica,marksthebiggest
success to date of this counter-ofiensive'

Sensitive to African opinion, the new regime was quick t9. claim

that it will continue to pirsue the Nkrumah policy ol the total libera-

ii"" ,f A-frica and supp-ort for the Organization of African Unity.

But one of its ffrsi 
-moves 

was ostentatiously to shut down camps

*h"r", in acoordance with O.A'U' decisions, freedom ffghters from

ntoaoi", South Africa an'd the Spanish and Portuguese colonies had

been trained.
InplaceofDr.Nkrumah'spolicyofpositiveneutr-ality'-General

Anl.,al proclaimed what he termed "genuine" neutrality. It means

aviciouscampaignofanti-Soviet,anti-Chineseandanti-socialist
smears, with tfre [xpulsion-in some cases manhandling-of socialist

technicians and diPlomats.--ifr" 
lrorrly inflited U.S. Embassy stafi, bigger than.those.of the

Soviet ind Chinese embassies combined, remain' together -with 
the

P;r;; Corp, ,ra the numerous other Americans-among them "re-

,""r"f, *ori."rr" said to have assisted in the compilation of a Pentagon

"snecial Warfare" handbook on Ghana'-i;-;"; 
of af," ffrst moves of the new regime was to restore diplo-

matic relations with Britain, severed in protest against the inefiective'

ness of British action against the racist Smith regime'

For us, the coup hud beg,t" at 3 a'm' on February 24th when we

*oe ,*ukurred f,y the crish of mortar shells, intensive automatic

*urooo, fire and ih" ,o* of trucks and armored cars hard driven

""Tn" 
,"ra at the back of our bungalow on the northeastern fringe

of Accra.
Normally quiet as an English country lane, that road had in those

dawnhoursbecomeana"rteryofcounter-revolution;itwasthe
shortest route bettriveen Burma Camp, headquarters. of the Ghana

L*y, and Flagst# House, Ghana's "White House"'- 
Ail;g it wenithe young soldiers, told-by their.British-y"r:"d. officers

that th"eir presideni had abandoned them, flying ofi to Peking and

Hanoi with all the country's rnoney'

T.}," office,-plotters had murdered ualor.General Cha"les'Barwah,

the chief of Defense staff, who had refused to violate his oath.

They seized the unguarded cable office, post office and other key
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points; the small guard on Ghana Radio was subdued; an all-out
attack was launched against Flagstafi House, defended by the heavily
outnumbered and outgunned Presidential Security Detail, which kept
up a stubborn resistance till the evening of February 24th.

After a morning of light music interspersed by terse announcements
regarding the closure of Accra International Airport and demands for
the surrender of the Presidential Security Detail and of all Members
of Parliament, Ministers and local officials of the Convention People's

-Party, which had earlier been declared illegal, the new re$me
broadcast its ffrst policy statement at I p.m.: "The economic situa-
tion of the country is in such a chaotic condition that, unless some-
thing is done about it now, the whole economic system will collapse
. . . the country is on the verge of bankruptcy."

Echoing an argurnent long part of the stock-in-trade of Ghana's
imperialist enemies, it painted a glib picture of a Ghana which had
inherited a rich patrimony from its former British colonial rulers,
only to have it frittered away by "gross economic mismanagement"
and "prestige spending."

The "rich patrimony" was in fact an eoonomy geared to the
production of a single crop-cocoa-upon which the country had to
depend for two-thirds of her foreign currency earnings. It is from
this fact that the economic difficulties which the new regime has been
able to exploit in the main fow.

The Vision of Nkrumah

With the achievement of political independence in 1g57, the next
task was that of winning economic independence through the eradica-
tion of the colonial legary and the creation of a balanced, diversiffed
economy.

Dr. Nkrumah saw the non-capitalist road as the only way forward.
Socialism, he declared, "is our only alternative." He saw that for a
developing country to take the capitalist path would mean that its
uational economy would remain in the hands of foreign capital.
C,olonialism would be replaced by neo-colonialism-the- brand of
"imperialism without the flag" which the United States had for decades
practiced with great profft in Latin America.

- \mrl" he envisaged that Ghana would remain a mixed economy
for a long time, his aim was clear: "We are determined that thL
economic independence of Ghana shall be achieved and maintained
so as to avoid the social antagonisms resulting from the unequal
distribution of economic power. We are equally determined to ensure
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that the operation of a mixed economy_leads to the socialist trans-

formation ive envisage, and not to the defeat of our socialist aims"'

In line with thesJaims, the Seven-Year Development PIan inko-

duced in March, 1964 provided for the greatest possible encoulage-

ment of the publicly-ow}ed and co-operative sectors, with dnvestment

rezuIated to ensure its most esective use' Foreign investment was

*3f"o*"a-provided it conformed to the national economic objectives.

Ghana,s frogr"r, was symbolizedby the three-phase.volta Proiect,

one of th" iroi ambitious development schemes in Africa-or indeed,

in the whole wor1d.

Phase One was the completion of a new port at Terna' some 15

miles east of Accra. There] at a cost of some &35 million drawn

entirely from its own resources, the Nlrumah administration built

one of the finest man-made harbors in Africa. There too were built

many of the country's new industrial undertakings, from a steel mill

to a chocolate factory; Ghana, the world's largest cocoa producer'

had until last year to import every b-ar of chocolate she needed'

Phase Two was the Uirlai"g oi tl'u Akosombo Dam on the Volta

River some 60 miles north oT Tema. completed a year a-head of

schedule and-rare thing in these days-at a cost substantially below

ihe orlginal estimate, ,Yt is already supptying- power',Indeed' the

acoountl which Sir Edward Spears presented to his shareholders show

that its commissioning is saving .A.shanti Goldffelds s240,000 a year

in power bills.--- 
6h"ou herself paid haif the cost of the dam. The other half was

split three ways tetween the International Bank, the United States

uird Bri 
"io, 

who mude loans at normal commercial rates of interest.

Not a single cent was given.
phase fhree is the Ui,itaing of a $50 million aluminum smelter at

T"*" by VALCO, a Ghaia-regttg'9+ conso tium of two U'S'

companies, the Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Coqporatigl 1d the

Reyrlolds Metals Company. Wit\"*eventual capacity of 12O'000 tons

" 
ji^n, the smelter wiit Ue one of the main customers for Akosombo's

pJ*"r. It will at first use imported bauxite, but the agree'ment creating

velco as a company sufiect to Ghanaian law p:ovides incentives

for the use of Gha:naian deposits within ten years. Frovision was also

made for the allocation of fart of the VALCO proffts to a special fund

to ffnance educational and social projects in Ghana'

As errvisaged by Dr. Nlrumah, the Volta p'roject was to change

the face of 6hura, provifing abundant power for the new industries

and for the domestii corrro*"r as well as creating new opportunities

for north-south water transport, ffshing and irrigation through the
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formation of the largest man-made lake in the world. It is the embodi-
ment of the new Ghana that he and the best elements in the C.p.p.
were striving to build. It is the answer to those who claim that
Ghana's patrimony has been wasted.

So, too, is the impressive progress made in the modernization and
diversiffcation of agriculture through the development of state and
cooperative farms and varied forms of encouragement to individual
farmers. Great eflorts were made to introduce new crops, such as
rice and rubber, to end excessive dependence on cocoa and help cut
foreign spending.

Yet another answer is the immense and puqposeful social progress
made since independence: great strides were made towar-ds 

-free

and compulsory elementary and secondary education; new *niver-
sities_and higher educational establishments like those at cape coast
and Kumasi were built; university education became free; 

-progress

was made towards a free health service and the ffrst steps taken
towards the inhoduction of a social insurance scheme, *itl ,rr"*-
ployment beneffts and pensions-sir Edward has complained bitterly
about the contribution equivalent to 15 per cent of their wages bili,
which employers have to make.

The Economic Squeeze by the Monopolists

The new regime is trying to obscure these achievements with
its talk of "gross economic mismanagement" and ,.prestige spending,,
as a prelude to whittling away the beneffts won thanks [o tfie C.p].
administration.

This immense development program-unparalleled anywhere else
in Africa-entailed great overseas spendin[. Ghaoa, thanks to the
legacy of colonialism, had,to rely on cocoa sales to earn the money.
The seven-Year Plan was drafted on the assumption that an increased
output_(production more than doubled between 1g56 and lg64)
would be sold for at least f1g0-f200 a ton, ensuring an average
annual foreign currency income from this source of f86 -illion.

The cocoa monopolies who control the worid market had, with
the tacit agreement of western governments, repeatedly urged Ghana
to produce more and repeatedly pledged that no *rit* Itow much
o$put was increased they would guarantee a fair and stable price of
f200-[250 a ton.

But when Ghana, at considerable cost to herself, did increase out-
put, all talk of a fair and stable price was forgotten. Thanks to market
manipulation by the rnonopolies, the price fell to an all-time row of
{85 a ton last summer (compared with fMT a ton in the early'E0s)
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and Ghana's earnings slumped to below pre-indePendence,levels'

,frfrr"gf, she had pn"od.rced'and sold more 
"o"oa 

than ever before.

Mean#hile, the pri-ces of the industrial goods she had to buy abroad

soared.
Ghana,s losses as a result of this market manipulation and as a

result of the imperialist policy of buying 
-9heap -and 

selling dear

have been estimaled at mire itan 4SOO *iiliorr.- It was this which

led to the drain on her reserves and constituted the prime cause of

her economic difficulties. She had to resort to credits to a much

qreater extent than would olherwise have been the case-and it needs

i" U"lr"ffrrsized that, in the words of.West Africa (March 17, 1966),

, mrraoi publication which had no particular syrnPagy fot 9: Ghana

of Dr. Nirumah, "the bulk of the suppliers' credits which are a

millstone around the country's neck come from the West"' Service

;#;; swallowed ,p " qrrrrt"t of Ghana's already diminished for-

eign currencY earnings last Year.
Ghana had been aiyr"g tL renegotiate the terms of these credits

to win a breathing space"to enable her new industries to reach their

i,rtt pot"rrUrl. She"to'ok steps to check wasteful spenfing in the state

"orpir"tio", 
and Foreign !9rvice. But her capitalist creditors were

o.rf to take advantage" of her temporary difficulties to make her

renounce her policy of-non-capitalist development by mlkinq assistance

conditional oi, butt", terms and broader opportunities for 
. 
f-oreign

investors and cut-backs in the state sector-demands which Dr.

ilf*""r"f, reiected, but which the new regime has already started

to concede.
The socialist countries, with whom Ghana had in recent years been

u*turrdirg her technical and economic cooperatio-n' agreed' to a

moratorium on interest and credit repayments, and increased &eir
purchases of coooa under long-term algeements at prices above the

ievel in the capitalist world market'
This wide-ranging and fruitful cooperation with the socialist coun-

tries aroused grJat-concern in the fest, ngtably in Britain and the

United States,"and also among Right-wing elemenJs ln- 
the leadership

of the C.P.P., who in the months before the ooup had been preparing

an offensive against it.': 
The ,ru* ,"[i*u has claimed that it considers itself bound by t-!e

"gr-""*urrt, ".rLr"d 
into by the Nlrumah administration, speciffcally

nientioning the cocoa agree,ments *.Ih th-" socialist countries' But there

i""" 
"fr"Jay 

ibeen hinis that it will seek a revision, with allegations

that the ,o"irlirt countries are reselling the cocoa they buy as the

pretext.

COUP XN GHANA ,
The- shortage of foreign currency made controls necessary. But

controls are difficult to enforce when foreign trade is mainly in &e
hands of foreign companies, and when they have to be administered.
by oficials who are at best inexperienced and at worst corrupt. As
a result of hold-ups and shortages of spares, many of the new fac-
tories were obliged to work below capacity or even to shut down
altogether, while at time the whole of Accra's public transport fleet
was off the road.

There were gaps too in the deliveries of imported basic foodstufis.
The situation was exacerbated by speculation and blackmarketeering
by traders-including prominent members of the government and
C.P.P. and their wives-who cornered supplies in order to jack up
prices. There was proffteering too in the marketing of locally-grown
foodstuffs, particularly in the main population centers.

- But investigation and measures to check price increases were
blocked at every turn. Last year's much-pubUcized Abraham Com-
mission,set up to enquire into trade malpractices exposed only small
fry, 

_and a Right-wing Trade Minister took advantafe of its findings
to deprive the state-run National Trading Corporation of the few
exelusive rights it had, handing them back to the big foreign ffrms.
Likewise leading officials in the Ghana National Association of Wo-en
who should have been leading the ffght against proftteering were
themselves reaping huge proffts as market "Queens.;

Kwame Nkrumah repeatedly tried to initiate action against specu-
lation and proffteering, and against the bribery, corruption and osten-
tatious living by "big men" which sowed the seeds of disillusionment
and eroded popular support for the C.P.P. He failed. The new regime
will not even try, for it draws its support from those who are p.offtirrg
the most from these abuses.

- 
Th9 n9w regime is now trying to smear Dr. Nkrumah by claiming

that he himself amassed a large private fortune. It produced Ayul"
Kumi (himself one of Ghana's richest men and a former economic
advisor to the President) for "protective custody'' to provide the
"evidence."

The technique is to assert that accounts held by members of the
former government now in custody were the property of the President,
or to claim that corporations which were publicly-owned or the
property of the C.P.P. were the personal property of Dr. Nkrumah.
By the same token it could be claimed that the chairman of the United
States Atomic Energy Commission, for example, "owned" all the
atomic research facilities of the United States.
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Si.gns of Resistance

The ffght for political independence had united almost all sections

of the iharraiari people' Foi the ordinary Ghanaian, -politieal 
inde-

p""a"""" was the'ffrit rtep on the road iowards a richer, fuller life

ior all, free from exploitation and oppression; the Ghanaian national

Lo"rg"oiti" hoped tilat political independence would open the way

to eniichment and supreme power in the new state'

Some of the Ghaiairn Lo*g"oisie had supported the- C'P'P' in
,tfr" nght for political indepenf,ence from the outset; others went

throogi the riotions of tralnsferring their support t1 it. wh;n the

;;rai": which had openly voiced theii aspirations passed into oblivion,

tailing to retain poprlat support. But few had any,genuine sympathy

io, tti" air', oncJ i.rdeperdL"ce had been won, of building a socialist

Ghana and transformiirg the C.P.P' into a vanguard party based on

scientiffc socialism.
Ghana, unlike most other newly-independent African countries' had

a relativily well-developed middle clais of merchants, lawyers' civil

servants-and Army arid police officers-all trained in the British

tradition. It was through firese that Kwame Nlaumah had to work'

Mrty ."r.r"d the new 
"Ghrr* loyally; others resorted to obstruction-

ism and, ultimately, betraYal.---ny 
"o"ttast, 

thL working class was still small' and the C'P'P'

had been unable to build a"genuine democratie political Iife at grass

roots level. Too often the frIght for socialist ideas was replaced by

p"rrorrul adulation of Nkruma'h. In oonsequence, the ideas o-f capital-

irm uod neo-colonialism, continually encouraged from without' re-

;;i""d a potent force, while thoie of socialism fought a battle

against odds."'Th; 
ffrst days after the ooup saw a wave of Nazi-style book-burnings

and mass arrests in which ev:ery minister, every M'P' and every le-ad-

*J C.p.p. official and activist was taken into "protective custody."

i-irai"g socialists like Kofi Batsa, editor of the socialist weeHy

iiu sf*t and Kodwo Addison, director of the ldeological Institute

were singled,out as quamy in the manhunt'

The nJw regime has trild to focus attention on its release of de-

tainees, includLg those sentenced for complicity in earlier assas-

il;i# attemptf directed against Dr. Nkrumah. But the number

of detainees wlich it now holds in "protective custody" (a_conceptiol,

i".ia""*uy,whichdoesnotinfactexistinGhanaianlaw)isfar
greater, #afling according-to some.estimates as many as 2'000'
- f", despite ihi, *rr" 6f repression, the seeds of socialism sown
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during the struggle to transform the C.P.P. and build a socialist
Ghana are bearing fruit: less than one month after the coup, an
illegal leaflet signed by a newly-created Committee for the Defense
of the Revolution was circulating in Accra, calling upon sincere
socialists and "lowly but staunch" activists to resist the countbr-
revolution.

The leaflet warned that the consequences of the new regime's sell-
out to foreign big business "will be increased unemployment; in-
creased dependence of Ghana's economy on Britain and America;
a falling standard of living for the majority of the people side by
side with a more than comfortable living standard for a small class
of businessmen, top civfl servants, top army and police officers and
privileged intellectuals. "

The ffrst overt sign of organized resistance to the new regime, is
conclusive testimony to the fact that ilthough the new regime has
cunningly exploited the difficulties confronting Ghana, it cannot solve
them, for they are the legacy of Ghana's colonial past and the con-
sequences of imperialist policy. They can be solved only by resolute
action to overcome this legacy and to defeat this policy.

Africa today is the main stamping ground of the neo-colonial-
ist forces that seek the domination of the world for the imperial-

Ip lh"y serve. _Spreading- from South Africa, the Cong-o, the
Rhodesils, Angola, Mozambique, they form a maze-like Jonnec-
tion-yith the mightiest international ff.nancial monopolies in the
w91ld. These monopolies are extending their banking and indus-
trial organizations throughout the -African conti-nent. Their
spokesm^en- push their interests in the parliaments and govem-
ments of the world and sit on the internatio,nal bodies t[at are
supposed 

-to_ 
exr_st fo1 the promotion of world peace and the

welfare of the less-developed countries. Againsf such a form-
idab-le phalanx of forces, how can we move? Certainly not
singly, but in a combination that will give strength to oui bar-
gaining power and elimin_ate so many duplications that give
geater force and greater advantage to the imperialists and freir
strategy of neo-colonialism.

Kwame Nkrumah, Neo-Coloniali,smt The Last Stage
of lmperialism, pp. S0-S1
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Ecnnnmic Theory anil

Practice in the Snviet Union

The last maior work of Stalin, Economic Problems of Socialism

in the ussR, consisted of a report delivered in 1962 and his replies

to three letters from correspondints who had expressed disagreements

with his report. Stalin "tore into" one of the correspondents, Yaro-

shenko, *h6se points were obviously foolish, but he dealt respe_ctfully

with the otheri whose points were fundamental. The first reply was

to Alexander Iiyich Noikin; the second to A' V' Sanina and V' G'

Venzher. Presumably these correspondents exhibited civic courage

by arguing with Staiin at that time. While we do not have the texts

of tfr"Ii, lefterr, we ean see from Stalin's replies that they raised issues

that are at the very heart of the current eoonomic reforms in the USSR.

stalin thought that only consumers goods and_ collective farm

products shoofd be regarded ", "o**odities' 
Notkin thought that

irodo""r, goods shoulJ also be regarded as commodities and hence'

Lv implicaion, subiect to strict bookkeeping and rational pnclng'

i[at., ^"orrsidered the profftability of individual plants of- secondary

importance to the ptohtrbility of *r9 entire economy, which could

beistablished over i period oi y"r.r through subsidizing unprofftable

capital goods industriles. Notkin considered it just as important for

capital foods industries to operate profftably.

Now soviet economists and political leaders agree that failure to

treat producers goods ar connrttodities, and to insure profftable opera-

Uon 'of factoriei making them, has caused targe losses to the

soviet economy as a who-Ie. Major elements in the eurrent economic

reforms ,r, thu pricing o{ capital goods at their values and the

charging of ente4irises Ior theiiure, Th"te measures aim to stimulate

prodi."Jrt to geai output to users' needs, and users to emp-loy their

iquipment m6re inteisively. Realistic 
^wholesale 

prices will 
,enable

""ipiirt 
goods factories to tperate profttably, eliminadng budgetary

subsidies.
sanina and venzher urged the machine and tractor stations to sell

the machinery to the coilJctive farms, thereby increasing the farmers'

self-manag#ent of their enterprises and investments. Stalin algued

against tfr, ,, a step away fiom Communism and, he added' the

I(t
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farmers oouldn't afford to buy the machines. Years ago the Sanina-
Venzher recommendation was carried out, andl in the current reforms
a broadening of self-management by collective farms and an improve-
ment of their real incomes are central feafures.

Thus the discussion which culminated in the present reforms began
at least fffteen years ago. It was developed much further, made more
speciffc, in sfudies of Soviet economists since then, especially during
the past ffve years. Notkin and Venzher are two of ffve authors of
a book published in Moscow in 1965r "Production, Accumulation and
Consumption."*

These professors rank with Liberman, Gatovsky, Trapeznikov,
Kantorovich, and the late Nemchinov, among those who fundamentally
clariffed the economic laws of a modern, industrialized, socialist
society and proposed corresponding practical reforms. They, and
colleagues in other socialist countries, led a prolonged fight for these
principles and practices, combatting both dogmatists who wished to
oontinue obsolete rigid bureaucratic control and libertarians who
wished, under cover of economic reform, to abolish centralized plan-
ning and take serious steps towards restoration of private ownership
of productive enterprises.

These people deserve reeognition and honor, just as the physical
scientists, cosmonauts, foremost workers, and other outstanding oon-
tributors to the progress of socialism.

Why didn't this happen earlier in the USSR? Partly because of
particular conditions faced in the earlier stages of building a socialist
society. Remaining aspects of the class struggle and e:rtreme external
military presflrres forced the use of administrative measures and non-
economic priorities. The technical backwardness of the country ex-
tended to economic science. A few outstanding men projected sound
economic planning schemes, but they were not numerous enough to
implernent the plans in detail, and the necessary technical equipment
was lacking. Also important were the arbitrary, bureaucratic methods
of control which developed during the Stalin period, and which have
been reduced only gradually since. This subjective factor delayed
the new reforms for a number of years, but once in effect, the reforms
will hasten the breakup of excessive, inflexible bureaucracy. These
reforrns open big opportunities for the broader process of the demo-
eratization of life in the Soviet Union that is underway.

*V. G. Venzher, Ya. B, Kvasha. S. P, Pewushkin, I. A, Heinman, Proi*:od.
styga \9koplen"tye, _Protrebleniyo, Moscow, "Ekonomika" Publishing House,
1966, 304 pp., 91 kopeoks.
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The volume has some of the weaknesses characteristic o{ essay

collections. There are some repetitions, unevellness, and inoonsisten-

cier. gut generally the authors iiuid"d up their tasks well. The volume

holds togZth", ir, * arc,azingly 
"o*prJh"rrtive 

treatment of most of

the mairi economic problems-of Soviet society. {hile the authors are

now preparing a reiised edition, this original edition is an economic

*ort^rt k""ftiorrrt theoretical and practical importance. trttuch of its

oontent is nJw being transferred fr&n the printed page into the life

of factories, farms, and households.

What Grousth Rata of Socialist Cat'ntriesP

S. P. Pervushin, in the ffrst essay, discusses the desirable and

possiblo economic growth rate of an industrialized socialist country'

3orrr" p"ople argue"that the earlier, fast rates of growth occurred in

ail;d"tff: 
"orrEitioffi 

of the shift from an-agrarian to.an industrial

"oorrJ*y 
and are not possible now. Pervushin claims that this con-

cept is trr"d on a metiphysical positing of unchanging-conditions of

pridrrctiorr. The increasi"g *1"-"1 scieitiffc-technical advance makes

it possible to maintain t, E 
"n 

slightly increase the early grorvth rate'

The slowdown in socialist countries in recent years is abnormal' as

evidenced by declining output per unit o{ capacity'

A sustained high giowtfr rafe is needed for continuous growth in

living stanclurds i.rdi, order to win in the decisive economic competi

tio, "*itt capitalist countries, which have possibilities for speeding

their gro6h^rate. The socialist countries cairtot rest on their laurels

"" 
a3 assumption that the advantages_ of socialism will automatically

insure victory. During the last decade, leading cap'italist countries

have come closer to thZ So't i"t growth rate, and Japan has surpassed it'
-- 

True, the capitalist countriJs had particulai advantages and the

USSR particulai disadvantages during this period, but it is ne.cessary

to copi with these circumstlances' Tlie rece't average industrial pro-

ductiin growth rate of 6-8 per cent in the socialist countries is too

Iow. Pervushin considers 10112 per cent an optimum, possible with

full use of reserves over a long ieriod,. He claims that this would be

achieved if the USSR applie{ iis investments as efficiently as some

capitalist countries. to ii"omplish this, he makes recommendations

*ti"h are spelled out by othei contributors to the volume'

There ar6 substantiai differences amonEi soviet economists as to

the desirable and possible grorvth rate' Those with whom I discussed

it are more or less evenli divided between Pervushin s view and

the view that an B-9 per cent rate is all that is practical and desirable.

The Soviet leadersirip aPpears to agree with the latter view' The
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new Five-Year Plan calls for an annual rise of B-8.5 per cent, close

to the planned and actual increase of the recently concluded Seven-

Year Plan. But in a concession to the other viewpoint, the Draft Plan
directives express the convietion that the Soviet people "will bring
to light additional potentialities for overfulfilling the plan,"

In this reviewer's opinion, the answer to this issue will be deter-
mined for the coming decade by agriculture more than by industry.
If the current Five-Year Plan for agriculture, unlike its predecessors,
is achieved in full, there will be excellent gains in living standards,

and material and moral conditions will evolve favoring speedier

induskial $owth.
What Shale for ConsurnptionP

Pervushin says that at the present stage of development of Soviet

indusby, no "economies" at the expense of consumers' welfare will
speed up accumulation or the growth of industry generally. A rapid
rise in consumption should acoomPany that in basic industry. He
contrasts this with the early industrialization period when the slogan
"More coal, metal, machines," had to have absolute priority to insure
the future of communist society.

I think that the sacriffce of consumer needs, relatively*and some-

times absolutely-was a speciftc result of the exceptionally hostile
and isolated environment in which the USSR built socialism. It is

not an intrinsic necessity for rapid socialist industrialization. On the
contrary, a simultaneous rapid rise in living standands from the very
start of industrialization is not only possible, but also helps release

the social forces which can make the whole program a success.

Notkin devotes a major portion of his essay to examining how a
radical rise in peoples' welfare can best be cornbined with rapid
economic growth. The theoretical solution lies in a Proper proportion
of productive accumulation (investment) and consumption. With this
in mind he calculates various dynamic models to determine the best
distribution of the national product. The higher the share of accumula-
tion, the lower the short-term gain in consumption, but the more the
long-term gain. Where should one strike the balance between the
short-term and the long-term future? Mathematically, the higher
the percentage of accumulation, the better the long-term results. But
also, rnore perfection is required in the use of reserves-there is moro
tenseness and danger of breakdowns in the situation should any
element go wrong. Each country must work out the safety point from
its own experience and conditions.

Notkin then translates this into a schematic development of output
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of produeers goods and consumers goods (Departments-la1rd II),
in ihe fashion-of Karl Marx. Notkin uses Parameters which atternPt

to simulate actual Soviet oonditions. He ffnds that the most appropriate

relationship involves a slightly highgr rate of growth in-producers

goods. In 6ne variant, producers goods output increases 8.36 per cent

I"*ly, consumers goid" l.la per cent. Thus the weight-of ffxed

l"pnlJ increases mjth technical progtess, but not as rapidly as in
past Soviet practice.^ The Drafi Five-year PIan for 1966-70 calls for an increase of 8.52

per cent per year in producers ggods and 7.79-per cent-per-year in

iorro*"ri goods, virtirally coinciding with Notkiu's rnodel. In 1965,

for the ffrst-time, the percentage rise in consumers goods output came

quite closv to that for-produceis goods. Notkin uses traditional global

&tegories of productidn and simlile,llgebraic methods of calculation.

Soviit matheiratical economists will surely make big oontributions

in this area, developing models with more categories, more complex

relationships and reffned parameters, utilizing _electronic 
comPuters

to test ptanning variants, and selectin_g optilal variants in a more

obiective fashion than has been possible until now'

i.{otkin's proposals for speeding output of consumers goods include

standard r"io"Si"rr to intensify firm output and increase the rnaterial

interest of farmers; to cut capital eosts; to make more use of chemistry

and chernicals; to increase the supply of equiprnent for agriculture

and consumers goods industries; to develop con_sumers good-s output

in heavy as weII as ftght industries. Of particular interest, he urges

that the country get siarted on the mass production oJ cheap light
automobiles. fh"* recommendations refect the actual current em-

phases in soviet planuing and practica In particular, mass production

if autos is starting in this Five-Year PIan.

The Tuo-\hffi, Fioa-DaY Week

No&in makes an important specific proposal for using capacity more

efiectively. He thinkJ the USSR should, cha1ge_ from the present

4l-hour,'6-d^y week to a 40-hour, 5-day week; but with staggered

work schedulls so that each faetory worls 6 days and 2 shifts per

day. since most factories now work only 1# shifts daily, this would

bing the activity of the average faetory _up 
from 62.hours to 96

ho,rr! pe, week. Careful prelnration would be required and 
-money

would^have to be spent on lquipment to eliminate the bottlenecks

preventing 96-hour 
-operation.-I suspect that the main bottleneck

ira*p"rirr[ 2-shift op6ration is the shortage of materials. and fuel.

Somi Sorliet and Airerican bourgeois economists have claimed for
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a l,ong time that the USSR is losing much production by inadequate
use of multiple shifts. Among the contributors to this volume, Heinman
and Pervushin agree with Notkin; Kvasha does not. Whatever the
merits of the argument, factory managers in the USSR are now
devoting much effort to increasing the number of shifts their machines
work in order to increase the proffts of their enterprises and, corte-
spondingly, to raise the incornes of their personnel under the new
planning system.

The 5-day week proposal is being tried experimentally in East
Germany, apparently with favorable results. General Secretary L. I.
Brezhnev announced at the 23rd CPSU Congress in March, that this
has been adopted in principle and will be introduced during the
current ffve-year plan period. Already Soviet workers enjoy an actual
average working week that is shorter than in any major country in
the world, including the United States. But they have had to work
six days per week instead of the five enjoyed by American workers.
Now they wfll have this advantage too.

Capital-Output Ratios

Professor Kvasha deals with the capital cost of production: the
amount of employed capital needed for a given volume of output, and
the amount of additional capital needed to get a given additional
volume of output. Expressed in terms more commonly used by West-
ern economists, he deals with average and marginal capital-output
ratios. The higher these ratios, the less efficient is production, and
vice versa.

Kvasha ffnds that since 1960 both the average and the rnarginal
ratios have increased. During 1952-56 it required 1.4 rubles of added
ffxed capital to get an additional ruble of national income, but during
1959-62 it required 2.4 rubles. In the earlier period the marginal
capital-output ratio in the USSR was only one-third that in the USA,
but in the later period it was one-half as large.

This comparison shouss that nsith all tha specffic shortcomings of
Sooiet economic fiwrwgement and, plann;ing, the exi.stence of all
around, coordi,nated countrywid.e socialist planning makes the system
much more efficient than ca,pitalism in the use of its capital resowces.

Some eoonomists, arguing from Marx's law of the increasing organic
composition of capital, consider it inevitable that the ratio of capital
to curent output will increase. Others argue that the technical-
scientiffc revolution has so cheapened key lines of equiprnent as to
make that law no longer valid. Kvasha examines carefully the work
of the National Bureau of Economic Research on this subject with
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regard to the United States, and other data. He considers that the

ur-"itrbl" evidence doesn't permit a ffrm conclusion as to whether
technical advance brings higher or lower average capital-output ratios.

But it does permit the conclusion that increases are not inwitable,
that the ratio is subject to conscious influence by people striving,to
reduce it in the interest of economic Progress. Certainly, he says, the
law of the rising tendency of the organic compositionr of capital must

no longer be used to cover up bad practices, such as selection oI high

capital-cost projects over low capital-cost projects by enterprises.

His main tleme is the need to strive to reduce capital costs per unit
of ouQut by all possible means. Obviously, success in this direction
has great leverage for accelerating economic gowth. Much of Kvasha's

esry dir*sses factors tending to raise capital-output ratios and pro-
posals to counter them.

He has a very interesUng comment about the introduction of new
techniques. Often these are introduced p'rematurely, without an ade-

quate accounting basis, so that the most advanced technique produces
liss than the highest economic return. Ofteu there is insufficient
experimental and test output, so that additional capital expenditures

and time are needed to set matters right. The new system of planning
and management, making it worth while fior enterprises to economize

on equiprnent, should reduce indiscriminate ordering of super-modern

capital goods.
Ex"esiire concentration on ultra-large establishments also inflates

capital costs. U.S. experience reveals an important role for small

eslabhshments, using not the latest, but intermediate techniques, for
production of components, sPare parts, etc. Such establislunents have

maximum fexibility and maneuverability, and require the least state

planning control under socialism. They require little capital and admin-

istrative overhead. In the U.S. they are particularly active as suppliers

for auto companies and subcontractors for armament concerns.

Kvasha thinks that in the Soviet Union such production could be

carried out to advantage by cooperative establishments in which the

members have broad rights and responsibilities, share in profits and

losses, and receive favorable tax treatment.
The most important negative factor has been the lag in agriculture.

Relative stagnation in farm output in the last seven years has been

accompanied by rapidly rising farm investments, and hence a rising
capital-output ratio. The supply of agricultural raw materials has not
kept pace with rising capacities to consume these materials in indnstry.
This 

-causes much idleness in consumers goods factories, and hence

rising capital-output ratios there as well. Obviously, a real break-
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through in farm output will have very powerful stimulating efiects
on the entire Soviet economy.

Industrial Strucfiue

Professor Heinman is one of the world's outstanding specialists
in the concrete comparative study of American and Soviet industrial
organization, structure, and operations. In his essay he mercilessly
shows how much the Soviet economy lags behind the American-
the most advanced in the world-in many of these respects, and he
suggests ways to overoorne the lag.

The most characteristic portions of his essay deal with the details
of industrial structure, its "microstructure," shortcornings in special
products rather than broad industries. Another, and aonnected theme
is the need to economize in the use of machinery and materials. There
is an enormous overuse of fuel owing to lack of modern equipment.
Heinman recommends a big rise in the output of boiler-utilizers,
econornizers, heat recyclers, etc., in order to improve this factor.

Electric energy is a bottleneck. Electrification of Soviet industry
is somewhat behind the U.S. standard, and is growing inadequately.
Because the main modern growth industries-chemicals, non-ferrous
metals, etc.-use enormous quantities of electricity, electricity produc-
tion must grow considerably faster than industry as a whole. In the
U.S. electricity consumption grows 7 per cent for every 4 per cent
rise in industrial production. But in the USSR the ratio has been only
5 per cent for every 4 per cent rise in industrial production, hamper-
ing the qualitative structural improvement of industry as well as its
overall growth. An even faster rise in electricity is needed for agri-
cultural and household use.

The new Five-Year Plan calls for a growth of electricity one-third
faster than that of industry as a whole. This is some improvement,
but not enough. In a recent interview, Academician Strumilin, dean
of Soviet econo nists, recorn:mended increasing the Draft Five-Year
Plan goals for electric power. Whether the necessary equipment,
structures and transmission lines can be built quickly enough to do
this is another question.

Heinman shows the glaring insufficiency of output of sheet steel,
heat-treated steel, prepared shapes of steel, in the USSR. Itre indicates
the big economies in metal and the increased output of autos and
other consumers goods that would become possible with an appro-
priate structural improvement of the steel industry. The new plan
devotes much energy to this. Output of cold rolled sheets is to double,
of oxygen converter steel to multiply 5-6 times. There is to be much
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more heat treatment, stainless steel, high precision patterned pro-

ffIes, etc.---rr"irr*"" 
gives the shocking estimate that consumption of_ffnished

rtJ;;; urr?t of output in tf,e machinery industry in theflSSR is

40-50 per cent more ihan in the United States' The new Five-Year

pi", 
"i*t at a 2A'25 per cent reduction in metal consumption per unit

i' tt 
" 

*r"t i"ery and metalworking industries, which yould- still leave

soviet metal consumption per unii somewhat higher than the.present

U.S. ,trodrrd, if Hiinmai's estimate is correct' The recently con-

cludedSeven.YearPlanalsocalledforamajorreductiominsteel
consumptionperunit,andgeneral.statisticaleviderrcesuggeststhat
consideiable p]*gr"r, *u, *idu, although probably.less than p-lanned'- 

Recontly t|e "Soviet Union has be-en 
-modernizing its chemical

industr/, but not rapidly enough' The process will now be speeded'

Bv 1970, under the ,etni plan, Iutput of plastics, synthetic resins and

-.i"ti"ti" ffbers will "*""id 
the 1968 output of aII oountries except

;ir;ilt;fiiat"r. syrrthetic detergent output is scheduled to multiply

six times. The USSR is making ta'[e i'vestments not only domestically'

butalsoinforeignexchange,"tob"uyequiprnentembodyingup-to-date
world techniquei in the chemical growth industries'
" 
E*""r"f"j machinery, Heinma:n stresses the need for specialized

establishments to prod.rce various details and sp'are parts' and cen-

tralized control to standardize these items throughout the- machinery

irrJrrrt y-o, large segments of it'- H9 allo calls {or specialized. repair

shops. Achievement ;f U.S. standards of specialization, he_ estimates,

;ffid p".*ia a reduction in the number of auxiliary workers in the

basicf.actoriesgreatenoughtoPermitanincreaseofS0.percent
in labor prodr"iirity i" d9 ry"f i""'y industries as a whole' The

f.i,,r.-i""r'plan embodies his basic recornmendations. The recent

orsanizationofapowerfulnewStateCommitteeonMaterialand
nq:oip*"r,t Supply 

-signiftes 
a major efiort in this whole area.

The Scale of Materinl lcentioes

Heinman lays much stress on the importance of adopting a new

svstern of industrial management and incentives' d9'g- the lines

,i""***aed by Liberman ind others, and adopted lt tl9.l"pt:*U"t'
1965 Plenum. His speciffc proposal envisions real flexibility for the

;*pril and sudcient firnds for incentive purqo-ses to make a

difierlnce. He says that the central authorities should not determine

it " ur"r"g" wag;. This shoutd be within the province of the enter-

orise. so l6ne aJit achieves the planned profft and output'
"-A ;;r, iAt of the new systin wiII be whether it is applied with
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the correct combination of boldness and scope for local initiative
and bargaining, on the one hand, and planning eontrols to preserve
the balance between money in circulation and goods produced, on
the other hand. Too little of the former would dampen the en-
thusiasm which many Soviet people have for the new system; too
little of the latter would cause a harmful rise in living oosts and upset
the planned growth of the economy.

Earlier premium systems were trivial in amount and rigidly con-
ffned by centralized rules. There is strong evidence that the USSR
is avoiding such faults this time. A methodological decree has been
published describing how each enterprise shall work out its own
regulations governing the payment of premiums to its workers, adrnin-
istrators, and technical personnel. It deffnes the funds that may be
used, and provides certain bou,ndaries, general conditions, and sugges-
tions. But the main responsibility for deciding on the premiums-
how they are to be calculated and how distributed-is left to the
onteryrises themselves.

There is no central limit to the average wage, including premiums.
The ffnancial restrictions are on the total funds out of which wages
and premiums may be paid, which consist of preset wage funds plus
a share of proftts or sales. In this way the danger of inflation is
avoided, since the total income of the people is kept within the
bounds of their addition to production (with appropriite deductions
for increasing investments), while maximum fexibility is provided
for increasing the incorne of individual workers and whole groups
of workers corresponding to their increases in productivity.

How much will the workers themselves participate in developing
and controlling the premium system? The engineers, economists and
administrators have b,een and are participating with much enthusiasm.
The previous role of shop workers, apparently, was rather limited.
Now this may change.

The decree on premiums is signed jointly by A. Volkov, Chairman
of the State Committee on Questions of Labor and Wages, and
V. Grishin, Chairman of the All-Union Central Council of Trade
Unions.

Further, and perhaps more important, the decree provides that
every key decision within the entelprises must be made by the adminis-
trator in, agreement uith the local trade union. To avoid self-serving
such as takes place in U.S. colporations, the premiums payable to
the top administrators are directly limited by the higher bodies
supervising the factories.

A proper framework has been set up for a democratic system oL
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material incentives. wherever the workers have the right kind of

i""a"rt in their local unions, wherever they have the initiative to

exercise their rights, the objectives of the framework will be realized'

Wt 
"r, 

the workLs themselves participate in formulating-details and

understand what is being donJ, the itimulati"g -lLk of P: incen-

O"", *fff be multiplied. the' tire system wifl fuffill its political and

economic functions.

The Theory of the Collectioe Farrn'

According to venzher, the weaknesses of the soviet collective farms

do not ,"iLt ^oinly 
fuom the specific mistakes in crop structule'

methods of cultivatioi, etc., but in ihe connections between the collec-

tive farms and the ,"si of the economy' He specifies two basic features

of " 
*"r""t relationship, which flow out of the voluntary cooperative

character of the collective farm:-- 
i. it "r" must be no transfer of surpluses from or to the eollec-

tiver. fUat is, there must be real equivalence of exchange between

,n" rur*, and industry. This is in inarked contrast to the original

theorv and practic", whereby agriculture was a prime source for

;;;";;;il;" "f industriat cipital. Initially there was no other

,o*"", and the use of surpluses froduced in agriculture. to provide

i*rt*""t f*nds for heavy induitry was cornbined with betterirrg

oi 
"oraitors 

for the p"u'o"t', who had gotten land frorn the socialist

,"u"r*io" and could"now begin to get the ,-rs" of tractors and other

i;-;Gment. Moreor"r, Ihu amount of surplr'5 transferred was

*""L f"lt'that wh"r, the peasants were exploited by Jhe 
landlords'- 

But this practice co'i"t'ed too long' Now -industry 
produces

*;"h *o"" irrrplos than agrieulture, w.hich itself need-s especially

heaw capital investments' ffio'"ot'"', collective farmers became dis-

,*rd"i-;iah 
-a 

relationship under which their conditions lagged

decisively behind those of crty workers'*;;*i, 
the relativell p-oor work on the collective farms represented

" ,oit oi ,rrorgrniz"& ilowdown against the terms of trade with

A" 
-"i 

i"r. In tf,e past decade, and-especially starting in 1965, the

i"rf", regime has 
^moved to alter these terms radically in favor of

it , 
"ott"""ti 

re farms and their members' Py -'o* there is P.robably

"-rr"i 
n"* of surplus from the cities to the farrns, as a major push

i, ,*d"r*ry to eiiminate the lag in agriculture'

2. The collective farms musl have fuII independence' Only the

;p;;;t;; can decide whal t9 produce' what to sell' and how to

distribute their resources of land, tquipment' and labor' Centrahzed
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planning of the farm economy by administrative methods alienates
the farmers from societ/, contributes to a lower intensity of labor
and to a lower supply of marketable goods.

Planning must be by use of economic levers of credit, prices, taxes.
This may appear to be the more difficult way to plan, but it is the
only way that will work. Venzher rnentions the fear that self-planning
by cooperatives will lead to their not supplying needed things to
the cities. He regards this fear as iIl-founded, because: a) the his-
torical ties of the country to the city have institutionalized the fow;
b ) the proposals will not change the socialist essence of the collective
farm system. If informed what is wanted, and if the right prices are
set, the farmers wiil supply the goods; and c) the kolkhozas need the
state as purchaser of most of their produce. They can't sell but a
fraction of it on local markets, hence must produce what the
state wants.

The March, 1965 Plenum moved substantially toward restoring
self-planning by collective farms. But a caution is in order. Nominally,
the aollectives always had considerable leeway for self-planning, over
and above the compulsory deliveries. The decisive use of administra-
tive pressures was revealed only later in self-criticism of the old
system. It remains to be seen whether outside administrative methods
of planning kolkhoz economies have been eliminated in practice as
well as on paper. Recent reports of good results on the farms are
a favorable sign.

The move in the Soviet Union to substantial regular monthly pay-
ments to collective farrners, and pre-crop state credits to support
those payments in the ffrst half of the year, sets up a financial mechan-
ism quite different from that of the traditional cooperative but more
favorable from the members' viewpoint.

Venzher also advocates a system of production conhacts for one
year or longer periods, under which the collective farms will sell
to and buy from the state and its enterprises. He strongly advocates
inter-kolkhoz oooperative production enterprises to manufacture food-
sfuffs, preserve fruits, reftne sugar, etc. He sees this, along with the
other forms of self-management, as elements of self-administration
which will assist government administration and create conditions
for the future communist organization of administration without
the state.

Venzher says the collectives have a big task before them in a
cornparatively short historical term to increase the volume of their
output 2'3 times, and the productivity of their labor 5-6 times. He
is optimistic about the possibility and about the collective farm
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form. He is certain that if the proper measures and approaches are

i"t"rr, within 2-8 years the coll-ectives will eliminate their main in'

,rmti"rr"i", and start to fully satisfy the social requirement of supprt'

ing a quick rise in mass consoumPtion' 
i

The Soviet leadership has officially adopted the ganeral approach

of th" economists hoding views such aJ those represented i1 this

book. This ,ew, scierrtiff"TUy sor:nd, approach has the potential for

,ai*"fJit g *rr"h ,rrrr" ,'pid i*ptou"-*t't in Soviet economic life

;;,hi"chieved d"ri"g the drst hatf of this decade. But this

ootentialitv will not ,r"""ritity be realized' In the past' many short-

5;;;;"." 
-k 

ro*n, but decisions made to overcome them were

;;;;;;"t not carried out or carried out too $ow1y and-incompletely'

WiIl there be more success in achieving the planned eT:loPy -ln
steel now than in th" p'"uioos ptran? Charnces are there will' Und'er

;;;;;; ry;"i o1 etiritng anil iwnagemant it will be in tha material

;;r;;J oi tt u pioauii,t io achieae tte % per cent,econorn, in.steel'

it witt increase their incomes and living standards'..And this con-

,ideratio, applies across the board' Formerly ,th" :"llt-,:?-overcome
ri"""t**g!^"ra trp production reserves were based mainly on moral

anoeals. and sometimes even went contrary to the immediate material

ff,ir"rat of those directly involved' Now there is an attemPJ every-

;i;; i" cornbine the rioral appeal to serve the interest of society

,,,whol"withthematerialincentivetobetterone'sownoo,rrdition.* 
Of"io"rfy much depends on the- consistency -ant| PromPtness with

which the new system^is introduced and applied' There are two main

potential obstacles:

1-) There are conservative and bureaucratic elements in positions

,f ;";;who tend to hotrd back the full and consistent application

of economic levers' Thi,, i" turn, could considerably reduce the, favor-

"Lf" 
,"r*"rial and psyJologicai res"lts of the new system' Material

in the current Soviet'press"suggests that such tendencies have been

;;;il, rebufied. oitail"d i"iod.r give the impression of a people

il;# io p.,r, this new systJ-m int-o efiect q r;rpidly' universally'

and thoroughly ,, po,,ibl", with the Party anit.9*"T1f'-leader'
,t io niui"n"*ttoleheirted support and sensible guidance to the process'
""T)i;te;-dor"t t"*iorr, ,r",irlrg. u.s. comment on the new Five-

y;; pi* rightly emphasized its ass-umption of a period of peace. But

the text of ihe draft plan pointed out:

The last few years of the Seven-Year. Pt"l p$:1 coincided in

time with " ,i." 
i" international tension' to:uched ofi by U'S'
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imperialism, which launched aggressions in various regions of the
*drld. This necessitated allocations of additional funds to strengthen
the country's defenses.

Continuation of Johnson's escalation policy will force rnore military
diversions on the Soviet Union and slow down the application of
eoonomic incentives by curtailing the supplies available for eivilian
use. But the Soviet economy is now strong enough to carry a substan-

tial added military burden and simultaneously support the new system,

if more slowly and incompletely than would otherwise be possible.

Moreover, nobody should overlook the continued and increased im-
portance of rnoral incentives to the labor of the Soviet people. They,

Iike the masses of all countries, are deeply in&gnant over U.S.

aggression in Vietnam. If required, they will work even harder and

better to provide the requirements o{ the Vietnamese than for any

material reward.
Even now less than in the past can the military-economic strate-

gists of the Pentagon and some leading circles of high ffnance succeed

through the pressure of the arrns race in stopping the advance of
socialism and its economic gains on capitalism. Such a strategy, of
course, risks the vital interests of the American people, and under
present conditions will bring much more difRculty to the U.S. econ'
omy than in past periods of peak application.

The writer believes that, with the application of the new system

of planning andlmanagement, the USSR will gain more on the United
States economically in the next ftve years than it did in the past
ffve years.

In the last analysis, productivity of labor is the most important,

the principal thing for the victory of the new social system.

Capitalism created a productivity of labor unknown under serf-

dom. Capitalism can be utterly vanquished, by the fact that
Socialism cieates a new and much higher prodnrctivity of
labor. . . .

Lenin, AGreat Beginning, Selected Works, Vol. IX, p. 488
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Beflectinns on Fifty*

Frazer, in The Golden Bough, says that in ancient times it was

believed "a man who has been on a iourney may have contracted some

magic evil from the strangers with whom he has associated. Hence,

on ieturning home before he is readmitted to the society o{ his tribe
and friends, he has to undergo certain puriffcatory ceremonies."

Presumably, this was the main purPose of these elaborate ac'

tivities! + * *

One of the leading ffgures in U.S. history-writing and rewriting is
Mr. Forrest McDonald. Mr. McDonald's heroes are 18th century mer-

cantile aristocrats; he writes accordingly and Houghton Miflin recently

published Mr. McDonald's latest work, E Pluri,bus Unum: The Forma-

ilon of the Ameri,can Rapwblic, 1776-1790. Mr. McDonald ffnds the

essential genius of our Constitution to lie in its allegedly conservative,

anti-popular nature. In the course of exposing this view, there occurs

this wonderful paragraph:

Once the vulgar fmeaning the populace] overstepped the bonds

of proprietv ldu"rinqthe Am"erican-R6volution] and fot away with it

-tfrere^ *rJ rb logiJal stopping place. Comtnon Senie led unerringly
to Valmv and V"almy to^ i{afoieon, and Napoleon to the Revolu-

tion of iBBO, and that to thehevolutions of 1848, and those to the
Faris commune of 1871, and that to the Bolshevik Revolution,

and that to the A{rican and Asian Revolutions in Expectation, and

those to eternity . . . all the planet's peoples -in their turn, would
become so unrestrained as to 

-iose 
contact with sanity. The Ameri-

cans misht have sufiered a similar history, had they followed the

lead of "those *ho, in 1787 and 1788, spoke in the name of the

*Upon the occasion of his having reachecl 
.llis fiftieth year, and the ap-

p.uru-r* oi-his twentieth book-M,ission To Hanoi-and the completion of

ihe seco,d year of The American Institute for Marxist Studies (AIMS)' a

i.*ti-oriut dinner for Dr. Aptheker was held April 28 at the New York
Hilto, Hotul. It was attended by over 700 friends; the original sponsorE

were: Prof. Roibert S. cohen, Mr. Ossie Davis, and Prof. staug:hton Lynd.
up"" trrrt oocasion, after expressing appreciation to frien'ds and comrades

uoia p""ti.rfarly to his wife and their daughter, Bottina, Dr. Aptheker
made the follo$dng vemarks'-The Editors'
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p"ople and of popular "righ1s." But there were giants in the earth
in tl:ose days, and they spoke in the name of t[e nation, and the
people-followed them. Ai a result, the Americans werl despite
themselves doomed forever to be free.

This, then, explains the uniqueness of the United States: alone free
and sane in a global populace unfree and insane; and determined
we are to remake all others, despite themselves, into our imaget

What is the image of the 18th century aristocrat? What would they
have? Du Bois-the former Vice President will forgive me if I use
the correct pronunciation-sixty years ago said they would turn the
country into "a dusty desert of dollars and smartness."

Eleven decades ago, Whittier described, them and their world:

...Mencreep,
Not walk; with blood too pale and tame
To pay the debt they owe 

*to 
shame;

Buy cheap, sel-l flsar-, eat, drink, and sleep
Down-pillowed, deaf to moaning want;
Pay tithes for soul-insurance; keep
Six days to Mammon, one to Cant.

Power they have nra ,rrl nuro"*ar,"y r,rlr" *rooght but secure they
have not been. And they are of the past-less and less of the present,
and not at all of the future.

Whittier entitled the poem from which I have quoted,, "For
Righteousness' Sake"; he dedicated it "to friends under arrest for
treason against the slave power," having in mind the Negroes and
whites who, in Pennsylvania in 1854, had forcibly resisted fugitive-
slavehunting U.S. marshals.

"Give thanks to God," said Whittier, "that somewhat of the holy
rage/With which the prophets in their age/On all its decent seemings
trod"-give thanks, said the poet then, that the holy rage survived.

We celebrate its survival here; more than its survival, its cer.tain
triumph. Epitomizing that prophet's rage is Staughton, and I was
struck by a comment he made in ,a recent review in the William &
Mary Quarterly, qaating that British rebel, ]ohn Wilkes: "Thank God
our Ancestors were Heroes and Patriots, not prudenlf men. . . . Th"y
risked all for liberty."

Certainly, there is the original meaning of "patriot"-one enlisted
in the cause of liberty. It remains the word's correct meaning.
Let me improve on Wilkes by thanking God that not only some
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arnong our ancestors but also many among our 9onlelnPoraries
,r" o6t prud,ent men and women, but rather risk all for liberty'

One among the ancestors of our country leaps to mind. Nat Turner,

the slave rebel, finally caught, in chains within a Virginia prison,

faced by the Court Clerk who taunts him that his comrades have

been ha-nged and soon he will go and demands of him "Do y-ou not

now ad,mit you were in the wrong?"-and Turner's imrnortal reply

-recorded by that same Clerk, "Was not Christ cruciffed?" The

clerk is long since dead-and might just as well never have lived;

the hanged one will live so long as Man lives.

"RiskJd ail for liberty," said Wilkes. But what does one really

nskP Nothing; in ffghUng for liberty one risks nothing and guarantees

a life that is lived. Not a life of dull despair, not a life of anxious

fear, not a life of pale placidness; no, a life of eager venture, a life of

vigorous action, 
" 
lif" of throbbing creation-in short, a Life'

"G"org" 
Bernard Shaw wrote: "You see things and you. say, 'Why?'

But I dieam things that never were, and I say 'Why not?"'
Said one of his great contemporaries:

Dreamer of dreams, born out of my due time,
Why should I strive to set the ciooked straight?

Why, indeed. William Morris knew why, and did 
-set 

some-of the

crooked, straight. what else is there? "Principle {on-e i1 defense

and refuge fro"m chaos and utter defeat," wrote Frank LI"-y-d 
wright

And in "ull thiu, what excitement, what ioy, what challenge-and

what peoplel

Jack- l-ondon, explaining fffty years ago, "What Life Means to

Me,,, stated that hJ became a socialist because among socialists he

found the salt of the earth-"warm faith in the human, glowing ideal-

ism, the sweetness of unselftshness . . . all the splendid, stinging

things of the spirit." Especially, Uy t!" way, -did 
London mention

,rro"og these spiendid people, those profe,ssors who were attacked and

dismissed and denounced-or never hired-by the university trustees,
.,because they were quick with knowledge which they strive to apply

to the afiairs of mankind."

Needed is an abiding conviction in the reasonableness of nature and

all life, in the value of hfe, and in service to that reasonableness and

that value as the Point of living.
Brecht has Galileo say: "My intention is not to prove that hitherto

I have been right; but'to disoover whether I am right." Easily said,
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perhaps, but the hardest thing in the world to do and do consistently;
to make of one's life that supreme dedication to truth and beauty
and service that is the life of Science.

One requires: health; an active mind; work fft for such body and
mind; to love and be loved; and a splendid world fft for healthy peo-
ple with active minds who do love and are loved.

As always, Du Bois said everything in the briefest possible way;
what is m,eeded, he said, is "to make Humanity divine."

We insist, with Bernard Shaw, why not? Can the dream that was
and is the United States of America end in "besieging Heaven by
trampling men to death"-in napalming villages and pouring gases

upon women and childrenP We shall not pormit it so to end.
No, we are as William Morris sang, "The Pilgrims of Hope" and

he will forgive me if I revise the song slightly:

now the streets seem gay, the high stars
glittering bright;

for mg I sing amongst them, for my heart is full
and light.

I see the deeds to be done and the day to come
on the earth

riches vanished away and sorrow turned to mirth;
I see the city squalor and the country stupor gone
And we a part oJ it all-we three not alone
In the dayf to come of the pleasure, in the days that

are of the ffsht-
I was born orr"""lorrg ago: I am born again tonight.

Let us away, then, to the U** "rrrr. 

*
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Prnhlems of Ethics and MrralitY

Dean Acheson, former Secre-
tary of State, calls for the aband-
onment of moral PrinciPles in the
conduct of American foreign Pol-
icy (New Yorh Times, December
10, 1964). However, the PeoPle
of the world denounce the use of
poison gas by the United States
in South Vietnam as immoral.
Horv does morality relate to social

and political movements today?
By what ethical standards shall
we judge the actions of govern-
ments, parties, and individuals?

A book dealng with such ques-

tions, by a noted. Marxist, is
certainly most welcoma Etlt'i'es

ani| Progress bY Dr. Howard Sel-

sarn (International Publishers,
New York, 1965) tackles these

ethical problems and offers solu-

tions. Its subtitle-Naw Values

in a Reoolutionnrg WoNd-Prom'
ises the breaking of new ethical
ground.

Much of this Promise is real-

ized. Dr. Selsam makes a valuable
contribution bY linking ethical
questions to the struggles of the
peoples of the world. If this were

a review of Dr. Selsam's book,

most of the discussion woultl cen-

ter on the Positive contributions
it makes to ethical thought' How-

ever, we wish to exPlore several

ethical Points dealt with in this
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book which, we feel, require either
fuller treatment or difrerent treat-
ment. It is hoped that such ex-
ploration will stimulate further
discussion of the problems of
ethies and morality.

Tk.e Sources of Ethics

Morals, as Dr. Selsam points
out, are eommonly accepted rules
of conduct, while ethics consists
of explanations of these rules
(pp. 7-8). Dr. Selsam states that
ethics derives from "the con-
tradictions between the reality
man faces and his aspirations.
These aspirations . are . .

the peculair stuff of which ethics
is made" (p. 16).

We agree with Dr. Selsam that
this is one important source of
ethics. But there is another
source of ethics (as an explana-
tion of commonly aceepted rules
of conduct) that is equally im-
portant.

This source is the need to
justify the status quo, to have
people aeeept "the reality that
man faces." In the history of
ethics, many theories arose pre-
cisely to show that the present
reality is the way it ought to be;
that what is should be. Dr. Sel-
sam himself shows this to be
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true of the dominant ethical
theories of slave, feudal and cap-
italist societies (pp. 25-26, 42-43).
These ruling class-inspired theor-
ies sought to show either that
this is the best life or, with all
its difficulty and suffering:, no
better life is possible.

Such theories derive, not frorn
a contradiction, but from the need
to show that there is no contra-
diction between the way people

do live and the way "one can,
should, and ought to live." There-
fore, a correct formulation of the
origin of ethics must point to
two sources: 1) the contradiction
betrveen how one lives and how
one ought to live (Dr. Selsam's
point), and 2) the need to shovi,

that people do live the way they
ought to live (our point). Such
a formulation will correctly em-
phasize both the class nature of
ethics in a clasg society and the
role of ethics in the struggle for
a better society.

We might add here that social-
ist ethics today derives from both
sources. Certain features of so-
cialist life today are what they
should be, e.g:., absence of exploit-
ation. Socialist humanist ethics
stresses that such absence of ex-
ploitation is a necessary and de-
sirable feature of socialist life,
that what is ought to be. On the
other hand, certain features of
socialist life today are not what
they shoultl be, e.g. crime. So-
cialist ethical theory, therefore,
shows why crime is evil and
harms socialist life, and why it
must be eliminated. It shows a
cmtradicton between existing re-
ality ancl a future better reality.
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Reason and Morali,tg

Dr Selsam arrives at a rather
peculiar conclusion from his view
that "ethics derives from the dis-
tinetive human ability to see a
contradicton between how one
lives and how one can, should,
and. ought to live" (pp. 65-66).
He states that people who do not
see such a contradicton cannot
be reasoned into a correct morality
(p. 6a).

Such people, he says, n'may be
vulgarians, just plain 'know-
nothings', or highly cultured peo-
ple [They] can simply say:
I am having a good time; I love
my power, fortune, ease or se-
curity; my art or scientific pur-
suits, my scholarship, or just my
wife (or husband) and children;
and don't care a hang about any-
thing or anyone else" (p. 64).
He adds: "Someone else may see
a contradiction between his rnode
of life and what the time or situ-
atiorr calls for, but if he doesn't
see it, all reasoning is at an end"
(p 65).

Of course, every Marxist has
met people like this and may even
have "given up" on some. But
Dr. Selsam says that it is
theoreti,callg wrong to try to rea-
son with them: "There are those
'ivho think they can reason such
people into morality, into some
kind of social consciousness which
is moral conseiousness. Such an
approach is generally useless in
praetice, and wrong in theory"
1p.64).

Wherefore sueh a strange con-
clusion? Are Marxists to ignore
those Americans who may noln
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feel subjectively satisfied with
their present life? Such PeoPle
are not frozen permanentlY to
their present indifference. Marx-
ists must patiently and Persist-
ently show them the true nature
of capitalism. Indeed, capitalism
itself frequently shocks them out
of their eomplacency. Were not
many such PreviouslY inactive
people galvanized into anger and
political activity by Governor
Wallace and the brutal Police of
Selma, Alabama? How many
previously indifferent Young Peo-
ple (and college Professors) are
now actively fighting to end the
criminal war in South Vietnam?

We must not declare that this
grouping of Americans should be

abandoned. Is not reason one of
our best weaPone against the
ideological irrationality and so-

cial illogic of caPitalism?

Marri,sm anfl, Eaistenti,ati,sm

The philosophY of existential-
ism, especially Jean-Paul Sartre's
version, has had a Powerful im-
pact on contemPorarY ideologY.
Since existentialism centers on
problems of the individual and

his activity, i.e., on moral Prob-
lems, it requires discussion in a

book on ethics by a Marxist. Sev-

era! pages of Dr. Selsam's book

are devoted to Sartre's ethical
views.

Dr. Selsam states that the
French existentialists have re-
vealed "a deeP sense of moral
responsibility" and have given

us "& heighteneil understanding
of this much-ignored question"
(p. 60). IIe writes:
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Albert Camus, Jean-Paul Saltre,
Simone de Beauvoir, throu'gh their
writings and ttheir participation in
the resistance movement, in opposi-
tion to the Alglerian war, and in the
cause of world peace, have focused
a new and sharp light on the prob-
lem of individual responsibilit5r in
relation to any and everly soaial
col,lective (pp. 60'61).

Further, Dr. Selsam says that
"existentialism reinforces Marx-
ist theory with its powerful and
eloquent appeal to the individual
conscience" (p. 61). He adds that
Sartre sees that "in a real sense,
there is no human freedom and
no possibility of moral responsi-
bility and personal integrity"
without the individual person's
freedom to project "what he wants
to be and the kind of life he wants
to lead" (p. 61).

t'Satre's ideas," he writeg,
"serve nevertheless to provide a
possible basis for the moral judel-
ment of individuals" (p. 62).

Dr. Selsam qualifies this praise
of Sartre's views with some
critical comments. He correctly
calls existentialism "a basically
non-materialist and anti-historical
philosophy" (p.60). He says
that Sartre's "stress on the in-
dividual person's freedom to make
such a projection (of his future
life - J. R.) may be exagger-
ated . . ." (p. 61). He adds:
"From a materialist standpoint
this (Sartre's belief in full free-
dom of ehoice - J. R.) is too
easy a solution of the age-old
problem of personal freedom and
social-historical determination"
(p.61).

Dr. Selsam contrasts Sartre's
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view that "man's ability to choose
one kind of life and character or
another is man's tragedy" to the
Marxist view that "it is man's
hope and opportunity" (p.62).

In further criticism, he writes:

What Srar:tre antl existentialism
generally have nort yet done is to
provide an ethic that gives us an
objective standard by which we can
judge the rightness or wrongress
of the individ,ual's choice. IIe has
for years been struggling with this
problem ,but tris approach has re-
mained too rnuch that of the isolated
individual person f,or whom all other
persons are essentially alien (p.
62).

We agree with Dr. Selsam's
criticisms of Sartre's existen-
tialism but we believe they do not
go far enough. At the same time,
we cannot accept his praise of
Sartre's views. Indeed, we wonder
how Dr. Selsam can find "personal
integrity and deep moral respon-
sibility" in what he himself calls
"a non-materialist and anti-his-
torical philosophy" which does not
have "an objective standard by
which we can judge the rightness
or wrongness of the individual's
choice." What "personal integrity
and deep moral responsibility"
motivates "the isolated individual
person for whom all other persons
are essentially alien?"

But let us offer Sartre's own
writings on these problems. In
his E sistenti,alism, Sartre writes :

To say that we invent values
means nothing else ibut this: life has
no moaning a Wiori,. Before You
come alive, life is nothing; it's uP to
you to give it a rneaning, and value
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is nothing else but the meaning
that you ohoose (p. 138).*

Elsewhere in the same work,
Sartre states:

In other wonds, there is no deter-
minism, man is free, man is free-
dom. . . . So, in the brigh't realm of
values, we have no exeuse behind
us, nor jlrstifioation before us. We
are alone, with no excuses . . . (p.
13?).

This view-that the individual
is completely free to choose, that
he makes his own life in full free-
dom, that he alone decides what
is good or bad, right or wrong-
is endlessly repeated by Sartre
in all his writings. In his novel
Age of Reason, Sartre voices this
outlook most clearly. His central
character states: "Whatever hap-
pens, it is bg my agency that
everything must happen." Sartre
adds:

. he was free, free in every
way, free to be,have like a fool or
a rnachine, free to accept, free to
refuse, free to equivocate; to marry,
to give up the garne, to drag this
dead weight arbout with him for
years to come. He could do what
he liked, no one had the right to
advise him, there woutrd be for him
no Good nor EviI unle,ss he brou'ght
them into being. . . Ele was alone,
enveloped in this rnostrous silence,
free and alone, without assistance
and without excuse, condemned to
decide without support frorn any
quarter, condernned forever to be
free (p. 139).

*Page references &re to The
Worl.ile ol Euistentialdsm, edited by
Maurice trYiedman, Random House,
New York, 1964.
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So here is each individual with
absolute freedom to choose any-
thing and to decide anything.
But Sartre sees that each indivi-
dual's freedom conflicts with
every other individual's freedom.
So Sartre's "social" world con-
sists of isolated individuals alien
to each other and in conflict with
each other. Sartre writes of this
dreadful world of hostile indivi-
duals: "Hell is-other people !"
(p. 188).

Further, this Sartrean world is
futile and frustrating', full of
anguish, nausea, and despair.
Man's absolute freedom results
only in defeat and disillusion-
ment. But man's freedom includes
the choice of-death! 'With free-
dom as a product of the mind, and
death as an alternate choice,
Sartre arrives at the astounding
conclusion: "We were never more
free than during the German oc-
cupation" (Walter Odajnyk,
Marri,sm and Ea'istentialism,
Doubleday, New York, 1965, p.

105).
So here we have the ethics of

"personal integrity and deep
moral responsibility"-an ethics
whieh permits the choice of any-
thing, which has no standard of
right and wrong', which has a
world of alienated, hostile indi-
viduals, which offers us a hopeless,
senseless, nauseating world, which
gives us freedom to choose death,
and which finds freedom under
Nazi occupation !

We recognize that Sartre tries
to qualify individual freedom
with concepts like "the human
condition" and "the situation" of
the individual. But this merelY
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confuses and contradicts the
above-states principles of Sartre's
ethics. Indeed, confusion and con-
tradiction are rampant in Sartre'g
views. But it is urgent that the
basic nature of existentialism be
correctly evaluated.

Many Marxist writers have
consistently refuted and rejected
existentialism generally, and Sar-
tre's version specifically. On the
other hand, Sartre himself has
written in detail and at length to
refute Marxist philosophy and
ethics, and has offered his views
as a substitute. Odajnyk's book is
completely devoted to showing
how Sartre's philosophy and ethics
is opposed point by point to Marx-
ism.

It is true that Sartre has been
moving closer to Marxism in re-
cent years, a movement which we
hope will continue. His recent
philosophical work Cri,tique of
Dialectical Reason (1961) shows
a greater acceptance of Marxist
philosophical views. If Dr. Sel-
sam had this work in mind, he
should have said so clearly. In
sueh case, he would have been
obliged to distinguish Sartre's
later views from his earlier views.
In any case, Sartre's latest work
does not accept Marxist ethical
theory and presents only a con-
fused and diluted version of his
earlier theory.

Dr. Selsam is eorrect in praising
Sartre's progressive political
views and we join in applauding
them. However, people of the most
diverse philosophical views are
participating actively in the strug-
gles for world peace, for civil
rights, for national liberation.
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Obviously, their correct political
views and activities do not make
their philosophical views valid.

One final point should be made.
Both Dr. Selsam and the Polish
Marxist Adam Schaff (in his book
Philosophy for Man) give credit
to the existentialists, particularly
to Sartre, for raising important
philosophical and ethical prob-
lems. We are reluctant to grant
such credit. Should we praise
those who raise important prob-
lems but offer false, subjectivist
solutions? Do we not add luster
to their views in doing so? Cer-
tainly, Marxists must deal seri-
ously with these problems, must
scientifically analyze the solutions
offered by the existentialists,
must show in detail why such so-
Iutions are incorrect, and must
offer comprehensive Marxist solu-
tions.

Our conclusion is that Sartre
and hie existentialism have
nothing to offer to Marxist ethics.
Existentialism is a philosophy
which can only disorient people
today.

Eth,ics and, Soci.alism Todag

Dr. Selsam raises a number of
points regarding ethies and so-
cialism whieh require examina-
tion.

After stating that "socialism is
no panacea," Dr. Selsam writes:
"Its long-range goal is the aboli-
tion of all exploitation of man bY
man" (p. 31). First, we say that
socialism's i,mmed,i,ate (not "long-
range") goal is the abolition of
all exploitation of man by man.
Second, this is no longer a goal

since the Soviet Union and the
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other socialist countries have
long since abolished such exploi-
tation. Further, we are tempted
to add that socialism 'is a "pana-
ssa"-f6r war, exploitation, jim
crow, poverty, etc.

Elsewhere, Dr. Selsam states:
"One cannot proae that the world
will get better. Future pro-
gress cannot be proven and can
scarcely be called inevitable"
(pp. 32-33). Marxist social sei-
ence and political economy has
developed specifically to proae that
"the world will get better." Did
not Marx and Engels uncover the
economic and social laws which
operate so that socialism i,neai'
tablg rcplaees capitalism? Unlike
Dr. Selsam, we say that future
progress can be proven and is
inevitable. Further, living social-
ism in one-third of the world af-
firms this inevitability and proves
future progress.

Dr. Selsam writes further:

One ee,rLain way to achieve pro-
gress is to think and speak of such
ethical values as rigfrt, freedom,
equality or justice as conditions that
exist rather than as demands to be
struggled for. . . . Such ethical terms
have nothing only as demands, aims
or goals, not as descriptions of an
existing state of thinss (p. 33).

Of course, \4/e can readily agree
that "such ethical values as right,
freedorn, equality or justice" are
never fully achieved and must al-
ways be raised to higher levels.
But does this mean that we will
never have a society which has
right, freedom, equality and jus-
tice as "existing values" ? More
pertinently, do socialist countries
tod,ag represent societies with
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svch efri,sting values? Is equality
in the Soviet Union today only
something to be struggled for and
not also an existing value?

Marx and Engels spoke of the
movement from capitalism to so-
cialism as a leap from the king-
dom of necessity to the kingdom
of freedom (i.e., existing free-
dom). Socialism today both em-
bodies the existing values of
right, freedom, equality and jus-
tice and will continue to develop
and expand these values in the
future.

Dr. Selsam envisions "access
for everyone to all the facilities
the earth can provide for the cre-
ative use of leisure." But he places
this in some dim future: "Such
a transformation of society and
of all moral values is a stupendous
task, requiring the activity of
many generations" (p. 120).
Sueh a view is both pessimistic
and unrealistic, we believe. Exist-
ing socialisrn, in this time of auto-
mation, will make giant strides
economically in a short period.
It has already taken several giant
strides in moral areas: national
equality, social responsibility, sex
morality, equality for women. A
moral and economic revolution has
occurred and is continuing in so.
cialist countries and need not
await "many generations" for its
basic completion.

Our impression is that Dr. Sel-
sam is overly-tentative and dubi-
ous in his approach to the present-
day socialist countries. This is
confirmed by the last chapter of
his book. Here he makes one com-
ment that "the Soviet Union and
other socialist and partly socialist
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countries now see the neeessity
of utilizing the most advanced
techniques" for effective economic
planning (pp. L22-L23). But there
is no other reference to present-
day socialist countries as embody-
ing progress. There are state-
ments praising socialism in gen-
eral (as there are throughout the
book). But Dr. Selsam still places
progress in some dim, to-be-real-
ized future:

The statement of Marx and En-
gels that with the socialist transfor-
mation of society mankind moves
from the prehistorie to the historic
era crf man provides one more insight
into their idea of progress. Society
has moved forward, there has been
p?ogress, but through blind forces
and dimly conceived ideas (p. 121).

A Marxist may well have writ-
ten this in 1900 or 1910 but not
in 1965 when one-third of the
world is socialist. Are there only
"blind forces and dimly conceived
ideas" in the Soviet Union today
after almost half a century of so-
cialism?

Dr. Selsam immediately follows
the above quotation with:

Progress will truly begin when
men and nations and ultimately a
world co;mmonwealth will, through
every democratic means possible,
plan this future for the fulfillment
of mankind's ever-growing ideals of
what lruman life can and should be
on this ea,rth (p. 121).

What ! Has progress not "truly
begun" in the Soviet Union and
the other socialist countries? Are
not present-day socialist coun-
tries planning their future "for
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the fulfillment of mankind's ever-
growing ideals of what human
Iife can and should be on this
earth?" We believe they are and
that progress "truly began" in
1917. Such uncertainty about and
lack of confidence in present-day
socialist eountries runs through-
out the book. This seriously dilu-
tes its message on Eth,ics a,nd,

Progress.
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Although w"*orrl set forth
differing views on several aspects
of Dr. Selsam's book, we wish to
repeat our affirmation that it con-
tributes to ethical theory. It
should provide a basis for con-
tinued discussion and debate to-
wards the end of achieving a

clearer and more comprehensive
Man<ist ethics.

f,rmments by the Author

Joseph Reynolds' communication
on my Ethi'cs wnil Progress is
most welcome. I do not so much
want to take issue with it as to
comment on four princiPle ques-

tions it raises.
The first criticism is that there

are two sources of ethics rather
than the one I presented, namelY
that "ethics derives from the
distinctive human ability to see

a contradiction between how one
lives and how one can, should, or
ought to live." My critic asserts
that "there is another source of
ethics that is equally important . . .
the neecl to justify the status
quo . . . to show that the present
reality fs the way it ought to be;
that what is shoulil be;'

I cannot see this as a separate
source of ethics. No ruling class
ethics would ever have developed

-for it would never have been
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needed-had it not been for the
challenge being made to the status
quo by members of suppressed
classes. The very contradictions
that created their ethieal demands
as oughts required that these de-
mands be denied by deny[ng the
existence of the contradictions.
Heraclitus implied as much when
he said early in the 5th century
B.C.: "Men would not have known
the name of justice if there were
no injustice."

There are not two sources of
ethics but two or more opposecl
classes in society to whom ethical
values appear in different and even
opposite perspectives. My point
is only that these ethical values
would not appear at all were there
not conceived contradictions that
created demands, activities, chal-
lenges. Those on one side of the
fence see the contradictions and
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make the demands. Those on the
other side deny them. That seems
to me as close as we can get
to the unity and interpenetration
of opposites. Rather than a ques-
tion of two "sources" of ethics
it is one of two forms or ex-
pressions of ethical theory, those
of dominant and oppressed classes.
I tried, throughout this little book
as well as in the earlier and
Ionger work, Socinli,sm und Etltics,
to emphasize correctly what
Joseph Reynolds refers to as "both
the class nature of ethics in a class
society and the role of ethics in
the struggle for a better society."
And I must add that I fail to find
two "sources" of socialist ethics
today, either in socialist or non-
soeialist c'ountries.

The second eomment eoncerns
my statement that people cannot
be argued into an ethical view of
Iife. Perhaps f ove,rstated my
case w"hen I wrote that people
who are perfeetly satisfied with
their life as it ris, cannot be reas-
oned into "social consciousness
which is moral consciousness." My
critic is most disturbed by my
saying that it is theoretically
rtrrong to try to do so, and calls it
"a strange conclusion." He in-
terprets me to mean that Marx-
ists should ignore Americans who
are now satisfied with their lives.
Personally I have never ignored
anybody with whom conversa-
tion was possible, but I have
found degrees of usefulness rang-
ing all the way from 0 to 100 in
such conversations.

It seems to me to deny some
central Marxist theories to assert
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what Reynolds does. Is there a
super-structure? Is there a
bourgeois ideology and are there
bourgeois people who have devel-
oped a very thick skin? How
meaningful is it to think we can
"convert" the "perfectly satisfied"
to change their way of life by
mere argument? This suggests
idealism, not materialism. Rey-
nolds understands the issue him-
self when he says such things as

"eapitalism itself frequently
shocks them out of their complae-
ency," and asks how many pre-
viously inactive people were gal-
vanized into activity by the
events in Selma, Alabama, or our
"dirty war" in South Yietnam.
The reader will note at once that
it is not "arguments" that are
here referred to but objective
events that challenge peoples' lives
and values. Of course I agree with
him that "reason [is] one of our
best weapons against the ideologi-
cal irrationality and social illogic
of capitalism." All f was trying
to say is that it is only "one" of
such weapons and not always
effective. And whether it is a
Governor lVallace in Alabama, a
Johnson, Rusk and McNamara in
Washington, or longshoremen !n
New York who picket ships of
lines that have called at North
Vietnam, we must remember what
Marx and Engels wrole in The
German ldeologg: that the itleas
of the ruling class are always the
ruling ideas.

The third feature of Ethi,cs
anl, Progress that is challeng:ed
is my two and a half pages on
"Sartre and Existentialist Eth-
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ics." I can think of a number of
ideas in the book that better de-
serve criticism than these passing
remarks on existentialism. My
critic seems to think that I accept
existentialism as a philosophy
because Sartre and others "are
participating actively in the
struggles for world peace, for
civil rights, and national libera-
tion." I deny that I have done
this with existentialism anymore
than I have with, say, Bertrand
Russell and the logical positivists.
But it is something else again
to deny that one might legiti-
mately find "personal integrity
and deep moral responsibility" in
"a non-materialist and anti-his-
torical philosophy." This is not
Marxism but metaphysical dog-
matism. Used historically it would
dany all value to pre-Marxist in-
stitutions, philosophies, and ethi-
cal ideas. His concluding state-
ment on the subject, "Existen-
tialism is a philosophy which can
,only disorient people today," re-
quires the rejoinder, "what peo-
ple?" This is a new and curious
method of philosophical refuta-
tion. Whether a philosophy
orients or disorients people may
depend as much on the people as
on the philosophy.

Finally, Reynolds questions a
number of statements in my book
on ttgocialism" and on "progress."
He finds that "uncertainty about
and lack of confidence in present-
day soeialist countries runs
throughout the book." If this were
true I would certainly regret it,
but I fear that my critic fails to
see the dynamics of the process of
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building socialism, the time it
takes to achieve its goals, the diffi-
culties of the legacy left over
from capitalism and feudalism,
etc. Socialism is not the solution
of all the problems that beset
present-day mankind. But I be-
Iieve it is the only way through
which these problems can be re-
solved and maukind can make
progress, as it has been doing in
all the countries of socialism. This
is precisely what I meant when I
wrote: "Socialism is no pauacea."
It does not of itself fulfill man's
highest values but it provides the
best if not the only possible basis
in our century for the continued
movement toward these values.

And what does Reynolds mean
when he says that "Marxist social
science and political economy has
developed specifically to proue
that the world ,will get better?"
I always thought it was developed
to help the world get better. Cen-
tral here is the question of "inevi-
tab,ility." The only meaning I
ean give this term is that "if such
and such conditions are fufilled
such-and-such a result will fol-
Iow." To deny this is to deny
causality as a basic relationship
in the world. But to go beyond it
without careful specification of
the eonditions (and these can
never be completely delimited) is
to fall into a mechanistic materi-
alism such that everything that
has happened or will happen in
the whole universe was predeter-
mined by some "original" agglom-
eration of atoms. To believe prog-
ress is inevitable is to play fast
and Ioose with both terms. To have
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hope and confidence in the future
is not to "know" that it will be

what we wish for. I remember

hearing the argument some Years

ago that we could not call social-

flsm inevitable because for aU

we know a comet might collide
with the earth. But todaY there
are enough nuclear weaPons to
blow us all into "Kingdom Come."
And we are faced with the fact
that this possible catastrophe
would itself be a product of the
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whole of man's historical de-

velopment.
But all of these are questions

that cannot be resolved in anY

article or any book. TheY are fun-
damental and Perennial and re-
quire continual examination and

re-examination. This is so true
that no one should think he has
the final answers-or even that
there a,re final answers. One can

only hope, to ParaPhrase Lenin,
to be mooi,ng towards more truth
rather than awaY from it.

It is the thesis of this work that presenit-day standard-s and

modes of conduct in much of the world bear little relationship to

overall theory of what a good life is. They have little relation to
what man's iif" 

""r, 
and" should be, and ofier nothing toward

ideas of the nature of human progress or betterment. Without
deffning these questions we cai, hlve no ethics-worthy of the
name. fr" "r, h-ave only parochial and traditional standards and

ideas, which may be go6dot bad in long-range terms,.but *hi"l
cannot help mankind to solve its mo_st pressing problems and'

move forwird. Men's ideas of right and wrong, better and w-orse,

are in the long run determined-by the conditions of their lives.

The circumsta"nces of human life on a world scale are impelling
men to form an ideal of a more abundant life and to strive to
echieve it.

Throughout the world men are today turning away from-old
establishEd standards and creating richer, fuller human ethics

by envisioning and seeking a life free of poverty and ignorance

aird ofiering Ihe fullest po"ssible development of man's limitless
ootentialitie"s. Men maki their moral codes and their ethical
theories, and in the world today masses of people are making
them consciously or unconsciouily, wilh blood and sweat, and

with a deeper, i""rt"t sense of what human life on this earth

should be fhan in any previous period of the world s history.

Howard Selsam, Ethics anil Progress, pp. 9-10'

DISCUSSION
BEBTHA C. BEYIYOIDS

How We Appear to 0thers

The program is refreshingly
well-written, with the exception
noted below. I was impressed with
the coherence and logical move-
ment of the thought. If my re-
marks are overweighted on the
how of the writing rather than on
content, that is due to my limita-
tions and area of competence, not
to order of importance.

The matter of length raises im-
portant questions. I do not think
the program should be any longer
than it is, for people in this
period of headline-reading and TV
have not the power to concentrate
for long. Yet most of the critic-
isms f have heard want added
emphases on this or that, for in-
stance on peace, the poverty pro-
g'ram, or Latin American affairs.
Taken singly each merits more
space, yet one of the values I find
in the draft is its good balance
and good treatment of the inter-
relations of a multitude of factors.
I would like to leave to the writer
the responsibility of maintaining
that balance, even though some
emphases should be strengthened.
To return to length,, a writer may
have to saerifice some of the full
treatment a subject deserves or
risk loss of the reader's attention
just when it is needed to realize

the relationships of parts to the
whole.

Then there are some subjects
which are important but cannot
be adequately treated briefly.
Such might be the Sino-soviet
conflict or the Vietnam war. (To
digress for these two: perhaps
the basis of the Sino-Soviet dif-
ferences might be a difference of
appraisal of the way nuelear war-
fare has affected strategy for war
prevention, not neglecting to sup-
port wars of liberation which are
really defense against annihila-
tion. The war in Vietnam could
be discussed as an example of the
genocide to which imperialism
leads, even though the war picture
which changes from day to day
cannot find a place in a program
which should not be dated.) Such
subjects as these may have to be
left out rather 'than being given
rnisleading short treatment, but
they may be used as illustrations
of other subjects which are dis-
cussed fully.

If this draft should have to be
shortened, and I think this might
even be desirable. I can find no
major part to omit, but think there
might be a combing of the sen-
tences which still show sorne ten-
dencies to wordiness and repeti-

80
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tion. The space saved might not
be more than a few pages, but
might give room for a few em-
phases that would strengthen the
whole.

I found three examples of single
criticisms that may be typical of
others:

1. Page 5, last paragraph:
"to those who want to throw man-
kind back to a eaveman existenee."
Not a truthful figure. What they
want is their privileged status
quo, as stated in the rest of the
sentence. The result of what they
do is not what they want.

2, Page 7, last paragraph: "the
democratic will." This does not
mean anything. One could say,
"the will of the people democratic-
ally expressed."

3. Page 117, second paragraph:
"Full freedom of conscience and
worship will be guaranteed in a
socialist United States." This sen-
tence answers no questions and
raises doubts. How do' we know
what will be guaranteed? Is it to
be by edict? Whose? I would leave
it out and include the thought of
freedom of conscience and wor-
ship under what Communists be-
lieve, as stated in the preceding
paragraph.

Where I hope for rewriting:
The only section where I had
trouble staging with the text was
the section entitled Communiets
and, the Left (pp. 110-116). It
seems to me that once writers or
speakers get into the realm of
"Lefl" and t'Right," ttbroad move-
ments," "activistsr" etc., their
words become cliches and lose

vitality. I wish the whole section
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could be rewritten, with a reach-
ing out to the man in the street
aud the housewife, and what is on
th,eir minds. Maybe we can't get
rid of "Left" and "Right," having
no other terms, but can't we stoP

talking to ourselves? Can't we
answer simply such questions as:
What urgent needs make PeoPle
today begin to question our kind
of economic system? WhY do re-
forms so often fail? Can PeoPle
work together who disagree on
some things? If we don't work
together won't we be Picked off
one by one by the enemies of the
true interests of everYbodY?

These are just simPle but verY
important questions, and there
are many more. What bothers me
is that our minds, being human,
tend to center on ourselves and

the impression we are making,
not on the peoPle whose questions

are not answered and who need

our help. There are serious Prob-
lems raised by atomic energy, bY

nuclear warfare and what it
means for the class struggle, bY

automation and cybernation and

what they do to our ideas about
work, subsistence and even edu-
cation. Some of these iileas are
better treated elsewhere in the
program. The purPose of this sec-

tion, it seems to me, is to focus,
briefly but fundamentallY, on

where the Communist PartY
stands among the forces which
are shaping up to meet these
challenges.

We do have to deal with the
fact that the CP is discredited
among its potential frientls within
the progressive forces. The dia-
tribes of its enemies have taken
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effect in the whole population,
and even among ourselves. We
lack eonfidence, after twenty
years of intense persecution, and
have to reassure ourselves. Yet
we do not want this program to
sound apologetic or defensive.
We shall have to admit that Me-
Carthyism hq,s hart us, and these
years of semi-illegality have
caused what we said to be dis-
trusted and made our presenee
in active movements feared. Our
members have worked with dedi-
cation, but could not do so as
Communists. These movements
need us. We want to be recognized
and play our part. Yy'e want peo-
ple to know what we stand for
and why.

Another reason for more clarity
in this section is that while
America is becoming conscious
of forces for radical change, there
is the greatest confusion about
how to distinguish, for instance,
Communist forces from pro-fas-
cist. The mass media of commu-
nication regularly lump both
together as "radicals" or "ex-
tremists of the Left and Right."
The Goldwater Republicans and
segregationist orators constantly
use words like freedom and democ-
racy to camouflage their oppo-
sites. Add to this that Commu-
nists ere daily lied about as
undemocratic and devoted to
violence, and one cannot avoid
explanations, even at the risk of
seeming defensive. I think we
can tell the truth about ourselves
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without too much organizational
jargon, but putting the emphasis
on the issues we espouse rather
than on how we stand among
other organizations, for whose
existence we are duly glad.

Knowing that the strongest im-
pact in any piece of writing, after
its opening to gain the reader's
attention, is, its closing state-
ments, I would like to see some
change of order. This is in Iine
with my feeling that the Party
itself is not the most important
thing, but what it stands for. The
program has done well to create
a sense of balance in the whole
and of steady progression from
one aspect to another. I would
therefore like the section on The
Socialist Goal to be the last. Pre-
ceding this, and following The
Path Ahead, could come a strong
section on the CP and its rela-
tions with other forces whose
genesis would have become evident
in discussion of the gathering
movements for progress. This
would make clear how the Party
has the guidelines to help the
confused nations to get from the
mess they are in to something else
which is possible and radically
better. I think there is every ad-
vantage, since socialism is the
answer, the need of which these
pages have so beautifully dem-
onstrated, to have the program
close with its vision and practica,l
hope.

Congratulations on a wonder-
ful job!
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I too felt a weakness in the
draft program's section on Com'
mun'i,sm and, Rel;i,gi,on. The atten-
tion to this subject seems ex-
tremely inadequate.

Nowhere can one point to a
greater change in an institution
of our society than that in the
church. What can equal the unex-
pectedly dramatic role played by
nuns and priests on the picket
Iines in the civil rights struggle;
the militancy of seminaries in
protesting, to the extent of picket-
ing their reetors, the restraint on
academic freedom and association
with progressive movements out-
side the confines of the church;
the leadership of churchmen of all
faiths in the anti-war and civil
rights movements; the voice of
the Council of French Bishops in
attacking eapitalism; and perhaPs
of greatest importance the liber-
alizing role of Pope John XXIII
which has opened the windows of
the Catholic cloister and given
heart to liberal churchmen of all
faiths.

Such changes afecting the
thinking of a large majority of
the American people demand
greater attention and more seri-
ous evaluation.

The cornments of Richard
Greenleaf in Poli.ti,cal Affai'ra of
April seem to rrte, however, to be
grotesque. To say that "the mys-
tieal and supernatural elements in
the principal present-day religious
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are contaminations which have
been introduced by vested inte-
rests in order to water down the
essentially revolutionary charac-
ter of those religions as they were
founded" is to ignore history and
the actual definition of religion.
And a Marxist will never accept
religion in any form as a part of
his philosophy. However, it does
not follow that the Marxist and
the mystic have nothing in com-
mon.

The great present-day religions
have a common goal with Marx-
ism-the well-being and happiness
of all mankind. Without a sci-
entific knowledge and understand-
ing of the moving forces in society
and the world around him man
has turned to the mystical to find
the answers to the problems of
his life. Mankind shares common
problems but moves in different
ways to solve them.

Today more and more religious
leaders and followers are turning
to seek some solutions by the
means that have always been
espoused by the Marxist-a mass
confrontation with the exploiting
powers. Surely they are mystics,
though, Mr. Greenleaf notwith-
standing, not so mystical as was
Jesus and his disciples, but from
the nun on the picket line to Pope
John's Pacem in Terui,s we have
found new allies who cannot be
dismissed with a half page in the
Draft Program,
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The Mexican People in the Southwest

The program is an extremely
exciting and on the whole creative
analysis of American reality and
the directions and perspectives
ahead-a basically correct and
comprehensive one, despite spe-
cific defects.

One such defect is that there is
no adequate handling of the real-
ities, the oppression, the condi-
tions of the 6,000,000 or so people

who make up the Mexican national
mino,rity in this country (and we
know of no other proper way of
Iooking at this question than as a
national question). Neither is
there any grasp of the special
realities of the Southwest, the
first major territories swallowed
up by an emergent imperialist
U.S. There is not so much as a
line of reference to the half-mil-
Iion or more American Indians in
the United States.

Likewise, there is no statement
of a Communist position towards
the question of independence for
Puerto Rico, and other areas held
by the U.S. as outright colonies.

The Southwest Bill of Parti'culwrs

The program spends two para-
graphs on the question of the
second-largest ethnic minority in
the U.S., the six millon Mexican-
Ameriean people, overwhelmingly
working-class in composition,
ruthlessly oppressetl and exploited,
bearing qil the characteristies
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which historically Marxist-Lenin-
ists have seen as constituting a
distinct oppressed nationq,l minor-
itg people, holding in relation to
monopoly capitalism in the South-
west a position of specially ag-
gravated exploitation cornparable
to that of the Negro people in the
South and in the northern ghet-
tos. To sum up their condition in
hvo paragraphs while spending
pages on the dubious role of, say,
small businessmen in the struggle
agaiust monopoly and eventually
for socialism, is at best a rude
slight to the people concerned.

The same comment applies
with equal force to the total ignor-
ing of the American Indians and
their very peculiar situations.
When even the U.S. government
represents the Indian tribes as
autonomous national entities, how
is it that we, with our special
understanding of the problems of
nationalities and minority peoples,

have not a word to say of these
inhabitants of our land (once

theirs), their problems, their so-
cial organization (usually collec-
tive and communal), their oppres-
sion, the theft of their lands and
resources, the solemn pledges
matle them and violated, but more
to the point than all the foregoing,
our interest iu solving their par-
ticular problems today. Surely we
can discuss these matters with
Indian leaders like Buffey Ste.
Marig or with scholars like John

at
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Collier, or with radicals specially
conversant with these conditions
like Stan Steiner.

Again on the question of the
Mexican people in the Southwest,
particularly in Texas, New Mex-
ico, Arizona, Colorado, and Cali-
fornia. The resolution on the Mex-
ican People and the Southwest
offered to the Party Convention
in 1959, granting the need to
bring it up to date, provides a bet-
ter basis and certainly a more
comprehensive grasp of realities
than the program as it now
stands. Specific materials relating
to monopoly domination of this re-
sion, and the plight of the Mex-
iean people here, are being sent
by one of our members, and we
need not go into this information
here. But we want to point for a
moment to our area and its PeoPle
in their historical perspective.

Many whole towns were founded
by Europeans before the founding
of Jamestown and have been con-
tinually inhabited down to the
present. Farms are still tilletl by
the descendants of families which
setUed in valleys like San Cristo-
bal in New Mexieo 350 or more
years ago. A varied and rieh-cul-
tured life was established in this
area when the Eastern seaboard
was just being penetrated bY
white men. The people here had
a long social heritage and their
own indigenous institutions,
adapted from Spain, adjusted to
and borrowing from their Indian
neighbors, when 120 Years ago
they becarne the flrst victims of
U.S. imperialism, which conquered
them and occupied their land in
an ugly and brutal war for ter-
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ritory. One-third the national
domain of Mexico was then wrest-
ed from that country. Then, in
direct violation of the Treaty
of Guadalupe - Hidalgo, began
the systematic disenfranchiss.
ment and despoliation of the newly
conquered people, with a special
attempt to destroy their cultural
heritage and their economic and
politcal influence.

But this was not done without
resistance. In California, Joaquin
Murietta led the struggles of his
people for their national libera-
tion. In New Mexico, the priest
Padre Martinez inspired the free-
dom fighters of the Taos uprising
of L847, and throughout the cen-
tury there were repeated attempts
to drive the invader from New
Mexico's soil (which at one time
included southern Colorado as

well). This required the U.S. to
continue governing New Mexico
as a territory down to 1912.-All
this time, land grants supposedly
secured to the people by the Gua-
dalupe-Hidalgo pact were torn
from their owners by outright
seizure, through crooked banks,
railroad expansion, violence and
terror, and a host of other illegal
methods. Meanwhile, the schools
waged a deliberate and conscious
process of cultural genocide, belit-
tling the local culture, ignoring
much in the heritage of the Peo-
ple, distorting history, and trYing
to root out of the schools the
Spanish language.

Simultaneous with this was the
removal of Mexican people-ex-
cept a few Tios Tomases-from
all areas of real political and eco-
nomic power (e.g., not in 40-some
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years of incorporation, down to
the present year, has there been
a Spanish surname on the city
commission of New Mexico's
Iargest city, Albuquerque). Un-
equal employment practices, police
harassment, discrimination before
the courts, all were used, as
graphically shown in the movie
about our Mexiean working peo-
ple in the southern part of the
state, "Salt of the Earth.,, (In
fact, that film says more about
the national question, the condi-
tion of the minority people, and
their power when united and
struggling, than any learned
article.)

Today the battles go on-the
strikes in the vineyards of Cali-
fornia, PASSO and the bid for
political power at Crystal City in
Texas (and the recurrent violence
directed against these people),
and the organization of 14,000
citizens of New Mexico and Colo-
rado in the Alianza Federal de
Mercedes, to recover their lands
and begin to reassert themselves
as masters of their own fate.
These pose questions and indicate
potentials that the program must
deal with, and totally ignores.

How do Communists relate to
the fight for the land grants-a
feudalistic concept, nonetheless
based on communal control of the
Iand? Do we offer as a concom-
mitant perspective the reorgani-
zation of these grants on the
basis of voluntary cooperatives
(the only rational solution where
farms if divided among all the
descendants today would be as
small as 10 acres), and as part
of a program for breaking up the
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million-acre ranches one finds in
Texas and New Mexico? These
are areas, and only a few which
do not even scratch the surface,
which we must develop and
spread out from, if the program
is to have an adequate section
on the Southwest, on the six mil-
lion Mexican-Americans, on our
relations to their conditions and
struggles. If we do not begin to
treat this area as it requires,
then we do not have a national
program, and we seriously en-
danger our perspective of an
American road to socialism,

We Lioe in a Federal, Republic

If we are to talk of an Ameri-
can road to socialism, it would
be well to bear in mind that we
live in a nation whose constitu-
tional framework is that of a
federation of states. There is
nothing in the program dealing
with the federal structure, its re-
Iation to planning, to socialist
construction, to a genuine demo-
cratic participation in the deci-
sion-making processes, and we
feel that this is an area that the
program should deal with in de-
tail. Comrade Dorothy Healey in
her pamphlet, A Commuruist Tallts
to Students, said:

It is possible that many of the
present governmental forms would
be utilized in the transition (to so-
cialism). The separation of, power
in the 50 states and the Federal
structure, once they are made com-
pletely responsive to the popular
will, may be very well suited to the
needs of rnajority rule, direct democ-
racy, and the encouragement of
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popular initiative side by side with
Federal plannimg. The checks and
balanees provided by our constitu-
tional forrn and Federal-state rela-
tionship, thoroughly demooratized
by socialism, may provide an effec-
tive means of preventing bureau-
cratic abuses and over-centralizaton
of power.

\{e think the program should
develop in some detail the areas
indicated by Cornrade Healey's
comments. The relations between
federal, state, and local and re-
gional planning, as well as the
program's comments on such
forms of publie ownershiP and
other forms of social ownershiP
(which rilere excellent) should
receive emphasis. Another area
direetly related to this and not
sufficiently explored in the Pro-
gram, was raised in the Previ-
ously quoted artiele from Stuil;ies
on the Left. Its authors wrote:

Socialist ideals of comrnunitY,
equality, democracy and free inili-
vidual develop'nrent require not only
social ownership and control of the
nation's industrial plant, not only
planning, but also units of govern-
ment and of economic organization
small enough to encourage and per-
mit anyone to participate in the
decisions that establish the frame-
work of his life.

POI.ITICAL AFFAINS

In our search for a human and
socialist America, and before
that for structural refo'rms and
a demoeratized political aPPara-
tus, ought we not to look more
carefully at the critiques of over-
emphasis on centralization, and
at the counterbalancing commun-
ity power and radical constituency
approaches of the New Left?
And ought we not also to look
again at old progressive demands
for recall and referentla, and for
initiative at every level of gov-

ernment, and the extension of the
electoral process to issues of for-
eign policy and major congres-
sional and executive decisions-
again to be duplicated at all the
lower levels of authoritY ? Perhaps
we need to take a close look at
some fundamental questions

raised as to local groups and com-
munities participatng directly in
the decision-making process, on

workers' control and on social
self-government by Dr. Erich
tr'romm in his social democratic
program presented in his book
Let Man Preaoil.

AIso, there ought to be a clearer
discussion of the class nature of
the state and the use of old state
forms, filled with a new class con-
tent, as the basis on which to
build a new state apparatus-a
working people's state.

IIM WEST

For the Independerce of the Trade Unions

'We respect the independence and
autonomy of all popular oraniza-
tions, for trhese are essen'tial to their
democratic integrity. In asserting
this principle, we acknowledge that
on occasions, we, too, rnade rnistakes
in violating it. We emphasize genuine
democracy, which means the decisive
participation of the ranks in making
and executing policy, and which
constitutes the best safeguard
against attempts by the corpo-
rate establislunent or government
bureaueracy to manip'ulate popular
organizations for their own ends.
Trhe struggle f,or leal democracy as
against bureaucratie control is the
key to the viab,ility and efrective-
ness of each popular organization
as an instrument of its grass roots
constituency.

The a.bove outlines our attitude
toward all popular organizations
and is applicable most especially to
the rnass movements, and in the first
insta;nce to the labor and civil rights
movements (Draft Program CIP{ISA,
p. 110).

The struggle for the independ-
ence, autonomy and democratic
integrity of the mass movements
is, indeed, an excellent starting
point for a discussion of the atti-
tude and relations of Marxists to
the trade union movement. For,
as noted above, we (and not only
w€, but also our predecessors
and many contemporary non-
Communist Marxists) have vio-
lated this principle on past occa-
sions.

Important as it is to acknowl-

edge mistakes, it is no less im-
portant to seek out their sources
and causes. For it is in this that
we can develop assurance of learn-
ing from mistakes and improving
our work. This is, after all, the
sign of a serious political party,
as has been noted before.

This is also necessary because
there are some who have drawn
the wrong lessons from past er-
rors. These include individuals
in both the "old Left', and the
"new Left." Some of the ,.old

Left," mainly among those who
left the Communist Party, have
concluded that there is no need
for a party because, they say,
the trade unions have begun to
play a political role, have matured
and are capable of leading the
working class to socialism. We
propose to show that, far from
learning from the past, these peo.
ple are perpetuating a chief error
which has plagued Marxists for
almost a century in our country-
syndicalism.

In the ranks of the "new Left"
today, there are certain middle-
class radieals who voice great
impatience and scathing criticism
of the labor movement. Lacking
the theory of scientific soc,ialism
and as yet incapable of the pa-
tient, tireless work required to
enable great masses to move for-
'ward, their tendency toward
"instant solutions" leads them to

17
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new and inverse variations of old
syndicalism. The lessons of the
past are needed no less by the
youth; for the past cannot be
ignored or simply wiped off the
slate. The past is there to build
upon and, despite mistakes, con-
stitutes a good basis from which
to work for the future.

Vy'e propose to examine not tac-
tical errors, but rather certain
eoncepts whieh have been dis-
torted by dogmatism and sYndi-
calist tendencies into something
quite the opposite from their orig-
inal intent.

Labor anfi. the Marnist Vanguard

Marx advanced the thought
that the trade unions, which arose
as organizing centers gathering
the forces of the working class
together, could be the guarantee
that this class would develop into
an independent power. Marx and
Engels often wrote of the trade
unions as schools of solidaritY,
schools of socialism, t'hat is, or-
ganizations of struggle in which
the working class can learn unity,
solidarity and class and socialist
consciousness.

They never held that it was the
toslc of the trade unions to teach
and develop class and socialist
congciousness. Marxists have al-
ways held that class consciousness
comes to the workers from the
outside, that it is brought to them
by scientific socialism, bY the
revolutionary party of the work-
ing class.

The idea that trade unions are
schools of socialism is intended
to deseribe the tasks of Marxiers

POTIrICff. AFFTIRS

in the trade unions. Yet, there
have been Communists and So-
cialists who have poorly under-
stood and distorted this to mean
that it was the job of the unions
to teach socialism and to lead the
way to socialism. Thus, the clear
line of demarcation between the
special, unique function of trade
unions and the unique and special
function of the working-class
politieal party of socialism was
obliterated. At one time, around
the turn of the century, there
existed the "Labor and Socialist
fnternational"; at another time
sorne American Soeialists sought
affiliation of unions to the Socialist
Party.

This is not simply a matter of
keeping a neat dividing line be-
tween the unions and the party.
From this distortion-turned-
to-dogma flowed an extremely
harmful practice which tended to
negate the basically correct Marx-
ist approach to the relationship
with the labor movement. This
was the practice of judging the
activities and policies of the trade
unions by the measure of what
the party of socialism must do.

Since no trade union can fulfill a
vanguard role, the result of sueh
invalid, unreal criticism was the
cultivation of a generally negative
attitude to unions in general and
to trade union leaders in par-
ticular. And this, tending to
negate the distinct role of each,

contributed to widening the gap
between the parfy of socialism
and the labor movement.

It representetl an expression in
Marxist ranks of the syndicalist
idea that "the trade unions are
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sufficient unto themselves" to lead
the working class out of wage
slavery to socialism and com-
munism. Much of the negative
attitude to unions and their lead-
ers is, in the last analysis, rooted
in the idea that the unions-not
the Party-must fulfill the van-
guard role. Little wonder, then,
that some union leaders have re-
acted to such negative attitudes
with the charge that Cornmunists
seek to replace them with them-
selves, to "take over and dominate
the unions."

Manc's long struggle against
syndicalism and anarchism should
have made it quite clear that he
never intended that the concept
that "trade unions are schools of
soeialism" was to be converted
into a means of once again smug-
gling syndicalist ideas into Marx-
ist ranks. But it happenecl, with
co,stly consequences.

IncidentallS in the mass sense,
this characterization of the
unions is fully applicable to every
socialist country, since it corre-
sponds to objective reality as well
as the level of understanding of
the workers. And in many of the
developing countries, where the
party of socialism arose before
unions and often was the prime
initator, organizer and leader
of the unions, the concept "trade
unions aie sehools of soeialism"
is, undoubtetlly, also meaningful
in the mass sense. But for the
advanced capitalist countries, at
least for the United States, it
would correspond more to objec-
tive reality and more closely
approximate the level of workers'
understanding to regard the trade
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unions as schools of class struggle.
The problem, however, g:oes

deeper than the matter of under-
standing what kind of "schools"
trade unions are in different con-
ditions. A syndicalist understand-
ing of this question gives rise to
syndicalist attitudes and criticisms
all down the line and often ob-
scures the reality of the labor
movement. It is therefore in or-
der to examine certain other
Marxist critiques which have
been transformed into dogma and
often bandied about in unthink-
ing fashion in Communist,
Socialist and radical literature.

Labor and, Political Action

The draft program (p. 63) cites
"pure and simple unionism" as
a,n obstacle to labor's political
independence. Originally, this
criticism was directed at the idea
that the economic struggle alone
was sufficient to abolish capital-
ism. It was meant to show that
the working class must also enter
the arena of political struggle
to fulfill its historic mission.

Can it really be said that the
American Iabor movement today
does not take part in political
struggles? Obviously, this is not
so. In this respect, it is interest-
ing: to read what the International
Confederation of tr'ree Trade
Unions wrote on the "new role"
of trade unions in 1955:

With the progress of trade union-
ism, a new understanding of the role
of tra.de unionism in society has
developed. This is th6 idea th,at trade
unions shall represent the workers
on questions of broad social inter-
ests.
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fn our complex modern society,
political, social and economic prob-
lems interweave among' all elements
of society. The old days in which
clear-cut interests existed are now
long past.

'Today, the existence of prob-
lerms such as tariffs, let us say, may
seem to have little direct eonnection
to the problems of the workers, Yet
tariffs affect the lives of the work-
ers, as they affect the whotre popula-
tion of the country.

Similarly, atom bombs and the
problem of peace rnay not seem to
be of 'direct eoneern to the workers,
yet sueh proble ns rnust lbe eon-
sidered. by the workers because they
may be destroyed by wars along
with the rest of the population.

A new concept has therefore de-
veloped that the workers should ex-
press themselves on broad social
questio ls which may not have direct
relationship to the workers
(Trade Union Study Notes, No. 1,

ICFTU, 1955).

One may argue that such ques-
tions are of direct concern to the
workers, but it is clear that this
ttnew coneept" excludes ttpure and
simple unionism."

One can disagree with the
course and direction of organized
labor's political action and other
positions on broad social ques-
tions-that it is not yet suffi-
ciently based on working class
interests, is not yet independent,
etc. But there is no denying that
it is involved, even deeply in-
volved, in political action. "Pure
and simple unionism" simply
doesn't describe the reality of
today's American labor move-
ment which has left that state
far behind and faces other, newer
problems and obstacles.

POtInCAf, TFFAINS

D ea elopi.n g P oliti,cal In ilep enderwe

Let us pursue the matter of la-
bor's political independence and
examine the meaning of the critic-
ism of its traditional slogan: "Re-
ward Your Friends and Punish
Your Enemies."

Classic Marxist criticism has
held, correetly, that this reflects
the fact that labor does not yet
understand that it must have an
independent position, that it still
tails behind the eapitalistJed
parties and limits itself to the
position of choosing the better of
the limited choice offered it by the
ruling elass.

However, it is one thing to un-
derstand the meaning: of this
slogan and to undertake all the
necessary activity and education
among the workers so that they
learn, in good time and from ex-
perience, why this slogan is a very
far from adequate expression of
the political needs of the working
class. It is another thing to trans-
form this slogan into another re-
proach and negative criticism of
the labor movement, as though to
demand that it scrap this slogan
forthwith and replace it here and
now with the slogan, say, "For a
Labor Party" or "For a People's
Party."

The task of Marxists is not to
wage a battle of slogans with the
Iabor movement. Yet, it must be
acknowledged, this has too often
been the case. Far better to recog-
nize the level of understanding of
the working class; that it is, by
and large, still such as makes
this slogan about reward aud
punishment have a sound and just
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ring in its ears. Would it not be
better to respond to this slogan
(and more than the slogan, since
this is also the policg of the Amer-
ican labor movement) by agree-
ing: "Good ! But how do we judge
who is a friend and who an
enemy?"

Shouldn't Marxists be raising
such questions as: What is labor's
independent yardstick for meas-
uring friends and enemies? What
is labor's own program for the
country, foreign and domestic,
which would enable it to make
such judgment? Isn't it time for
organized labor to begin advanc-
ing its own candidates for public
office based on commitment to la-
bor's own independent program?

Eor programmatic indePen-
dence, independence on issues,
precedes organizational indepen-
dence. It is by going through a
whole period of experiences and
testing the validity of the poliey
of rewarding friends and punish-
ing enemies that the working
class will come to learn the need
for moving beyond this policy to
one of political and organizational
independence in alliance with
other anti-monopoly forces. But
for this, the idea of programmatic
independence, of organized labor
having its own yardstick of Polit-
ical measurement, must first take
root and gain deep support among
the workers. .And this includes
education and agitation by Marx-
ists on the need for political
realignment, for an ant-monopoly
coalition, for a new people's party.

Viewed this way, the "reward-
punish" slogan becornes a starting
point for progressive development
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and forward motion to a new and
more advanced level. But if we
get bogged down by initial, snob-
bish rejection and repudiation of
such a policy, of making it a bone
of contention further emPhasiz-
ing differences with organized la-
bor, we will influence no one and
there will be no real, meaningful
forward motion.

Oa ercome Sand,i,calist Approaclt'es

Now ]et us take the slogan "A
Fair Day's Pay for a Fair DaY's
Work." Classie Marxist criticism
of this slogan was, eorrectlY,
directed at the lact that it kePt
the elass struggle confined to the
Iimits of capitalism, didn't chal-
lenge the system itself, bred the
illusion that it was possible to
solve the class struggle under
capitalism.

But classic Marxist criticism
of this slogan, like that of the
"reward-punish" slogan, was also

direeted at proving the need for
a Marxist political party of the
working class, and to indicate the
nature, the tasks and responsibil-
ities of Marxists in worhing
among trade unionists so that
workers come to the point where
they understand that the funda-
mental answer is to "Abolish the
Wages System."

But syndicalism and syndicalist
tendencies take the complex pro-
cess which is here invo ved, that
of advancing the level of under-
standing of workers to class and
socialist consciousness, and reduce
it to a duel of slogans: "Abolish
the Wages System" versus "A
Fair Day's Pay for a Fair Day's
Work."
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Essentially, the question is one
of understanding the dialectical
unity of the struggle for reforms
with the struggle for a revolu-
tionary transformation of society.
Syndicalism counterposes the two,
demanding the trade unions cast
aside the "fair pay" slogan and
hoist the "abolish" slogan here
and now. Marxism sees the trans-
formation of one into the other
as the result of a long and per-
sistent proeess and struggle; it
stresses the unitS rather than the
conflict, between both.

Sueh an understanding takes as
its point of departure an approach
such as: "O.K., what, then, .is a
fair day's pay; what is a fair
day's work? How do we get it?
What assurance is there that
what we win on the picket line
will not be taken away by infla-
tion and taxation ? Isn't some-
thing more required?"

This is no moot question, for
the "fair pay-fair rryork" policy
remains the fundamental policy
of the American labor movement.
And the remnants of syndicalist
and dogmatic approaches to this
policy still plague us. TV'hat is
more, the reactions within the la-
bor movement to this type of
criticism still linger and hamper
the solution of the all-important
question of a correct relationship
between the labor movement and
Marxism.

It is instructive to read what
IVilliam A. Lee, president of the
Chicago Federation of Labor-In-
dustrial Union Council, wrote
about this in his 1965 Labor DaY
Review of labor's progress:

POTITTCTI AFFIINS

Whon we reeall the men and
women who petitioned for the Chi-
cago Federation of Labor charter
in 1896, we are amazed that they
were able to accornplish so much
in the face of strongly organized
opposition from many angles. Ad-
vocates of, various eeonomic philo-
sophies opposed to free enterprise
had attempted to capture the labor
movement. Their o,bjective: to use
the organized laibor movement as a
transmission belt for their own brand
of a new social order. There were
followers of strange and now ob-
scure theories.

Typieally, these groups spent f,ar
more time disputing points of eco-
nomic and social theory than they
did in combatting the so-called
"capitalist class." In only one aspect
of their activity was there any
agreement: their profound dislike of
the practical trade union philosophy
of men like Samuel Gompers whose
goals for labor were immediate and
tangible (Feileration News, Labor
Day, 1965).

By way of underscoring Lee's
point, the sarne issue of Fed,ero-
tion News carried the following,
prominently set off in a box:

UNION PHILOSOPHY

Labor's philosophy was spelled
out by AFL President Samuel Gorn-
pers in 1916 in an exehange with
Morris Hillquit, the note-d labor and
Socialist attorney, before the U.S.
Industrial,Commission :t'Mr. Gornpers: Just a moment,
I have not stipulated $4.00 a day or
$8.00 a day or any number of dol-
lars a day or 8 hours a day or 7
hours a day or any ntrmber of hours
a day. The airn is rbo secure the best
conditions possible for the workers.
"Mr. Hillquit: Yes, an'd when these

conditions are obtained . , .

"Mr. Gornpers: (Interrupting)

DISCIIESION
'Why then we want better . . .

"Mr. Hfllquit: (Continuing) You
will still strive for bettecc?

ttMr. Gompers: Yes.
"Mr. Ilillquit: Now, my question

is, will this efrorb on the part of
organized labor ever stop before
the workers receive the full rewald
for their labor?

ttMr. Gompers: I won't stop at all
at any partioular point, whether it
be ttrat to,wards which you have just
stated, or anything else. The work-
ing people will never stop in their
efrorts to oibtain a better life for
themselves and for their wives and
for their children and for human-
itv."

For all the criticism of and
disagreement with Gompers by
Socialists, Communists and other
radicals, this was one policy on
which he should have won full
and complete support. Clearly, he
did not; and to this day, advoeates
of socialism are reproached by
Iabor leaders and are still paying
for the syndicalist sins of the
past.

Defenil Trade Un,ion
Independ,erwe

Whatever criticism may be due
this or that Iabor leader, no Com-
munist can afford to ignore such
past mistakes which must be
overcome; no Communist can af-
ford to ignore the framework in
which criticism is registered. And
it is certainly impermissible for
anyone calling himself a Commu-
nist to descend to the point where
resort to negative criticism of la-
bor leaders beeomes a practice
whereby our own shortcomings
and weaknesses, or lack of answers
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for problems in the labor move-
ment, are covered up.

The acceptance of Marxist
ideas by trade union masses can
only be a free and voluntary aet
on their part; it cannot be forced
or shouted upon them. It can come
as a result of respecting the
unique, special role of the trade
union movement, respecting and
defending its independence and
democratic integrity, taking its
own characterizations of itself at
face value as the starting point
for any constructive work.

In view of some negative aspects
of an otherwise great heritage in
which Communists have played a
foremost role in helping to build
the labor movement (a role
acknowledged by such figures as
John L. Lewis and Phil Murray
arnong others) it is all the more
important, at this time espeeially,
that Communists be foremost
champions of the struggle for the
independence, autonomy and dem-
ocratic integrity of organized la-
bor.

This must be fundamental to
any Communist approach to the
trade unions. Only in this way
can conditions be created in which
the sharp edge of that fight for
independence and integrity be-
oomes turned against the class
enemy and its political parties,
and helps open the road to real
political independence for labor.

In this way, too, can conditio,ns
be facilitated for organized Iabor
to re-establish its traditional
right to dissent (a right for
which it fought long and hard in
capitalist society as a whole) in
which all working elass viewpoints
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find full and free expression in its
ranks. It is iu this spirit and in
this direction that Communists
can also make ther contribution

POLMCAI. AFTAINS

towards once again earning their
citizenship rights and become ac-
cepted as equals in the labor
movemenL

The Hichness of Language

In his speech introducing the
draft program to the public, Gus
Hall stated: "It must, in final
form, be redrafted in more down-
to-earth and common language'"

In my opinion this is an arbi-
trary statement and a disservice,
both to the authors of this invalu-
able document and to its readers.
I am at a loss to understand what
Gus means by "down-to-earth"
language. Does he mean using a
simpler vocabulary to exPress the
same ideas? If so, I would remind
him that there are no two words
in the English language that have
the exact same meaning, and when
a writer uses a certain word to
express an idea, that meaning
would not be so well exPressed
bA onU other word. The word
"understand," for instance, is a
synonym for "comPrehend," and
though they mean the same thing,
they do not mean Preci,selA the
same thing. "To und,ersta,nd is
simply to receive into the intel-
lect; to comprehend, is to embrace,
as a subject, in all relations and
dependencies." (Webster's Un-
abridged DictionarY.)

An enlargecl vocabularY Pro-

I. S. BRIGHTON PNESS CIUB

vides greater and more varied
shades of meaning to ideas than
a more limited vocabulary. You
can express yourself with a basic
vocabulary, but you can express
yourself better with a richer
vocabulary. To rewrite the draft
program in more "down-to-earth"
language would means to substi-
tute new words in place of the ex-
isting ones; would mean to de-
tract from its precision and clar-
ity. It would be making conees-
sions to those readers whose
knowledge of English is more
limited than that of the authors.
Certainly anyone who knows Eng-
lish can read the draft without
an interpreter, and if there are
words here and there that one
must look up in the dietionary,
his vocabulary is thereby en-
riched.

I belong to a club composed
mainly of needle-trades workers,
most of them foreign-born. We
are reading the program at every
meeting, paragraph by paragraph,
and I have yet to hear a single
comrade say it should be rewrit-
ten in more "down-to-earth" lan-
guage. Now and then they will
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wonder about the meaning of a
word such ag ttsacrosanct," and
then quickly answer the question
themselves by saying, "Oh, it
means something like 'sacred."'
"Yes,t' I add. t'You've got the
idea."

In all my years in the move-
ment, no one has ever called me
an intellectual snob (not to my
face, anyway) and I have always
found that workers have the
deepest respect for education and
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generally express regret at their
Iack of formal schooling. For
them, it is one more valid reason
for their unquenehable desire for
socialism.

Criticism of the content and
omissions in the draft program?
By all means! (For example, it
Iacks a section on women !).
Tamper with its impeccable style
and flawless language? By no
means !

The Meaning of "Wnrking flass

In "The Path Ahead," the sec-
tion on the working class might
expand on the elements tradition-
ally considered to differentiate
the American frorn the Western
European working class: their
lack of political class solidarity.
This is based in part on the
myth, capitalist-fostered, that
we're all middle class, and partly
upon the quite genuine upward
social and economic mobility af-
forded a portion of each succeed-
ing generation within the lower
levels of the wo'rking class. Work-
ing-elass parents expect their chil-
dren through education and hard
work to do better than they did
and so do the children. Was this
true in Europe in the past and is
it still?

There appears also to be ambi-
guity in the use of the term

WEST SIDE COMMUMTY CLUB

"working class." All wage or
salary workers are included at
the bottom of page 47, but then
on page 49 "other classes and so-
cial strata feel the oppressive
weight of monopoly." We are not
told what these other classes and
social strata are. The average
white co]Iar worker-and there
are now more of them than "blue
collar"-thinks of himself-or
more frequently herself-as mid-
dle class, and in New York at
least, was quite resentful when
the transport workers went out on
strike at the beginning of this
year.

On page 48: "Economic classes
are aggregates of human beings
who stand in a specific and dis-
tinctive relation to the productive
process" is a statement not read-
ily interpreted by the average per-
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son for whom the program is
written. The number of produc-
tion workers in the manufactur-
ing industries in the United
States is little, if at all larger
than it was a decade ago, while
the number employed in the serv-
ice trades now exceeds the num-
ber in production. How do the
millions employed in offiees,
schools, laboratories, hotels, res-
taurants, serviee stations, the
mass communications industries
amusements, etc., relate to the
productive process ? Unless this is
explained, there will be confusion
on the part of many readers.

The term "social strata" con-
notes a different frame of refer-
ence from that of "class" and
also requires explanation to be
useful in the discussions of the
antagonist of monopoly. Presum-
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ably it relates to the upper eco-
nomic levels of officials and man-
agers, the professionals, intellec-
tuals, artists, etc.; if so, this
should be stated; if not, to whom
does it relate?

Also, who compose the "middle
class" and what are their relations
to the productive process? With
the rise of the chain store, the
small shopkeeper, formerly the
typical middle class representa-
tive, is being replaced by the
hired. manager, employed by a
distant corporation. Even compet-
ing stores, like Bonwit Teller,
Henri Bendel, Frank Brothere,
Roger Kent, Whitehouse antl
Hard, and others in New York
are all controlled by Genesco and
their presidents can be fired if
they flaunt the wishes of the
holding company.

E. S. IOS ANGELES

Sertion nn Workinq flass and Lahor

I feel that this section is weak
and superficial in its analysis, and
fails completely to face up to the
existing situation today. It is fun-
damental, of course, that working
class leadership is required for
any social movement to be solidly
based. \{ithout the substantial
participation of the working class,
and without a strong working
class ideology, social movements
tend to go up blind alleys and ex-
pend themselves in frustration.

The first thing that has to be
faced today is that the major
social movements of our day (the
civil rights movement and the
peace movement) do not have the
substantial participation of the
working class, and in particular
organized labor is very much re-
moved from these movements.
This is reflected sharply in the
hostile attitude toward labor of
many forces in both the civil
rights movement and the peace
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movement. But this attitude is
the result of the non-participatiou
of organized labor; it cannot be
combatted by agitating the civil
rights and peace movements
about the importance of labor's
partieipation.

It seems to me that our pro-
gram should start with a basic
analysis of the working class in
the United States today. Some of
the elements of such an analysis,
I believe, are:

1. The changing composition of
the working class as the result of
hishly advanced mechanization
and automation, with the shift
in numbers to white collar, serv-
ice and governmental fields, and
the growing importance of highly
skilled persons, including: scien-
tifically trained people, in the pro-
duction fields.

2. The division in the working
class today between the relatively
smaller groups (predominanUy
white) who are employed, with
relative security of employment,
and the growing group of work-
ers. (including large numbers oI
Negro, Mexican-American and
Puerto Rican people) who have
little prospect of employment. In
this latter category there is a
group relatively new on the
American sc,ene-the discarded
worker, still ablebodiecl and capa-
ble of productive work, often with
a union history and background
who has been driven out of his
industry by mechanization or
automation. The railway firemen
and the bituminous coal miners
are but two examples.

3. The relation of the organized
labor movement to the working
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class as a whole-what sections of
the working class are organized,
in what industries, the extent to
which the minority groups are in
organized labor. Such an analysis
will show, I believe, that organ-
ized labor in the main represents
the relatively "affiuent" section
of the working class, and that in
the main the unemployed, the dis-
carded, the poorly-paid employed,
the Negro, Mexican-American and
Puerto Rican workers are outside
of the organized labor movemeut.

4. The influence of war and war
economy on the thinking of the
working class. In particular, this
analysis should be made of such
influence on the trade union mem-
bership-both beeause of the im-
portance of the trade unions, and
because the major war production
industries are organized. For ex-
ample, Harry Bridges is quoted
in an article in the Los Angeles
Tirrtes, in response to a question as
to whether he would call a strike
against loading war materials for
Vietnam, as saying that he would
like to do so but the members of
his union would not go for it
because their jobs are involved.
Whether or not Bridges was cor-
rectly quoted by the Ti,rnes, t'he
faet remains that on the very day
that Bridges was vigorously sup-
porting the right of the Berkeley
a,nti-Vietnam demonstrators to
march through Oakland, the
ILWU union ha]l was being be-
sieged by men registering for
jobs loading war material for
Vietnam. I believe that the war
economy has exercised a pro-
foundly corrupting influence upon
the thinking of the working class,
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despite the general uneasiness
which the American people feel
about the war in Vietnam. This
is a corruption which is distinet
from that of certain union leaders
who are part and parcel of the
administration machinery.

5. The extent to which anti-
Negro, anti-Mexican and anti-
Puerto Rican prejudice has pene-
trated the working class, and the
extent to which this has been
stimulated by the development of
mechanization and automation and
the consequent shrinking of em-
ployment in many industries. In
Califo,rnia, Proposition 74, the
constitutional amendment which
outlawed fair housing legislation,
carried many working class pre-
cincts. In Detroit, the stronghold
of the UAW, a similar municipal
ordinance was overwhelmingly
passed. In Los Angeles, after the'Watts upheaval, the Building
Trades Council rejected a pro-
posal to give preference in em-
ployment to residents of '\[atts
in the rebuilding of Watts, stating
that the unions would strictly ob-
serve union membership in dis-
patching men to these jobs. The
AFLCIO here opposes reforms
in the apprentiee system designed
to involve more Negro and
Mexican-American youths in ap-
prentice training, on the grounds
that the standards for apprentices
must not be lowered.

Only upon the basis of such an
analysis (and this does not pre-
tend to be a complete statement
of all the elements that should
be covered in an analysis) can
we then project a policy that will
be an efective response to an
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actual situation. It seems to me
that such an analysis will reveal
that the motive force capable of
bringing about a new resurgence
of the working class is that sec-
tion of the working class that is
largely outside of the organized
Iabor movement. This is not some-
thing new in American history.
In the 1920's, the organized labor
movement, consisting primarily
of craft unions, had shrunk to
some two million members, and
was incapable of answering the
problems of American workers.
The great upsurge of the labor
movement in the L930's was the
result of the unorganized in the
mass production industries, a
movement in whieh our Party
played an historic role. While this
movement started outside the then
organized trade unions, and ap-
parently in some industries at
Ieast in conflict with them, it re-
sulted in changing the whole char-
aeter of organized labor. The
situation today is of course very
different than that of the 1920's
and 1930's. But the organization
of the poor, the discarded, the un-
organized today can have a simi-
lar effect upon the existing labor
movement. An article which repre-
sents the beginning of a creative
approach to this problem appeared
in The Na,ti,on of May 2, 19662
"A Strategy to End Poverty," by
Richard A. Cloward and Frances
Fox Piven.

This does not mean the neglect
of work in the existing trade
unions. On the contrary, such
work is even more important. In
fact, such work will have better
chances of success if there is out-
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side the organized labor move-
ment a climate of organization
and struggle among the poor and
presently unorganized.

The conclusion drawn here with
reference to the working class
applies to the perspectives for
buildins a new party, as developed
Iater on in the draft program.

Of course such a new party
must have a strong labor base,
and a strong working class ide-
ology. But we cannot wait for the
day when the present organized
labor movement will free itself
from the corrupting cold-war ide-
ology and break its ties with the
okl political machines. As part of
the process that will impel such
a development in the present or-
ganized labor movement, political
forms must be developed in which
the poor and unorganized find
their expression. The Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party is an
example of such a form; it should
be carefully studied and analyzed
so that we may learn both from
its strengths aud its weaknesses.
The various congresses of the
poor and their struggles with the
bureaucracy in charge of the fed-
eral and local anti-poverty Pro-
grams are also such forms.

James and Grace Boggs, in
an article in the current Month'l,y
Reoiew, eall for the black people

to seize rnunicipal power in many
of the large eities. They dismiss
altogether the question of allies
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for the black people-for example'
they say that organized labor is
part of the white power structure.
This is a blind alley for the Negro
people; to go up it will onlY in-
crease their frustration and
despair. One of the lessons of
the recent elections in Alabama,
it seems to me (and this is an
immediate reaction which may
ehange with a deePer stuilY of
those elections) is that the Negro
people alone cannot aehieve their
necessary political goals, theY
must have allies. But we must
recognize that tendencies do exist
among the Negro People to reject
the whole concept of allies, and
that these tendencies have their
foundation in the failures of the
allies, and most imPortant the
failures of the organized labor
movement, to resPond to the needs

and demands of the Negro Peo-
ple. These tendencies cannot be

overcome by agitating the Negro
people about the need for Negro-
Iabor unity; theY can onlY be

overcome to the extent that the ob-
jective basis for them disaPPears

and the organized labor move-
ment begins to PlaY its ProPer
part.

A profound change must take
place in the organized labor move-
ment; my thesis is that to make
this change possible, there must
be a great upsurge of organiza-
tion among the poor and unor-
ganized. It is this uPon which
our party must base its Program.



Some Pre-[onvention Thoughts

American history is replete
with examples of persecutions and
frameups of working class organi-
zations and leaders. Never before,
however, has a movement been so
steadily persecuted and for so long
a period of time as has surg-fqr
nearly two decades. Communist
Party leaders have spent years in
prison. Party members have lost
jobs and professional positions.
Communists have been denied the
right to be elected to posts of re-
sponsibility in the labor move-
ment and in many trade unions
denied even the right to member-
ship. And the basic beliefs of our
party have been maligned and con-
torted into their opposite by a rul-
ing class bent on making anti-
Communism its ideological ration-
ale for the cold war and for inter-
vention and aggression in all parts
of the world.

My first thought, therefore, is
of deep pride in our party, and in
the way the leadership and mem-
bership have stood up under the
grueling test of the past period.
There have been many defections
and losses. There have been many
mistakes. But what history will re-
cord is that the party never bent
its knee, never gave up the fight
and is here to tell the tale.

At this convention, our first in
seven years, we shall do more than
lick our wounds and point to
battle scars. We shall register
more than mere survival, for the
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period of retreat and decline is
past. We have consolidated and
unified our ranks, increased our
membership - 

particularly among
young people, and begun the steady
climb upward.

But the pride we all feel and
share must not leave us arrogant
toward others nor complacent with
ourselves. We should not conceal
weaknesses, for that would be the
sign of greatest weakness. We
should encourage criticism, espe-
cilaly from the ranks, for only by
uncovering weaknesses and errors
can we surmount them. We must
remember that the ascent ahead
will not be smooth, straight, nor
easy to negotiate.

We face a new generation. Like
every new generation it sees
things somewhat differently. Fur.
thermore, because McCarthyism
produced a "silent generation" in
the'50s, and beeause of our losses
in the same period, one long dis-
tance runner in the relay race of
the generations is missing. Thus
the gap between generations has
been widened still further, and
the new generation does not have
the same direct link with the his-
toric experience of previous dec-
cades. The period of persecution
has also left a mark on the okler
generation in the party, which fre-
quently finds it difficult to think
in new terms and is constantly
haunted by the experiences of the
past. This tendency to look back-
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ward, over its shoulder so to speak,
contrasts with the tendency of
young people to look ahead. This
further complicates the problem.

Role of Consciousness

There is a tendency to under-
estimate the decisive importance
of the conscious element in the
strugEle of the masses. This is not
expressed in so many words, but
is frequently expressed in the way
we work. There seems to be a
view that changing objective con-
ditions and the spontaneous strug-
gles generated by them will do
the job of changing people's con-
sciousness. If sueh a view were
carried to its logical conclusion it
would deny the need for a Marxist
party. The spontaneous struggle
exists with or without a party, and
it does generate a certain level of
consciousness. But only a Marx-
ist party which introduces ad-
vanced consciousness into the
struggle can teach masses on the
basis of their own experience and
thereby lead the struggle forward.
This means that no matter what
may be the speci.fic immediate
task, or how important it may be,
the oaeral,l task of the party is to
bring growing class understand-
ing and socialist consciousness.

There are comrades who see the
party's prime role as a mobilizing
agency in support of given strug-
gles. I do not want to disparage
the importance of such mobilizing
efrorts. They are extremely im-
portant, often decisive. But there
is another side to the party's role
--a qualitative side. It must aim
to raise the level of understanding
of people and deepen their think-
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ing. It must be concerned with
what issues and demands to pro-
ject, what new slogans to intro-
duce, what new struggles to initi-
ate. And this should be done
everywhere, outside of existing
organizations and movementg as
well as inside of them. Wherever
a communist belongs he should
impart a special quality to the
struggle and consciously work to
create deeper understanding and
radical thinking. And this is above
all necessary in the labor movs.
ment.

The Labor Mooememt

This leads me to the question
of the labor movement. In my
opinion the party has been right
in its refusal to downgrade the Ia-
bor movement and the historic
role it must play in the struggle
ahead. To give up the working
class and its organized expression,
the labor movement, is to give up
the struggle for basic change in
the United States.

In our desire to counter the
negative anti-working class ideol-
ogy of some in the New Leff we
have at times over-simplified the
problem of the labor movement.

The situation in the labor move-
ment today is certainly not a good
one and every class conscious
worker is aware of this. The labor
officialdom is supportine the dirty
war. Labor's political arm, COPE,
is so "independent" that one
coukl think it belonged to the body
of the Democratic Party. At least
this is so in the overwhelming
majority of cases.

While there is a degree of coop-
eration between the AFL-CIO and
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the Negro liberation movement,
and while some unions have done
considerably more than others in
the struggle against discrimina-
tion on the job, to sPeak of a "La-
bor-Negro alliance" as if this al-
ready existed today is certainlY
far-fetched. In most unions the
rule is still tokenism when it comes

to Negro rights on the job and
Negro, Puerto Rican and Mexican-
American participation in top
Ieadership bodies.

Also, the tendencY on our Part
to accentuate the positive often
leads to an exaggerated estimate
of progress made, and a failure
to analyze it criticallY. Hence we
do not warn against possible back-
sliding, nor indicate what is
needed for more significant ad-

vances. This is true of our esti-
mate, for example, of such organi-
zations as the Negro American
Labor Council, which has great
potential, but has not achieved
what it could, due to tied-in re-
strictions emanating from a fear
of antagonizing top trade union
leadership. Were the Negro and
Puerto Rican workers organized
to fight for their full trade union
rights as an independent force
with the active suPPort of other
trade union progressives, the sit-
uation in the labor movement, es-
pecially on this score, would raP-
idly change.

Some comrades seem to think
that the change in the labor move-
ment will eome from a division in
the leadership hierarchy. Fissures
and differences do exist on toP.
But even those in responsible lead-
ership positions who would like to
see a change of direction will not
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find the courage of their convic-
tions until they are stirred. bY a
rurnbling in the ranlcs. The change
will come from the bottom uP and
not from the top down.

It seems to me that our PartY
has the responsibilitY of more
boldly challenging the main
eourse of the officialdom and edu'
eating and organizing the workers
for an opposite line of Policy.
This will be difficult and great
tact is required. But tact must
never become the pretext for not
doing things; it is only a reason
for doing them the right way.
It is our responsibilitY to fight
for elass strugg:le Policies. It is
our duty to fight for real trade
union democracy, for the right to
dissent, for the right of trade un-
ionists to discuss every question
concerning them and the nation,
trVe must fight for labor unitY, all
of labor, especiallY when facing
the employing class in a given in-
dustry. We must argue Persua-
sively for labor's political inde-
pendence, for nominating work-
ingmen and women as candidates
in city, state and congressional
elections. We must advance a Pro-
gram to meet technological ehange
which is based on defending the
job rights and security of those
presently employed, as well as the
job rights of the young and the
unemployed. This, therefore, Pro-
jects the struggle for a thirty-
hour week as one of major imPor-
tance for the working class as a
whole.

The Emergi,ng Nations

In the area of world contradic-
tions, the main contradiction that
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rends the world is that between
capitalism and socialism. In the
concrete context of present-day
world reality, in which U.S. im-
perialism is not anxious for a mili-
tary showdown with the Soviet
Union-not now an)'way-the
sharpest expression of this con-
tradiction is between U.S. impe-
rialism and the emerging nations.
Unable to destroy the socialist
world, U.S. imperialism has set
for itself one paramount objective

-not to permit any other country
to gain its complete independence
from imperialist rule and to take
the path to socialism. It aims to
do this by all means at its com-
mand-where necessary by armed
intervention; where possible, by
lesser means. And it does have
lesser means: ClA-manipulated
military coups, assassination of
militant Ieaders, wholesale brib-
ery, economic blackmail, etc.

Of course, it cannot succeed
and where hard pressed will have
to retreat. But this is its objec-
tive. The Kennedy-Fulbright dif-
ferences with the Johnson policy
are not over ends but over the best
way to aehieve them. Kennedy
questions the wisdom of the course
pursued in Vietnam because he
sees no chance of its winning and
a great chance that it may weak-
en U.S. power and prestige and
therefore U.S. neo-colonial ambi-
tions in the world. He sees vic-
tory in Vietnam as impossible of
attainment and therefore favors
not withdrawal, but a more limited
commitment in the form of mili-
tary enclaves that would guarantee
U.S. bases in Vietnam but with-
out aggressive military aetion.
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Furthermore he believes that the
913 billion being spent yearly in
this fruitless war eould win for
U.S. imperialism more durable
prizes with less risk.

Thus we must be prepared for a
long period of collision between
U.S. imperialism and the peoples
of Asia, Africa and Latin Amer-
ica. And the recent "easy" vic-
tories by military coups in so
rnany countries will not make the
character of the struggle ahead
easier. Where military dictator-
ship rules, where the peaceful
demoeratic proeess is halted by
tanks and guns, there is no other
way than an ultimate resort to
force to remove the obstruction.
When and how this takes place,
what are the preparatory stages
leading up to it, is a matter to be
decided by the people of each coun-
try and cannot be imposed upon
them from the outside. But that
armed force will play its part in
the struggle for national libera-
tion is so evident that it need not
be argued.

The prospect is, therefore, in
rny opinion, not for less wars of
national liberation but for more
of them. This is further under-
lined by the fact that the people
of the underdeveloped countries
cannot continue to live in the o]d
way. They know it is now possible
to end their terrible poverty. They
also know that at the present rate
they are not catching up with the
modern states but falling farther
and farther behind, both in re-
spect to rate of economic develop-
ment and per capita ineome. In
fact, while science has helped low-
er the death rate in these coun-
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tries and thereby increased the
rate of population growth, the eco-
nornic growth has not kept pace
with it. Thus in many of these
countries there are more mouths
to feed each year with less food
per mouth. It is this growing con-
tradiction between the poor na-
tions and rich imperial U.S.A.
which cannot continue much
longer without major explosions.

Educating the people to the
true role of American imperialism
in the world, building solidarity
with the peoples of Latin Amer-
ica, Afriea and Asia, are tasks,
therefore, of great importance for
our Party.

The Approach to Our Theorg

Life has validated Marxism-
Leninism as the only social theory
worthy of being called a scienee
of society. As such it has become
a truly great liberating force in
the world. Sooner or later, where-
ever people fight for freedom from
exploitation and oppression, they
must grasp Marxism-Leninism as
their guide.

A few years back, when the
Cuban Revolution was still in an
unsettled stage, many non-Com-
munists and some anti-Commu-
nists looked to Cuba to provide the
example of a successful revolution
without Communists and, as some
hoped, even against Communists.
Things turned out differently. Be-
eause they were true to the revo-
lution, Fidel Castro and his com-
rades embraced Marxism as their
theory. And the unified party of
the Cuban Revolution, composed
of new and old Communists is to-
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day the newly formed Cuban Com-
munist Party.

Thus the Cuban Revolution has
validated the lesson of all other
socialist revolutions - that they
cannot succeed without revolu-
tionary theory (Marxism-Lenin-
ism) as their guide and a partY
based on this theory.

For the United States, Marxism
has a special significance. This is
not just another country. It is the
hearUand of world imperialism.
The struggle here is more compli-
cated than anywhere else. This
requires a specially creative aP-
plication of Marxism. Only by
deeply rooting Marxism in Ameri-
can soil and developing it further
on the basis of American condi-
tions will there be a g:uarantee for
the building of a strong revolu-
tionary movement in this coun-
try. And this task is made more
neeessary and at the same time
more difficult by the traditional
American disdain for theory and
the narrow pragmatic approach to
all questions 

- something which
has plagued the movement in this
country historically and continues
to plague it today.

This requires far greater atten-
tion to theoretical - ideological
questions. It requires a defense
of Marxism from those who chal-
lenge it, as well as from those
who, in the name of bringing it
up to date, disembowel it. For
example, to deny the existence of
a class struggle, or to think that
socialism can come about without
the working class or even against
it, may appear to some as aaant'
go,rde Marxism, but it is no Marx-
ism at all.
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And yet, while defending basic
principles I would caution against
dogmatism and against tendencies
toward arrogance and pretense.
No one has a monopoly on either
Marxism or truth. We can only
suceeed in developing a rich ideo-
Iogical life within the party and
between the party and others if
we strive to achieve a scientific,
that is, a Marxist approach to
Marxism itself.

What I mean is simply this:
Marxism, like every branch of sci-
ence, is neither sacrosanct nor
fixed. It is not a key, safely tucked
away in our pocket, belonging to
us and to us alone, and which at
will can open the door and shed
light on any and every question.
First of all, to the extent that
one ean eompare Marxism with a
key at all, it is one that is in the
publie domain and not the private
property of anyone. Secondly, to
continue this impossible compari-
son further-the lock to be opened
is never the same, nor is the key,
for Marxism itself must grow and
develop and thereby also change.
Lenin said that Marxism, as yet,
provided only the cornerstone for
the scientifie edifice of tomorrow.
It is not yet the full structure.

Therefore our approach to our
science must take all this into ac-
count, even in discussion with ad-
versaries. Antonio Gramsci, the
great Italian Marxist philosopher
and Communist, wrote on this
question:

'We must not conceive of a scien-
tific discussion as if it were a court-
room proceeding in which there are
a defendant and a prosecutor who,
by duff of his ofrce, must show the
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defendant guilty. . . . The mos,t ad-
vanced thinker is he who under-
stands that his adversary may ex-
press a truth which should be in-
corporated in his own ideas, even
if in a minol way. To understand
and evaluate realistically the posi-
tiou and reasolls of, one's adversary
(and souretirnes the adversary is
the entire thought of the past)
means to have freed oneself from
the prison of ideologies in the sense
of bliud fanaticisrn.

Furthermore, it must be recog-
nized that legitimate differences
can exist amongst Marxists, with-
out impugning their Marxism.
Marxist methodology tells us that
phenomena must be studied in all
their many-sidedness and in their
process of motion and change. But
it is very difficult for any indi-
vidual or even the best of parties
to see every aspect of a question.
No one can be absolutely sure
that he has even seen all mnin
aspects of a question in their
proper interrelationships. There-
fore even among people who agree
on the same basic principles, dif-
ferences in judgment are not only
possible, they are inevitable.
Therefore, also, more than one
answer is possible to some prob-
Iems and one cannot be absolutely
sure that the answer given is the
best possible one. Only life and
experience can be the final judge.

For this reason, even the way
policies are formulated for the
party requires that the member-
ship be given the thinking that
went into arriving at them and
why they, and not other possible
conelusions, were agreed upon. In
this way comrades will feel free
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to raise questions, discuss policies,
become concerned with theory and
ideology, and make of every party
discussion something intellectually
stimulating and vital, both for
themselves and for non-party
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workers with whom they asso-
ciate.

There is room for differences
of opinion in the party, as long
as we act in unison once a deter-
mination is arrived at.

The Mexican-Americans

The section of the program
dealing with the Latin-American
minorities in the United States
should be delved into to a greater
extent because of their important
and ever-growing role in the anti-
monopoly movements now and
those ahead, In all struggles, in
strikes, civil rights and anti-im-
perialist movements in which theY
participate they lend great mili-
tancy and ardor to these struggles.

Mexican-Americans are an im-
portant segment of the population
of Southwestern United States and
in many areas and communities
stretching from the Gulf of Mex-
ico in South Texas to the Pacific
in South California they form the
majority of the population. This
is the area that once made uP
two-thirds of the territory of Mex-
ico and was annexed by the U.S.
after the Mexican War of 1848.

With this began the oppression
of the Mexican-American inhabi'
tants and their treatment as an
"inferior" people. Treaty provi-
sions (Treaty of GuadaluPe Hi-
dalgo, 1848) assuring them rights
of language, culture, religion as
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well as property rights within the
annexed area were flouted and ig-
nored. Those with land holdings
were robbed of them through out-
right confiscation and fraudulent
procedures. Thus, for the mass of
Mexican-Americans there was no
alternative but to turn to migra-
tory wage labor on the farms,
plantations, railroads, and other
seasonal enterprises, subjected to
the most severe exploitation at the
lowest wages and ill-treatment.
This squeezing of the Mexican-
Americans for extra profit, but-
tressed by a chauvinist ideology,
continues to this day and has
prompted Prof. George I. Sanchez
of the University of Texas to point
out: "The reports of the United
States Bureau of the Census will
reveal that persons of Spanish-
surname in the Southwest are at
the bottom of the scale on virtu-
ally every criterion measuring
health, wealth, education and wel-
fare."

The corporate establishment
uses anti-Mexican chauvinism not
only to reap extra profits out of
Mexican-American labor, but as a
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means to divide the people as a
whole and hold back progress of
all movements for democratic ad-
vance.

It must be brought out what is
generally too little known or re-
corded, and that is that the Mexi-
can-American masses have a his-
tory of struggle against the con-
ditions they suffer. It goes back to
tales one hears repeated in Mexi-
can-American communities on this
side of the border of the mauy
armed clashes that oecurred
against the raiders, arnong these
the Texag Rangers who appeared
to evict them from their land. It
should be recalled the militant role
of Mexican-American migratory
workers in support of the early la-
bor struggles of the West during
the times of the IWW. Mexican-
American workers rallied to these
struggles in response to the influ-
ence of the Flores Magon broth-
ers. The depression years record
extensive organized movements of
the Mexican-American unemployed
in support of work-or-relief de-
mands and against the discrimina-
tory practices in the granting of
relief. In Texas the movement of
the organized unemployed encour-
aged the workers in the pecan
shelling sweat shops to rebel
against intolerable conditions of
shelling pecans for as low as 30
cents a day of interminable hours.
It gave rise to a union which was
able to negotiate an improved
wage scale and working conditions
and created the political climate
for the eleetion of Maury Maver-
ick as a New Deal mayor of San
Antonio.

Prior to 1940 Mexican-Ameri-
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cans in the Southwest were pre-
dominantly a rural population. In
1950 they were two-thirds urban
and by 1960 they were four-fifths
urban. Industrial growth in the
Southwest area has mainly con-
tributed to the urbanization of the
Mexican-American population. So
new generations of urbanized
have emerged to enter political
struggle on paths independent of
the old political machines, though
as yet largely within the frame-
work of the Democratic Party, but
independent of the main forces
that dominate that party in the
Southwest.

fn Texas the 1958 gubernatorial
race by the then State Senator
Henry G. Gonzalez was the signal
for the mass breakaway from local
political machines and the mass
participation of Mexican-Ameri-
cans in state elections. Another
turning point was the 1963 elec-
tion victory in Crystal City where
a Mexican-American slate won the
city elections over a machine that
had been entrenched in power for
over thirty odd years. The Crystal
City victory organized by local
members of the Teamsters Union
(whieh had organized the main
cannery in the city) with the sup-
port of teamsters elsewhere as
well as with active aid of PASO,
the leading Mexican-American
political organization, was an in-
spiration and an example for
Mexican-Americans throughout
the Southwest.

The Negro freedom movement
has also shown the way and serves
as an example and inspiration for
Mexican-Americans. The aetivities
of PASO (Political Association of
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Spanish Speaking Organizations
of Texas), an outgrowth of the
Viva Kennedy clubs, has in Par-
ticular reflected this influence. At
first PASO supported the elecf,ion
of Mexican-Americans as such;
now most PASO members see the
local "power structure" as the
enemy and those Mexican-Ameri-
can politicians who play the role
of "Tio Tomases" are regarded
with as much contempt as most
Negroes have for the "Uncle
Toms" who play Charlie's game.

PASO bases its tactics on the need
for unity with the labor movement
and the Negro peoPle. This tac-
tical approach has resulted from
a continuous struggle by progres-
sive forces in the Mexican-Ameri-
can community and with the es-

tablishment doing everything to
undermine this approach.

Seeiug the local "power struc-
ture" as the enemy falls short,
however, of seeing and admitting
that it is capitalist monopoly pow-
er with its war-making Policies
that is the main source of Mexi-
can-American oppression. ThiS is
reflected in the tendency of Mexi-
can American leadership, espe-

cially in Texas, to rely on the Fed-
eral government and on Johnson
for a redress of grievances and as
a result of this no Mexican-Ameri-
can leader in Texas has yet dared
to take a stand against monopoly's
war in Vietnam. But the direc-
tion in which Mexican-Americans
are moving was indicated bY the
March 28 walkout by 60 Mexican-
American leaders from the Albu-
querque conference called bY the
Federal Equal Employment OP-
portunities Commission. The walk-
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out united-for the first time-
representatives from various Mex-
ican-Americ an organizations iden-
tifiecl as PASO, MAPA, the LU-
LACS and the American GI For-
um. One month later 300 Mexi-
can-American leaders from across
the country met in Los Angeles
to honor the 50 who walked out.
The Los Angeles meeting heard
talk of a march on Washington.

Monopoly has always been
aware of the powerful force that
Negro - Mexican - American unity
would be and is doing everything
to disrupt this unity. Anti-Mexi-
can ideas have been spread among
Negroes and anti-Negro ideas
among Mexican-Americans and
go-it-alone ideas among both. But
unity in the struggle against oP-
pression has very deep roots. In
communities along the border one
still hears tales of the role of
Mexican-Americans in harboring
and protecting Negro fugitive
slaves during pre-Civil War days.
And this unity will develoP still
further as Mexican-Americans
through their experience in strug-
gle come to see monopoly as the
main enemy.

The Mexican - American anti-
monopoly movement we briefly de-
scribe would be greatly aided to
attain the political cohesion neces-
sary for its goals, if it counted
with the factor whieh at present
it is all too lacking in. 'W'e mean
it must find and develop from its
current greater and more numer-
ous forces who are armed with
"the science of social change," the
science of Marxism-Leninism. We
are of the opinion that greater
cognition by the party program
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of the importance and the prob-
lems of this great segment of the
American working class and toil-
ing people would contribute very
greatly in overcoming this short-
coming. It would help those
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among the Mexican-Americans
who are groping for clarity to fiud
it in the program and activity
of our Marxist-Leninist vanguard,
the CPUSA.

Four [uestions

Our contribution to the discus-
sion involves four major ques-
tions: Imperialism, Historical
Andysi,s, The Contrailiction be-
tween Appear&nce and, Realitg,
and Internutionql, Solid,ari.ta,

Imperiali,sm

It is relevant to recall that
emerging capitalism, in its period
of primitive accumulaton of cap-
tal, meaning outright plunder,
had sought the "wealth of the
fndies," whether East or TV'est,'as
a requirement for the exploitation
of its own proletariat. In so doing
it destroyed entire cultures and
peoples in Latin America in the
name, of course, of God and Coun-
try. We, here in the United States,
will nerrer forget the specific ex-
pression of that impulse which
sent slave ships to Africa to re-
turn Iaden with the black gold of
labor-power itself.

Capitalism has gone full circle.
Today, our ships go by air as well
as by sea, but they carry the same
malignancy: the grasping for la-
bor power to feed our arrogance
and our own instabilitY. This, of
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course, is not new. For many
years American imperialism has
been entrenched in its neighbors,
North and South; was it not our
Admiral Pemy who "opened up"
Japan and with it the Far Eaet?
But since World War II imperial-
ism has assumed a new character.
What has become an imperative
for the capitalist economy and the
fulcrum of its foreign policies
and tactics has by the same token
beeome the greatest threat to the
aspirations of the peoples in these
exploited countries for self-deter-
mination and self-realization. It
also represents the greatest war
danger, and its evaluation is the
touchstone of political judgment,

When Lenin wrote his study of
the imperialism of his time, the
world was on the eve of events
that culminated in the formation
of the flrst socialist state. Had
there been a greater degree of
understanding and militancy on
the part of greater sections of
the European working class and
its leadership during that intense
period of flux, it might have been
possible to establish other socialist
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states, and the history of Europe
and of the world would have been
very different. However, the past
as such is irrevocable, and if we
so blindly into the future, greater
disasters can result.

Today, we need another "fm-
perialism" to cast a great and
penetrating light on the realities
of world capitalism in its period
of total crisis. Although it is not
to be expected that the draft pro-
gram would perform this task, we
do expect that it arouse the Party,
and therefore also our people, to
the significance of the exploitative
role of the United States in Latin
America, Asia and Africa, to its
meaning for our economy, and its
implications for our morality. Re-
levant data and statistics should
be made available to harden and
highlight the general analysis.
And fiually, on the basis of that
analysis, we must pose the ques-
tion-what is to be done ?

Historical Annlgsis

It is here that the draft pro-
gram makes some very troubling
formulations and parallels which
must be challenged. We quote
from page 97: "'W'e believe this
dernocratic transformation [i.e.
the transformation from capital-
ism to socialisml can be effected
through the Constitutional pro-
cess and Constitutionally estab-
lished institutions. The Constitu-
tion contains within its own pro-
visions, especially those for its
amendment, the flexibility that
allows for a democratie majority
to make the most fundamenal al-
terations in the economic and so-
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cial order and in the Constitution
itself."

Not only is this an astonishing
couclusion, but also most irrele-
vant. Should the time come when
this democratic majority were
really in a position to modify the
Constitution so as to negate the
very purpose for which the Con-
stitution was designed, namely,
the protection and extension of
private property relations, there
would be no need for that Consti-
tution. The "flexibility" of the
document is besides the point;
what matters is the inflexibility
of the bourgeoisie, and the struc-
tural changes in society that must
accompany the establishment of
socialism. Despite assertions in
the draft program regarding our
revolutionary role, it is abdicated
at this important point, and
opened the way to dangerous
fantasies.

It is further disconcerting that
a parallel is made between the
Constitutionally legislated aboli-
tion of slavery and the wishfully
projected Constitutional abolition
of private property. First of all,
the abo ition of slavery did not
in any way threaten the capitalist
order, and, in fact, accelerated the
rate and extent of the exploita-
tion of the industrial proletariat,
Negro and white. Furthermore,
what degree of freedom did the
Negro people win through this
Constitutional change, which, in-
cidentally, took a bloody war to
effectuate? It is more than a
hundred years since the Emanci-
pation Proclamation and the Civil
War, and through all these gen-
erations our "free" Negro citizens
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constituted a viciously exploited
and abused colony within our own
borders, suffering superexploita-
tion and yielding superprofits. So
much for the substance of dem-
oeratic changes through Constitu-
tional flexibility.

On page 35 the draft reads:
"fn the early years of this cen-
tury, looking at the world as real-
istically as they could, employing
the instruments of Marxist anal-
ysis as best they could, the Marx-
ists concluded that with the
growth of imperialism and the
intensification of imperialist
rivalries a world war was inevit-
able." Such an asserton is in the
first place vulgar determinism and
in the second plaee is untrue.
World War II became inevitable
following Munich, when, in effect,
the mechanics of the war were set.
But, before that the Communist
world worked consciously to avert
the war because it was possible
to do so. It is curious and con-
tradictory that this determinist
and fatalist argument is not ap-
plied to the present situation, but
its opposite corollary is wishfully
assumed, namely, that fascism and
war will be averted now through
peaceful application of our bour-
geois democratic rights ancl her-
itage. We submit that it is neither
the given conditions nor the ideal-
istic wish that determine history
and progress, but rather the
conscious actions that people are
able to and actually do take.

C ontradicti,on B etw een
Appewamce and Rea,li'tg

It is one of the functions of
theory, that is, of adequate theorY,
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to expose the gap between appear-
ance and reality, and perhaps
nowhere is this gap more flagrant
than in the United States. The
draft program fails lo analyze
this important contradiction.
Statistically, we are a prosperous
nation, and this "fact" is pro-
claimed, for example, through the
charts and graphs of "our" Gross
National Product or of our per
capita income. Our industries are
busy, our roads cluttered with
cars, our stores full of goods;
mechanization and automation
are reducing heavy labor on farm
and in factory, and even Art and
Culture are in fashionable de-
mand. And yet, where is the good
Iife ?

Even bourgeois students of so-
ciey refer to our Age of Anxiety,
speak of alienation and fragmen-
tation, Iament the inerease in psy-
chological disorders, and submit
frightening statistics cataloging
the rise in crimes of violence. But
ip the spirit of bourgeois ideology,
the professionals dealing with
these problems, with some honor-
able exceptions, are concerned with
describing the disease of a par-
ticular organ rather than with
analyzing the disorder of the en-
tire organism. They are concerned
with deviation from the norm
rather than the deviation of the
norm itself from social fruitful-
ness. Clearly, bourgeois life, which
is the sick organism, produces a
growfing misery of the people
whose minds and bodies bear the
burden of the ever-increasing
competitiveness and frustrations
of daily life, of the increasing
intensification of the destructive
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features of our society, of the ir-
rationality of social existence, of
trying to be part of a whole that
is in constant dissolution. What
production of the Theatre of the
Absurd can compete in grotes-
queness with a Pentagon report
wherein estimated nuclear war
casualties are "rounded off" in
units of five million? Where is
the gory product of the blood and
violence school of writing that
does not pale against a single
mission by our Air Force in Viet-
nam? Or observe the hypocrisy
of the campaign for "Making
America Beautiful" while the
enormous pollution of our soil,
our waters and our air continues
at dangerous and accelerating
rates, and while investigating
committees "investigate." Or,
rrhat has happened to what we
used to call representative gov-
ernment when wars are no Ionger
declared, or even discussed, but
simply turned on?

The increasing misery and the
loneliness, the fear and frustra-
tion of our people do not derive
from some mechanism of the
psyehe but from the mechanism
of the capitalist modus operand,'i,
from the violence, the dishonesty,
the grotesqueness and the inhu-
manity that eharacterize it. Our
so-called prosperity rests largely
upon the exploitation of peoples

outside our own borders and this
exploitation returns to us in the
form of the disintegration of our
own society and its values. The
failure to recognize this central
feature of our national existence
is to encourage the corruption of
our people, and their own self-
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deception; it is to disarm them in
coping with their needs and prob-
Iems. Again and again in the past
the American people have shown
their vitality, their euergy and
their readiness to struggle for
progress. Today, the murky stifl-
ing fog of our preeious so-called
prosperity hinders their vision,
and the raucous razzle-dazzle of
"success" makes it difficult to hear
the voices of their brothers
throughout the world. As our
bourgeoisie follows in hot pursuit
of profit and power, they drag the
nation frorn one impossible posi-
tion to another even more impos-
sible. But for the bourgeoisie no
position is impossible so. long as
the people wll pay the bill. Per-
haps it is time to revise the entire
bookkeeping system. One of the
primary roles in this task is the
exposure and analysis of the
above contradictions between ap-
pearance and reality. Such anal-
ysis should appear in the first
section of the prograrn as a part
of the theoretical basis for the
political program itself.

I mt ernatio nal S olidarity

During the capitalist era the
extent to which man increased his
mastery over nature, the extent
to which he aeted upon nature,
grew enormously, and the rate is
still accelerating. This attack
upon nature was accomplished
with the bourgeois hegemony,
ethic and ideology, and ereated
new contradietions between man
and nature and between man and
man, even while presenting new
possibilities. The resolution of
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these contradictions and the reali- consciousness, its own understand-
zationof thesepossibilities,which ing. The contradiction expressed
are on an all-embracing level, re- in the division of the world Com-
quires the reintegration of so- munist movement is dangerous,
ciety, requires the mastery of man nor will it be healed by pretend-
over his own social organization. ing it does not exist. The very

The Communist movement is fact that it does exist is an indi-
both a product of history and an cation of how deep and pervasive
agent of history. In this sense it are the contradictions of society
has no existence per se, but only today. We feel that our Party
in so far as it contributes to the should be unequivocally for the
forward motion of history which resolution of all breaches within
in the last analysis means the the world Communist community,
increasing consciousness of man. and that it should be our declared
If the Communist movement is to purpose to play a constructive
contribute to that consciousness, role in the reestablishment of in-
if it is to lead in thought and ternational solidarity in these
aetion, it must clarify its own crucial times.

BROOKTYN CLUB

A Proposed Section on Wnmen

Here is our club's idea for a
section on women. Such a section
might fittingly follow The Intel'
lectual omd Prof es s'iona,l C omrutt n-
i.tU Gp.69-79). It contains most of
the eontent and all of the last sen-

tence of the one paragraph in the
program about wonen (P. 53).
That paragraph might be edited
to read:

There is ilivision between men an'd

wornen, a factor of growing imPort-
ance because of the economic in-
crease of, wornen in the labor force.
This divisive factor is aggzavated
because a disproportionate number
of wornen r#orkers is emBloyed in the
la.rgely non-unionized occupations-

office, service, retail trade, sweat-
shop industry.

Our proposed section is as fol-
Iows:

Women reached the ballot box
nearly 50 years ago; but they
have yet to reach equality with
men. They confront discrimina-
tion by law and custom. Property
rights, marriage and divorce laws,
employment practices-all attest
to women's inferior status.

fn recent years the number of
women in the labor force has
soared. They now constitute 37
per cent. But this increase is more
an index of the growth of service
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industries-in which so-called
t'women's work" predominates 

-than of a basie change in the
status of women. Even in this
expanded area of our economy
men get the top jobs. Where wom-
en do manage to get the same
jobs as men they usually receive
less pay. Nor are matters im-
proved by the eustom and prac-
tice, reflecting the deep prejudices
of our societS that generally ex-
clude women from leadership and
positions of influence even in
unions where they comprise a
majority of the membershiP.

The responsibilities of home
and children still fall mainly to
women. This task, difficult and im-
portant as it is, nevertheless
limits a woman's range of activity
and helps to perpetuate incorrect
and harmful attitucles to the detri-
ment of man, woman, family and
society.

Especially restricted are the
women of minority groups, who
are discriminated against also as
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Mexican-
Americans, fndians, etc. The
havoc wreaked by discrimination
on minority group families results
all to often in the woman bearing
a double burden as breadwinner
and homemaker. The employment
she finds, if she can find any, is
the most menial and least reward-
ingl-spiritually and ffnancially.

Such conditions are in marked
contrast to the position of women
in the socialist countries. In the
Soviet Union, for example, 76
per cent of the doctors are women.
Most occupations which we in the
United States customarily think
of as being "for men only" are
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filled by women as well as men.
TV'omen are also prorninent in
politics and trade union leader-
ship. fn China the status of
women changed dramatically after
the revolution in 1949. Ancient
customs which had kept women
in virtual slavery were swept
away and replaced with laws de-
claring women's equality.

Even in the emerging nations
of Africa and Asia the participa-
tion of women in revolutionary
struggle and the subsequent drive
toward national development
smashed many of the centuries-
old social restrictions and enabled
women to enter political and in-
dustrial areas still eonsidered
taboo for women in our country.

But the women of the United
States have not been passive in
their desire to improve their
status and conditions. They have
a lons history of fighting for their
rights as women, and for the
causes of labor, social welfare,
civil rights and peace. Whatever
advances on these fronts we enjoy
today were won through the
united struggle of men and
women.

The Communist Party is proud
to have been always in the fore-
front of the struggle for women's
rights. One of the early leaders
in these struggles was Rosa Lux-
emburg, a leading Cornmunist.
Also in our ranks were such great
fighters for the people's welfare
as Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Ella
Reeve Bloor and Claudia Jones.

Today the women of our coun-
try spearhead the fieht for peace.

Their dedication and ingenuity
illustrate that women constitute
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a powerful force. It is unfor-
tunate that this force is only
partly utilized.

The Civil Rights Law of 1964
has made an inroad against dis-
crimination in employment with
regard to sex as well as race. It
must be enforced and strength-
ened. Other laws are needed, and
some must be repealed. Women
must be given an equal opportun-
ity to enter society's decisive
arenas. If a woman is employed
and is expecting a ehild she should
not have to view the ProsPect as

representing a sharp cut in the
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family income and a termination
of her outside-the-home ambi-
tions. Among reforms to assist
women to function as equals with
men should be maternity leave
with pay and reinstatement, and
a system of subsidized day-care
eenters for her children.

The double standard applied to
man and woman hangs like an
albatross around both their necks,

and serves only the exploiter.
Ending it, therefore, is a neces-

sity for the mass of Americans-
male and female.

The [ommunist New Left

All of us in our club have come
into the Communist PartY-in an
area where there were no adult
Communists and no PartY organi-
zation since the late S0's-and ar-
rived at a Marxist outlook from
the New Left, from the Young
radical intellectual communitY.
Some of us have backgrounds and
continuing work in broad left
youth groups like SDS and Du-
Bois, some have been active in the
civil rights movement both in the
North and the South, some have
been influenced by the "theoretical
organ" of the New Left, Studi,es
on the Left, othew by the socialist
humanism of Erich Fromm, bY the
late C. Wright Mills and bY the
work and writings of Marxist
Herbert Aptheker.

AI.BUQUffiQUE YOUTH CIUB

In becoming Communists we did
not stop being New Leftists-we
are of the New Left; the New
Left in its constant growth and
changing development is our mi-
lieu, our generation, our language
and our contribution to the strug-
gle for a country and world in
which people corne first. In fact
we only deepened our commitment
and broadened our horizons-and
we learned, not without difficulty,
a new and vitally necessary ap-
proach to the struggle for social
change; we learned the meaning
of colleetivity in work and in re-
sponsibility. We saw and learned
that democratic centralism in
practice and in theory is not what
most of the New Left pictures it,
nor what some of the editors of
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Studi,es On TIte Zelt would have
us believe. It is not an authori-
tarian and bureaucratic apparatus
for stifling creativity and silenc-
ing inquiring radicals. Rather it
is the vital cornponent missing
from the New Left and its "par-
ticipatory democracy." Democratic
eentralism is participatory democ-
racy in the fullest and best sense
for it is genuinely democratic in
both the processes of arriving at
decisions and in accepting those
decisions. And it is this accept-
ance of democratic decisions that
gives to the movement and to the
struggle its necessary unity, co-
hesion and coherence.

Clari,fa Democrati,c Centralism

We emphasize this because in
our continuing relations with New
Left compafleros, particularly in
SDS, especially the ones who agree
with the party program, we have
found their principal barrier is
"dernocratic centralism" and the
many myths, some based on past
distortions of democratic central-
ism, surrounding the concept. Gus
Hall has said: "Fighters who do
not fear jails will not fear joining
our party. The same coura8re
they showed in battle, they will
shorv in joining our party." He is
right; it is not fear of harass-
ment, nor of attack, that will keep
radical youth from our party-
but a fear of "the specter of ex-
pulsions for differing opinions,"
of "bureaueracy" and "conserva-
tism," based in part on misunder-
standing and in part on past
abuses. These reasons will keep
many New Leftists from our
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ranks unless we make a full-scalc
assault on their fears, myths and
misconceptions. We must clarify
the whole concept of collectivity,
of democratic centralism, of our
style of work, and do so in terms
that the New Left will under-
stand and accept. One step that
would help would be a far more
detailed discussion in the program
of democratic centralism and par-
ty work. Emphasis must be placed
equally on both centralism and de-
mocracy, whiie re-examining the
forms and content of both, to give
them the vitality needed today.

Once the area of confusion over
democratic centralism is dispelled,
the fears of many yo,ung fighters
who have already won their cre-
dentials in battle and in jail may
still not be overcome, because,
lery specifically some in the Party
may be afraid of them. And this
js to leave the field and the New
[,eft to the prey of the ultra-Left.
Comrade Hall described such fears
with great clarity and justified
anger in his pamphlet, Labor-The
Keg Force, when he took on "the
walls around us"; the too-quick
qto label " ultta-Left," "trotskyite,"{'flighty," "he's different," "he's
[Tip or beat," "he's not a Marxist
yet"-ideas and attitudes all too
prevalent among some older com-
,rades.

When friends in SDS or the
peace movement hear of these
tbings or read Gus's description
of what was done to the young
radical turned away as "not
ready," they were shocked and
angry. They saw their worst fears
{conflrmed and the only antidote
in sight was that such bureau-
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cratic and arrogant handling of
people was denouneed bY the lead'
ing Communist spokesmen. It was
not too long ago lvhen a "New
Left" youth group, the DuBois
Clubs, issued their first magazine
with an excellent, even brilliant,
editorial that caught the sPirit
and reality of our times just right.
The magazine's title-.Insurgent

-led some older Communists to
wince, some to say the name and
editorial were "ultra-Left." Such
attitudes are bankruPt and out of
touch with reality.

In the Language of the
New Genera,tiom

We have a scientificallY valid
method of analysis-in dialecti-
cal materialism----of looking at and
grasping the constantly changing
realities and forces about us.

Surely this, and not tired clieh6s,

forms the substanee of Marxism
and l\{arxist approaches. If we
are to reach the non-Communist
radicals on the New Left, then we
must use these seientifically rele-
vant concepts, terms and methods
which are at the heart of Marx-
ism-but the scientific content of
Marxism-Leninism rnust be given
in a new form, in the language of
our generation and style, not in
the language and jargon of a gen-

eration ago. Nothing could be

more undialectical, and nothing
can turn off a young audience more
than that. A clear examPle of the
use of new and relevant terms can
be founcl in the program and in
Gus's reeent pamphlets. And the
right approach emerges with great
force in the party's Youth draft
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"For A Life With a Purpose" and
in Bettina's nerv pamphlet on the
universities. But more must be
done in terms of style and aP-
proach. And this applies with
even more force to demonstrating
empirically the validity of our po-
sitions and the conclusions of our
analysis.

Perhaps here some of our own
experiences on a very small seale
can be used as an indicator. We
have held soul-sessions (New Left
term) with New Leftists on the
role of our party and won an eager
hearing. We have built a solid
coalition with the radical groups
here and in the peace movement,
giving a unity which has proven
vital to a small but active Left
in New Mexico, a state often in-
fluenced by the military-far-Right
complex. And this we have done
in several ways, first and foremost
by honest, franh and critical dis-
cussions-critical of thern and of
ourselves-and have helped to al-
lay many fears, suspicions, and
stereotypes. Along with other
young New Leftists, we have built
a peace movement, gone to jail,
and been harassed by both ex-
tremists and local authorities,
demonstrating our cornmitment to
everyone. We have also brought
them the spirit of collective work,
asked them to read and comment
on some local club articles for the
university paper before submit-
ting these, and accepted their
criticisms in a fraternal fashion.
Our discussions of alienation, our
concern for the arts and culture,
our love of life and hope in man,
so distinet from the negativism
and despair of a few of the older
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radicals in the area who are ultra-
Leftist, all this has deepened the
coalition with the New Left here.
They take pride in association
with young Communists, and this
has opened even wider the per-
spective of further recruitment
of these fighters in the battle for
human freedom.

Whnt Is Needeil

Here we feel is a major area of
work-our youth must relate in
the manner and style of the New
Left. The need for a radical
journal initiated by young Com-
munists devoted to the "Move-
ment," to its problems and devel-
oprnent, to Marxist approaches, to
art and music and culture in a

fresh and Uoung spi,rit, is of su-
preme importance. Why should
the ultra-Left be able to produce
something as attractive as Weapon
in style and form, if not in ideol-
ogy, and not we? Why should the
ultras dominate the Free Univer-
sities? These are not counter-
communities, they are a battle
ground to reach many of the best
young intellectuals in the radical
upsurge, and they should be util-
ized by us for an area of active
recruitment by participating both
as students and faculty members.
We should not just participate in
courses about economics or his-
tory, but in courses about music,
fiIms, art, poetry, and the revolu-
tionary process as it applies in
contemporary America. W'e need,
too, our own youthful institute
for ideology, and broad range of
cultural topics open and attrac-
tive to aII in the movement, com-
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bining the best features of the
Free University, the older Marx-
ist schools, and something like
the Highlander Folk School.

And we need more. We need
up-to-date studies, detailed analy-
ses of the ruling class and power
structure and their workings.
lVhere are the decisions made?
Who actually makes them? What
are the actual trends and divisions
in the ruling class; its internal
conflicts and who speaks for the
various divisions? Which element
is dominant? Are there "pro-
gressive elements" within the rul-
ing class; or elements which be-
cause of dissatisfaction one can
temporarily form alliances with
and use in the struggles facing
us? We must have facts and data,
empirically tested.

We also need sociologically
sound studies of the working class
which demonstrate (as we are
convinced they will) the validity
of our views on the basic and
fundamental role of the working
class in social chanEe. We need to
know how and where the work-
ing class is moving, or may move
in the near future. We need to
know scientifically, and not as an
article of faith, that the working
class is not to be written off-
that Monthly Retsi,ew is wrong, or
right, in its "junking" the role of
the US working class. There are
already ample examples of the in-
creasing restiveness and radicali-
zation going on among workers
and in trade unions. These must
be given currency and clear ex-
planation pointing particularly at
this stage to the more militant
sections of the trade union move-
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ment and working class. We must
indicate, on the basis of clear an-
alysis, that the process once un-
leashed will affect the whole move-
ment of our class and why the
New Left's writing off the work-
ing class (less today than a few
months ago) ean only lead to iso-
lation, defeat and despair. Let us
show the need not only for Young
people to work in the ghettos of
the North and rural slums of the
South, but also in the fields of the
far West, the mines of the South-
west and the steel mills of the
Midwest, carrying a new life into
the labor movement, winuing
working elass youth to the partY
of the working class, and learn-
ing: too the realitY of the condi-
tions and class-consciousness of
workers today.

Let us in practice antl theory
utilize and build on the New
Left's concept of "seats of radi-
cal power," broadening it and
deepening it both in practical
work and in the expansion and
developrnent of our own program.
In particular let us relate this con-
cept and the struggles and suc-
cesses and developments around it
to the concept of structural re-
form, the building of a peoPle's

coalition, rooted firmly in the
working class, in the fight against
monopoly, all as part of the Par-
ticular road to socialism in Amer-
ica, a democratic and Peaeeful
road. And in this area we must
clarify our position of working
with people at their current levels
to raise them to the next stage of
struggle, o,ur peculiar form of
revolutionary warfare in the
struggle to free America, less
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spectacular and less romantic in
some ways than those of our com-
rades in many areas of the world,
but no less serious, necessarY,
hazardous, or revolutionary. We
must explain and win the New
Left to see the need for this kind
of struggle and the danger of iso-
lation from the people and mass
movements by being too way out,
too advanced, "an engine that has
become uncoupled from its train."

The New Left Can be Won

We need to reach the New Left,
we need to impart to them the his-
torical experience of our parly,
and learn from them much of what
we have forgotten, as well as a
whole new style. We must there-
fore not only open or reopen new
and different avenues of approach,
struggle with them in common
fights, engage in a dialog with
them, walk the picket lines and
fill the jails, return to creative
Marxist scholarship and produce
scientifically valid studies, but we
must also appeal to them out of a
a sense of revolutionary human-
ism and the commitment which is
inherent in that humanism. We
must make the New Left aware
of the Challenge of Marxism and
the demands that such a challenge
and revolutionary commitment
makes on a person. Our genera-
tion is up to such a task, and will
not shrink from a party that offers
it struggle, commitment, the ra-
tionality, breadth and depth of a
creative and humanistic Marx-
ism.

Already the New Left is mov-
ing away from the suspicions and
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hostility of the not too distant
past;, already many have become
Comrnr-lnists or are grappling with
that possibility. And the process
is not too difficult to understand,
for we in our club have all in
varying degrees experienced it.
The whole logic of our involve-
ment, of our dissatisfaction with
our dehumanizing society, our
struggle lvith personal and collec-
tive alienation, led us to vague
feelings about the need to alter
the situation, and then to active
participation with others of our
generation in seeking to bring
about social and radical change.
This naturally, almost inexorably,
brought us face to face with ideas
and alternatives long branded ta-
boo in our society, opening before
us the perspective and alternative
of socialism. And it was natural
too that we then would inquire
each in our own fashion into the
Farty of Socialism, a party con-
cerned with American reality and
yet part of the world movement.

And we are convinced that we
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are not unique, but representative
of a growing segment in the New
Left. The New Left can be won
to Marxism-Leninism and the
Communist Party. We have much
to contribute to the New Left,
and u'e of the New Left have much
to contribute to the party once we
have chosen it. The party, our
party, has nothing to fear from the
New Left and much to gain. We
can build a cadre and a generation
o:[ New Left Communists and
Cornmunist New Leftists. We can
do it if we but try-bearing in
mind Lenin's ever more valid max-
im:
a bolder and broader, bolder and
broader, and still bolder and broader
recruitment of youth, witlt no fear
of them. This is wartime. The yourth
will decide the outcome of all strug-
gle, both the student youth and still
more, the working class youth (em-
phasis Lenin's).

So let's get on with the job

-we have a movement to build,
a nation to humanize and a world
to win.

llistinct Features of America

At the heart of the new pro-
gram is the further development
of the distinctly American fea-
tures of the class struggle in our
eountry-always based on the uni-
versal laws of social science-
I4arxism-Leninism.

The American features, vitally
important from a theoretical,
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strategic-tactical and practical
point of view, have been raised
to a level unprecedented in the
history of American Marxism,
and run through the program like
a red, life-giving vein.

Nevertheless, a certain discrep-
any is to be noted between the
democratic and socialist features
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in the program. Those of the sec-
ond category are brilliantly sum-
marized,, thus giving the reader
more clarity. Those of the first
category exist everywhere, are
summarized nowhere. As a result,
certain weaknesses appear in
various parts of the program.

On Ameri,can Features

Obviously, the democratic fea-
tures should be further elaborated,
i.e., summarized. An attempt to
contribute something towards such
an effort flows:

1. Main Feature: Our country
is the land of the strongest mo-
nopoly and imperialist reaction,
which has entered its period of
decline; our country is also the
land of the largest, and potentially
strongest, working class, which
is on the rise.

Note: The main danger today
is to underestimate the strength
of the American working class.
Such tendency plays into the
hands of "Left" dogmatism and
revisionism, who make a Iiving
by distorting the main American
feature.

2. Any success of the U.S. peace
movement, even a temporary one,
has the widest repereussions all
over the world, by far greater than
the peace movement in any other
capitalist country. Hence the sec-
ond feature: The peace struggle
of the American people has be-
come, in our time, one of the
fundamental preconditions for the
decisive victory of peaceful coex-
istence and world peace, one of the
principal sources of non-inevita-
bility of World War III.
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3. Other fundamental Ameri-
can features, as outlined by Marx,
Engels and Lenin during their
Iifetime have, of course, changed
in the present third stage of the
general crisis of eapitalism. Lenin
had brilliantly summarized the
American features as follows:

. . the absence of any big, na-
tionwide, democratic problems, what-
ever facing the proletariat; the corn-
plete sulbjection of the proletariat
to bourgeois politics; the sectarian
isolation of groups, handfuls of So-
eialists frorn the proletarat; not ttre
slightest suceess of the Socialist in
the elec;tions among' the working
masses, etc. (Preface to the 1907
Russian translation of Letters to
Ameriaans, International Puiblishers,
1953, p. 276.)

As an outgrowth of the past
and present U.S. features, an-
other particular feature emerges,
on which Engels laid much stress:
The speci,al i,mportance of the
American trade unions.

Many people believe the U.S.
features, as outlined by Lenin
in 1907, to be in full force even
today! Hence the need of present-
ing an up-to-date summary in a
separate section of the program.

Such a need is demonstrated by
some weakness in elaborating the
character of the modern demo-
cratic revolution, of which the
Negro Freedom Movement is but
the first symptom.

Lenin was correct in pointing
out that there are no big nation-
wide democratic problems what-
ever in the USA, in the sense of
having strong feudal remnants
(as was the case with Russia),
except some in the South.
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In 1907 imperialism was in its
early stage. But since 1907, the
big bourgeoisie became state-mo-
nopoly capitalism and entered the
third stage of the general crisis
of capitalism. Now the monopoly
bourgeoisie tramples underfoot
the bourgeois - democratic free-
doms. Now it uses them as a
window-dressing. Now it tolerates
whatever democratic freedoms ex-
ist only because of the popular
pressure.

Clearly, there exist today big
nationwide democratic problems in
the USA, but with a new con-
tent !

Hence a new type of revolution
is being born in our country; the
people's democratic reaolution,
which is of a bourgeois-democrat-
ic character, but the leading force
now is the working class, and not
the bourgeoisie. And because the
new democratic leader is the work-
ing class, the people's democratic
revolution inevitably becomes the
opening phase of the socialist
revolution.

Herein lies the indivisibility of
the democratic and the socialist
revolutions: In the people's demo-
cratic revolution, the rni,ruimum
progranL of the working class be-
comes reality. In the socialist
revolution, the maaimuru progranl
of the working class becomes real-
itv.

These points must be injected
in the new program, which could
be divided in two parts: minimum
and maximum program.

On Strategg anil Tactics

The three-phase sketch is the
foundation of the whole program.
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It is also the greatest achievement
of creative American Marxism in
the field of strategy (p. A0).

Unfortunately, it is presented
in an embryonic and fragmentary
form. Elements of strategy and
tactics are scattered all over the
program (pp. 76-81, 87-89, etc.).
None of them is incorporated in
three distinct strategies corre-
sponding to the three distinct
stages of the revolution. As a
result, the over-all strategic clar-
ity is somewhat handicapped.

An attempt to make sorne con-
tribution to the three-phase sketch
follows.*

Strategg in the First Sta,ge

Objective: Prevent World War
III and American variety of fas-
cism.

Main Fire: Against the extrem-
ist group of monopolies, the ultra-
Right (which blindly strives for
all-out nuclear war, while rai,si,ng
pritsate fasci.st o,rmies on Ameri,-
ca,% soil, build,ing mass fasci,st or-
gonizations and i,nfiltrating the
goaernment appwratus, armed,
forces and police).

Maximum Pressure: To expose
and isolate the limited-tryar, cen-
trist and presently dominant group
of monopolies (in order to frus-
trate any compromise with the
ultra-Right).

Main Force: The working class.
Direct Allies: The Negro peo-

ple and the intermediate classes
of town and country.

*Italics indicate what should be
further stressed in the program, or
what is missing; in brackets are
added explanatory notes,
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Indirect, temporary and highlY
unstable ally: The moderate grouP
of monopolies (which, in contrast
to the eutrernist group rLore
cl,o s elg as so ciateil wit'h ormmn ents
and forei,gn inaestments, can be

economi,callg compensated, bA o,

mnssiae trod,e wi,th the one-billion
strong socialist market; which
would temporarily withdraw from
the brink of world war; whieh
would hesitantly accommodate it-
self to world reality; which leans
towards a "liberal" method of Pro-
longing monopoly rule at home;
but, which has nnt aet been forced,
by the people's struggle to gi,ae

up completeW its po'rtnershi,p i,n

tlte joi,nt monopolg strategg of a
surwise rutcleor attacle against
the sosialist countries-this is
the only possible way out of the
present monopoly dilemma).

Present Tactics

1. Mass struggle within the
two-party vise, spearheailed' bg the
trade un'ions' political acti,on com-
mittees and the independent,
peace, freedom, youth, Left and
Communist movements-in the di-
rection of a new people's partY.

2. Key link in the chain of all
tasks: Re*l,ignment of f orces
withi,n the trofl,e uni,ons (begin-
ning right now with the advance-
ment of all forms of class unity
for the immediate economic and
political demands; for mergers
and expansion of unions in every
single industry and field under the
slogan "One Industry, One Union,
One National Contract"; which
channelizes the present scattered
and isolated struggles into unified
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struggles on a national scale, and
thus hastens the massive develop-
ment of class consciousness and
political independence of our work-
ers on the basis of their own ex-
perience.

3. Creation of a National Small
Businessmen Association (for
their immediate problems; inevit-
ably leads to sharper confronta-
tion with the monopolies, helps
trwnsf orm small busi,nessm,en into
a ne'w 'independ,ent force, and
brings them closer to an actual
alliance with the working class).

4. A "Socialist Alliance" coali-
tion of the Left, with New York
as its starting point (based on a
minimum program of mass strug-
gle which a) combines today's
popular demands with what is
eommon to all varieties of social-
ism--,working class anil petty
bourgeois soci,al,i,srn; b) retains
the right of friendly and con-
structive mutual criticism).

5. For a mass legal CPUSA
with deeper roots in the working
class, especially the industrial
workers.

The creation of a new people's
party marks the beginning of a
new stage of the revolution.

Strategg in tlte Seeond, Stage

Objective: A pepole's democratic
government, led by labor and
capable of crushing the danger
of war and militarism-fascism (by
carrying out the most radical
structural reforms within the
boundaries of capitalism and. ba
relgi,ng on the organizeil strength
of the worki,ng d,ass i,n oriler to
safeguard the democratic-consti'-
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tuti,ono,l W"th ba all means aaail-
able).

Main Fire: Against the centrist
group of monopolies (which
strives to eontinue Iimited wars,
and thus prolongs the danger of
world war; which strives for com-
promise v,ith the ultra-Right, and
thus prolongs the danger of fas-
cism).

Maximum Pressure: To eupose,
isolate anil neutrolize the ,tnoiler-

ate group of rnonnpolies (which
stri,.)es to grab the leail,ershi,p ol
the people's d,ernocrati,c reuolution
and, end, it in a compromi,se wi,th
the centri,st and the estremist
groups).

Main Force: The working class,
fighting through the people's
party, a militant united federation
of all trade unions, and a mass
CPUSA (or a mass united party
of scientific socialism).

Direct Allies: Small business-
men, poor and middle farmers,
Negro people.

The creation of a people's demo.
cratic government, led by labor,
marks the beginning of a new
stage of the revolution:

Strategy i.n the Third Stage

Objective: Peaceful transition
to socialism (under an elected,
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al,l-powerful Congress and a labor-
led, coq,l;iti,on gouernment, always
relging on the orgwruized, strengtlt,
of the workers i,n order to safe-
guard, the d,meocratic-constitu-
tional poth by all means aaail,able),

Main Fire: Against all groups
of monopolies (but providing por-
tial compenso,tion, right of in-
heri,tance to their clr,ildren and,
techni.cal ilirectorship of "the'i,r"
sociali,zed, enterpri,se to those who
would, abide ba tlte Constitution,
and no compensat'[,0n, etc., to those
uho would not).

Main Force: The working class
(leading through the vanguard
party of scientific socialism, the
trade unions, the federal, state
and local congresses).

Form of U.S. Socialist Democ-
racy: Local, state and national
congresses, supreme organs of the
people's power, new and highest
form of American democracy.

Direct Allies: Small owners of
town and country (who retain
their small property).

The creation of a socialist gov-
ernment marks the beginning of
a new stage of the revolution:

Strategg in the Fourth Stage

Consolidation of socialism;
transition to communism.

A Numher of [missions

In 1807, Jefierson drafted a
message to congress and submitted
the draft to his cabinet for com-

B. L. M., BOSTON

ment. Albert Gallatin, Secretary
of the Treasury, saicl he could
not make any suitable suggestions
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for revising the draft because his
"objeetions [were] less to details
than to its general spirit."

lVith respect to the draft Pro'
gram, I find myself in a position
opposite to that of Gallatin. I
heartily endorse the spirit and,
in general, the substance of the
draft. But there are some details,
I think, that need correction. And
there are some serious omissions.

First, however, allow me to in-
dulge in a long, Ioud and spirited
round of applause for the draft,
as printed, on several grounds:

Progro,m per Ee: We are going
to have a program. That, in it-
self, is cause for joy. The Pub-
lication of the draft obviously
indicates the adoption (after dis-
cussion and amendment) of a
finished program in the near fu-
ture. Such a program cannot helP
but give inspiration and specific
direction to our party's work. Such
a definitive and stated program
has been too long wanting.

Lomguage: For the first time
in memory, we have produced a
politieal document written in
Americanese.

Spirit: Comrade I{all's forward
sounds the keynote, stating, as it
does, "This does not mean that
it is possible to struggle*only
by joining the Communist PartY,"
and inviting non-Communists to
join in eritcial discussion of the
draft. This spirit is eonsistently
present throughout the draft, Par-
ticularly in the chapter on our
relations with others.

Su,bstance: Saving the serious
need for some important additions
and allowing for possible improve-
ment in language here and there,
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the draft is politically correct,
realistic as to goals and extremely
well presented.

Now, as to suggestions for im-
provement.

There are, in my opinion, five
important errors of omission; two
total omissions and three other
items mentioned but not by anY
means adequately covered.

First, and most amazing, Viet-
nam. How is it possible for any
group of Communists to write
such a draft in this era and
completely forget (so far as the
draft goes) the existence of Viet-
nam? The very mention of the
name of that country is enough
to bring to the minds of all Com-
munists (and most other people)
the overriding importance of this
issue. No plan or program with-
out this orientation will get far
off the ground. I don't think that
that point needs further elabor-
ation from me. Yet, I would cite
one item, Drew Pearson's column,
New York Post (March 21, 1966) :

. . . Shriver replied that with the
Vietnamese war costing more and
more, the anti-poventy progranr also
lacked funds and could not alleviate
the situation in Watts . . .

Second,: There is the question
of differences existing between
various of our brother Communist
Parties with particular reference
to Sino-Soviet relations. These
differences exist; they cannot be
ignored and should be commented
upon in any program we issue.
We do, after all, have principles
and these must be clearly stated.
Respect for the opinions of others
(so well stated in the draft) and
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the necessity for resolving differ-
ences between various Communist
Parties does not preclude our
holding definite opinions on the
points at issue and cannot ab-
solve us from responsibility for
participation in the discussions of
these issues.

Thirilz There is, I think, gen-
eral agreement in our ranks as
to the fact that we have special
respousibilities with respect to
relations between our country and
the countries of Lstin America.
Yet, the question of Latin America
is hardly mentioned. Wall Street's
neo-colonial, super-exploitation of
Latin America is practically un-
touched in the draft.

Fourth: It is probably no co-
incidence that there are two
things wrong with the section on
Latin American minorities in the
U.S. (p. 67). This question is
treated typographically, as well as
in tone, as a sub-section of "The
Negro People." (Note the difer.
ence in type faces between "Latin
American Minorities" and "THE
FARMERS" on p. 67.) The sec-
tion under discussion is merely a
short (I think too short) state-
ment of the existence of a prob-
lem. No suggestion for cure.

The foregoing raises a question
in my mind. Are these two (prob-
ably related) neglects of two im-
portant issues a reflection of in-
adequate study of the problems?
Is this the underlying cause of
an inadequate program with re-
spect to these problems ? If that
be the case, it would clearly indi-
eate the need for a commission
to study these issues thoroughly
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and to publish the results of these
studies.

Another inadequacy, as f see it,
lies in the discussion of the econ-
omy. Not enough is said about the
innate illness of a society whose
"affiuence" is built so Iargely on
an economy of planned obsoles-
cence, conspicuous consumption
dnd a future so heavily mortgaged
by today's installment buying. The
draft also lacks a discussion of
how the economy operates, its var-
ious ills, corrective measures and
how these measures would affect
the welfare of the rvorkers.

I turn novr to two instances of
poor composition that mar an
otherwise exceedingly well-written
document.

Refer to page 54 of the draft,
the secontl paragraph under the
heading "Class Partnership." I
suggest that poor sentence struc-
ture, resulting in hazy antecedents,
serves to reverse the intended
meaning. I suggest correction
along the following lines:

. and signiflcant departures
from this policy are to be noted (per-
iod-new sentence). These depart-
ures from the policy of "class part-
nership" are more pronounced in
the lower levels of leadership

Another ease of hazy anteced-
ents, leading, possibly, to misun-
derstanding on an important point,
occurs on p. 65, in the first two
paragraphs in the section on "In-
tegration and Counter-Currents."
The language here is such as to
give the impression that the
favored position of 5 per cent of
the Negro population leads to
three cutrents among the Negro
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people (including the one we think
the correct one). I suggest im-
provement in the text along the
following lines:

There are three identifiahle cur-
rents among the Negro PeoPle. One,
the most important and progressive
one, flows from the'rnain stream of
Negro life and espouses the integra-
tion goals of the freedom movement.

But there are two counter-cur-
rents whose primary source is in the
professional and business group-
ings

This brings me to a discussion
of several minor, possibly PicaY-
unish, po,ints:

Page 7, pa,ragraph 3 : This Para-
graph overlooks the faet that
there has been a rise in the
standard of living for most Ameri-
cans. True, this fact is handled
later in the text. However, I
think that many peoPle reading
our program, basing themselves
on first impressions, will note an
obvious and glaring "misstate-
ment of fact" and Pass uP reaal-
ing further into the Program. I
think, therefore, that recognition
of our comparatively high living
standards belongs in this section.

Page 10, paragraph 3: The
phrase "action from below" is one

of the very few bits of Communese
to be found in the draft. It is
possibly unintelligible to many
non-left, non-labor readers and
should be replaced by something
like "popular action."

Page 30, paragraph 2: The text
reads, "a foreigner named AdolPh
Hitler." It may be that I am
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the only one that thinks so but,
to me, the word "foreigner" has
taken on a slightly chauvinistic
flavor. The use of quotation marks
around the word might serve to
remove the bad taste.

On page 38, the phrase "cor-
porate establishment" is intro-
duced andl, qlrite ProPerlY, an
asterisk refers the reader to a
footnote which defines the term.
However, previously, on P. 32
(and, I think, once or twice still
earlier in the draft) the text
contains the phrase "U.S. cor-
porate interests." This phrase is
not defined and is, therefore, Pos-
sibly misleading. A definition
should be provided.

Finally, let me pose a question.
On p. 56 of the draft, the para-
graph numbered (2) speaks of
Negro workers being a rad,ical'
izing (my emphasis, B.M.L.) force
within the labor movement. The
question is, do the Negro workers
really constitute a radicalizing
force for militaney? I understand
that the two terms have different
meanings.

Allow me, now, to elose in the
same tone as used in my open-
ing paragraphs. Unlike the Arti-
cles of Confederation which did
not "have enough whole cloth to
hold the patches," the draft pro-
gram under diseussions is ex-
tremely well worth the effort to
improve it. My criticisms are in-
tended eonstructively and are
offered in the context of overall,
hearty approval of the draft, in
general, as to intent, tone and text.
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The Prohlem of Full Employment

Since the appearanee in 1936
of The General Tlteorg of Em-
plogment, Interest and, MoneA, the
ideas of J. M. Keynes have come
to dominate the economic scene in
capitalist countries, and not least
in the United States. In one or
another variant, Keynesian doc-
trines today underlie the views
of most American economists and
policy makers, liberal and conser-
vative alike. Keynesism is the
foundation of economic policy in
the trade union movement. Keynes
has in the main replaced Marx
as the theoretical mentor of so-
cial democracy. And most impor-
tant, his theories are presently
the acknowledged basis of the eco-
nomic policies of the Johnson
Administration, policies whose
support has extended from the
main leadership of the AFL-CIO
to some of the most conservative
segments of big business.

In the light of these develop-
ments, the critical examination of
Keynesian theories as well as the
policies flowing from them is a
task of prime importance for
Marxist economists. Starting some
two decades ago, a substantial
beginning was made toward ful-
filling this task; in more recent
years, however, it has been very
largely neglected. Dr. Joseph Gill-

man's latest book* represents a
welcome break with this neglect,
and as such makes an important
contribution to Marxist economic
literature in this country.

"This book," its preface opens,
"deals with the theoretieal and
practical problems of providing
full employment in America on a
continuing basis." The standpoint
from which Dr. Gillman ap
proaches these problems is .,the

thesis that capitalist economies
experience booms and depressions
because they operate within a
framework in which more profits,
more social surplus, we will say,
is produced than can be absorbed
in the expansion of their proiluc-
tive assets on a continuing basis,
and that this condition has wor-
sened under the impact of the new
technologies and concentrated
business organization" (p. 14).

Our economy is marked, he
maintains, by a long-term growth
in the disparity between capital
aceumulation and outlets for pro-
ductive inveshnent-a trend which
increasingly affects the charaeter
of cyclical fluctuations and gives
rise on a growing scale to the un-

* Joseph Gillman, Prosperita in
Crisis, Marzani and Munsell, New
York, 1965, 256 pp., 96.00.
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productive use of the social sur-
plus, particularlY through mili-
tary expenditures, to keeP the
economy going and mitigate un-
employment. "In these respects,"
he concludes, "modern caPitalist
prosperity is often but the mani-
festation of a continually existing
unemployment crisis" (P. 16).
This is the meaning of the book's
title.

The Theori,es of Keanes

Following brief examinations of
social surplus and of undercon-
sumptionist theories of economic
crisis, Gillman proceeds to a de-

tailed analysis of the economic
theories of Keynes as the foun-
dation of present-daY ideas of
combatting crisis and unem-
ployment through the medium of
state intervention in the econorny.

His presentation of KeYnes' basic

eoncepts is a remarkablY lucid ex-
position of a difficult subject, and

one which is to be highlY recom-
mended especiallY to the general

reader who seeks an understand-
ing of what KeYnesism is about.
Similarly his critique of Keynes,
though it contains nothing funda-
mentally new, is illuminating and
effectively presented. It shows

elearly both the extent and the
limitations of KeYnes' deParture
from the orthodox economists who
preeeded him.

The basic element in that de-

parture was his rejection of SaY's

Law of Markets, a sacred dogma
to his predecessors (although
Marx had repudiated it many
years before). SaY arguetl that:
"A product is no sooner created
than it, from that instant, affords
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a market for other Products to
the full extent of its value." Jarnes
MiIl had earlier expressed the
same idea in these words: "The
production of commodities creates,
and is the one and universal cause
which creates a market for the
commodities produced. A
nation's power of purchasing is
exaetly measured by its annual
produce. The more you increase
the annual produce, the more bY
that very act you extend the na-
tional market. . . . The demand of
a nation is always equal to the
produce of a nation."*

"IJnder this 'law,'" says Gill-
man, "indeed, even depressions
were, theoretically impossible.
Demand is always effective; that
is, it is always suffrcient to clear
the market. General overproduc-
tion, or general underconsumption
is, therefore, impossible" (p. 29).
The Great Depression of the
thirties dealt a shattering blow
to this absurdity and paved the
way for Keynes' rejection of it
and the development instead of a
theory of effective demand which
allows for-indeed leads to-the
establishment of equilibriurn levels
of the economy short of full pro-
duction and full employment. This
deficit in production and employ-
rnent, generated by the normal
working of the economy, must,
said Keynes, be made good

through the intervention of the
state. He offered, in short, a
theory purporting to show how

* Both quotations are taken frorm
Maurice Dobb, Political Eaonomg
and Capitaliszt, International Pub-
Iishers, New York, 7945, pp. 41-42.
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full employment on a continuing
basis can be maintained under
eapitalism.

Keynes thus emerges as the
theoretician of state monopoly
capitalisrn-of the growing de-
pendence of monopoly capital on
the economic resourees and powers
of the state to bolster its profits
and dominance during the period
of the general crisis of capital-
ism. To be sure, it was not Keynes'
theories which led to the growing
economic role of the state; rather,
he provided a theoretical rationale
for a phenomenon whieh had al-
ready made its appearance. As
such, his ideas became widely ac-
cepted-and this despite their
demonstrable flaws.

These failures of the Keynesian
theory Gillman analyzes in detail.
The economic categories on which
Keynes bases his analysis-pro-
pensity to consume, marginal effi-
ciency of capital, liquidity prefer-
ence-are defined as innate psy-
chological tendencies of individ-
uals for which no material social
explanation is offered. It is solely
in terms of these purely psycho-
logical factors that he develops
his thesis of an inherent tendency
for savings to outstrip investment
and hence for the economy to fall
short of full produetion and em-
ployrnent. He cornpletely ignores
the class division of capitalist so-
ciety and, of course, the central
fact of eeonomic exploitation. He
also ignores the existence of mo-
nopoly capital, and he treats the
economy as a static entity which
undergoes no historical develop-
ment.

Further, much of the picture
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he presents does not correspond
to reality. For example, his eon-
tention that savers and investors
are two different groups of people,
on which he bases much of his
argument, does not stand up, espe-
cially in light of the fact that to-
day the major part of investment
funds come directly from retained
profits and other cash reserves of
the corporations themselves. Simi-
Iarly, his thesis that as incomes
rise a greater share of them tends
to be saved can be shown to be
at odds with the statistical facts.
These and numerous other indict-
ments are brought by Gillman
against the Keynesian analysis-
in our opinion, tellingly.

Th,e Eaolution of Kegnesi,an
Theory

The next section of the book is
devoted to certain aspects of the
evolution of Keynesian thinking.
Born in the depths of a depres-
sion of undue severity and length,
Keynes' General Theorg emerged,
says Gillman, as "an economics of
depressions." Keynes saw the
problem simply as one of offsetting
production and unemployment
generated by the economy itself.
The effort to explain the severity
of the depression of the thirties
led from this to a theory of "secu-
Iar stagnation"-that is, of long-
term non-cyclical economic decline
arising principally from a falling
off of outlets for investment. This
theory, first articulated fully by
the American eeonomist Alvin H.
Hansen, led to a longer-range con-
ception of the regulatory role of
the state. Gillman describes it as
follows:
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To preserve the security and sta-
biliff of the existing social order-
to save eapita,lisrrn--.the government

is asked to proceed along three broad
frouts: Mornetary, Fiscal and Spend-

ing. As [Seymourl Ilarris sees it:
"In a period of deficient demand it
is necessary [for the government]
to pumll rnoney into the system, re-
duce taxee, and raise Public exPen-

ditures; and in Periods of excess

demand, to wi'thdraw rnoneY, raise
taxes, a.nd reduce Public expendi-
tures." These would be the regula-
tive, or control devices. In addition'
the countrY alreadY has certain

",buil6in stabilizers," such as oltl-
age pensions and unemPloYment in-
suratce, whioh Ilansen has deflned

as t'social mechanisms so constructed
that they automatica,lly operate to
ofiset unhalancing tendencies and
exert pulls on the economy tending
toward sta.bilitY" (P. 112).

Here, designed to offset the
tendency toward secular stagna-
tion (anil the cyclical fluctuations
which continue within it), is the
well-known KeYnesian Program'
supposedly leading to the building
of the "welfare state." Gillman
then proceeds to deal with the ele-

ments of this Program and their
limitations. In Particular, he

shows that the measures actuallY
employed are directed PrimarilY
toward abso'rPtion of the social

surplus through unProductive ex-
penditures, parficularly for mili-
tary purposes - exPenditures
which do not add to economic
growth in anY real sense but onlY

conceal the underlYing crisis
conditions.

In the final section, the book

deals with the question: "What
outlets are available to such an
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economy [i.e., a capitalist econ-
omyl, outlets of a more socially
useful and socially productive nat-
ure than the military outlet, for
absorbing the excess savings of
the comunity?" (p. 165). Under
this heading, Gillman discusses
such factors as foreign invest-
ment, increased social and per-
sonal consumption, and tax Pol-
icies. He shows that such meas-
ures as genuine aid to underde-
veloped countries, greater outlays
for social welfare, higher wag'es,
or a truly progressive income tax
may have genuinely positive ef-
fects. But at the same time, he
points to the overwhelminel obsta-
cles to their achievement in a mo-
nopoly-dominated capitalist society
in which all such steps eat into
profits. He concludes with a Plea
for an end to the cold war and
a shift from military to Peace-
time produetion: "Stagnation of
the American economy would be

halted and economic growth stim-
ulated if the billions now wasted
in the pursuit of the cold war were
diverted to the building of a
healthy civilian economY" (P.

236).
On the whole, Gillman has Pro-

duced a valuable book which de-

serves a wide readershiP, Par-
ticularly among those who want
to understand what Keynesism is
and what, from the Marxist Point
of view, is wrong with it. Its Pre-
sentation is basically sound and
well-argued.

C ertai,n lrmde quaci,e s

At the same time there are,
we feel, certain inadequacies in
the presentation, particularly with
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regard to the evolution of Keynes-
ian theory. Undue emphasis is
placed on the odeas of Keynes
himself and not enough atten-
tion is given to their subsequent
modification. For example, the
rate of interest as a determinant
of investment is central in the
Generul, Thaorg, and in this light
Gillman discusses it at some
length. But much of Keynes,
thinking on this point was later
discarded by his followers, whose
criticism is simliar to some of that
which Gillman offers. Typical is
the comment of Lawrence R. Klein
(The Keynesian Reaolution, Mac-
rnillan, New York, 1952, p. L72):

Keynes was long in favor of mani-
pulation of the interest rate in order
to stimulate the desire to invest.
Such po icies are based on the as-
sumption that investrrent is sensi-
tive to changes in the rate of
interest, but all the evidenoe,
theoretical and empirical, suggests
thart the investment schedule is in-
terest-inelastic today.

Consequently, many Keynesian
economists have reverted, at least
partially, to the traditional theory
of interest and attempted to com-
bine this with Keynesian con-
cepts. A similar process has oc-
curred in relation to other aspects
of Keynes' theory. Paul A. Sarn-
uelson, regarded as a leading Key-
nesian, describes it in general
terms in his widely-used textbook
as follows:

In rooent years g0 per cent oif
American econornists have stopped
being "Keynesian economists', ot!
"anti-Keynesian econornists.,, In-
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stead they have worked tovrard a
synthesis of whatever is valuable in
older economics and in modern
theorie"s of income determination.
The rssult rnight be cal[ed neo.clas-
sical econornics and is accepted in
its b,road outlines by all but about
5 per cent of extreme left-wing and
right-wing writers. (Economics: An
Introfu.tctorg Analgsis, McGraw-
Ilill, New York, 1955, p.212.)

In addition, some aspect of
Keynesian theory, notably the con-
cept of deficit spending, have un-
dergone considerable elaboration
and sophistication during the past
two decades. These and similar
developments, in our opinion, are
insufflciently reflected in Gillman,s
treatment. Yet it is these modern
versions rather thau the original
theory which form the basis of
present-day economic policy (see,
for example, Neil W. Chamberlain,
"The Art of Unbalancing the Bud-
get," Atlantic Monthly, January
1966).

It is regrettable, too, that Gill-
man devotes Iittle attention to the
concept of state monopoly capital-
ism as such. To be sure, he refers
at a number of points to the state
as the guardian of the economic
interests of the monopolies and to
the intimate eonnections of mo-
nopoly and the state. But he does
not develop systematically the con-
cept of the state apparatus as an
instrument for enriching monop-
oly capital at the expense of all
other sections of the population
and the character of the resulting
anti-monopoly struggle. He tends
therefore, we believe, to minimize
the potentialities of this struggle.
While he recognizes that "monopo-
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lies should . . . be fought, at least,
for their grosser abuses," he tends
to equate the idea of curbing mo-
nopoly with the fight to restore
competition by way of the anti-
trust laws and he concludes: "The
'fight' against monoPolY cannot be

to relorm it. It can onlY be to
transform it- to transform its
private power into Public Power.
That is, the fight has meaning onlY

as a means of transforming caPi-
talism into socialism" (PP. 152-

153). To place the question in this
way is in our opinion to miss the
significance of the strugggles now
shaping up in our country, strug-
gles which lead in the direction
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sf curbing monopoly through the
imposition of democratic controls
on its operations, nationalizing

'key industries and other such

[neasures. It is to overlook the
role of the democratic anti-mo-
nopoly movement of todaY in rela-
tion to the fight for socialism.

One might also find Points of
difference on one or another de-
tail, which it is not possible to dis-
cuss within the confines of this
review. However, such considera-
tions are secondary, and they do
not detract from the essential
soundness of Dr. Gillman's analY-
sis.

Facts For Fnlks

If someone asks You: "Do You
have LFB 17 by LRA?" don't look
blank and thereby reveal Your un-
worldliness. Reply: "Of course I
have Labor Fact Book 17x com-
piled by Labor Research Associa-
tion" and show You are with it.

The present reviewer is the
proud owner of a complete set of
these compact volumes-seventeen
of them standing in a row on

our bookshelf. TheY date back to
193t (LFB 1) and have aPPeared

*Labor Fact Boole 17, PrePared
by Labor Research Association, In-
ternational Publishers, New York,
1966. Cloth $3.75, PaPer $1.66.
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faithfully every two years (some

of ours, we freely admit, were
acquired retroactively)r. Let itt
be stated that these trim little
books are among the least dusty
in our generally dusty collection

-for they are among the most
frequently used.

The Labor Fact Books are valu-
able to you even if you possess
(which is unlikely) or have access

to (which is doubtful) the kind of
sources used by LRA in compiling
LFB, You would have to ploY

through volumes of statistical ab-
stracts, census analyses, trade
union convention reports, Federal
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Reserve Bank reviews, expensive
copies of Fortune, and endless
other such sources-not to men-
tion the drudgery of being a daily
reader of the Wall Street Journal

-in order to find the facts so
conveniently arrayed in LFB L7.
The Lubor Fact Boobs, inci-
dentally, supplement rather than
repeat each other. That's why you
don't just throw them away like
superceded issues of an almanac.
Instead you preserve them as
volumes of permanent reference
value.

There are probably not more
than half a dozen pages of tables
in the LFB even though it is
crammed with statistics and facts,
facts, facts. Instead of serving
up raw tabular matter, the editors
have boiled down the material
and present it in highly readable
paragraphs. And the compilers of
LFB do not pretend to sterile
objectivity. The Labor Fact Books
are not compiled by computers but
by the lively human beings over
at Labor Research Association.
They have a point of view, and
they do not hesitate to comment
in a few words or by the use of
a pointed quotation, to call at-
tention to the social significance
of what might otherwise be a cold
and lifeless "fact." For instanee
(on the L965 budget): ". . . tax
reform, so loudly proclaimed as
a feature of the Revenue Act of
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1964 was dropped in favor of in-
come tax reductions which did not
remove the chief burdens from
low-income taxpayers. But if
over-kill capacity is 'national
strength,' then national strength
is consistently promoted again . . ."
(p. 15). Or they quote the Joint
Economic Committee of Congress:
"The success of Ameriean agri-
culture has helped everyone but
the farmer" (p. 10).

Some of the sub-headings are
more revealing than the chapter
headings* in indicating the living
eontents of this people's almanac:
"Profits in Prosperity," "City
Worker's Family Needs," "Con-
science on Vietnam," "Night-
mare in Mississippi," "Protect-
ing the Foreign Born," "Women
in U.S. Unions," "Record of the
88th Congress."

In closing this review we must
contribute one sad statistic our-
selves: the priee of the clothbound
volume has gone up frorn 93.25
to $3.75 since the last issue. At
the same time we happily report
that it is available in a stoutly
constructed paperback for only
$1.65, the same as two years ago.

*The chapter headings are: Eco-
nomic Trends, Labor and Social Con-
ditions, Peace Issues and Activities,
Negaroes and Civil Rights, Civil
Liberties, U.S. Trade Unions, Polit-
ical Developments.

New Trial fur Joe Hill

The story of Joe Hill has be-

come so mueh a Part of the
legendry of the American labor
movement that there must be

many persons who are not quite
sure whether there ever reallY
was such a man or whether he is
just someone of whom theY maY

have "dreamed last night."
There really was a Joe Hill, of

course. Joe Hill was the Pen name
of Joseph Hillstrom. In 1902

Hillstrom had emigrated to the
United States from Sweden, where
he was born in L879 and christened
Joel Hagglund. His Place in labor
history has been assured in Part
by the songs he wrote, which
still are heard on Picketlines and
at rallies, and in Part bY the
fact that his vigorous Young life
was terminated by a firing squad.

For this the Utah "coPPer bosses"

and the Mormon church can be
held mainly resPonsible.

There have been manY frame-
ups in the course of American
labor history but there is no

"classic" frameuP. That is to
say, there is none which embodies
all the most typical features of
such cases. The HaYmarket Case,

the Haywood Case, the Sacco and
Vanzetti Case, the Tom MooneY

Case all present different patterns
of judicial and extra-judicial pro-
cedure. But in each of these cases,

and in the case of Joe Hill as

well, there was Present one com-
mon feature: the determination
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of the capitalist legal machinerY,
having once grabbed a Potential
victim into its works, to use any
meang, however unscruPulous, to
obtain a conviction. And, again
without scruple, to make it stick.

In his new book on Joe Hill*,
Philip S. Foner shows how the
machinery worked to destroY, PhY-
sically, a true working-class hero.

The Industrial Workers of the
World, better known bY its in-
itials as the I.W.W., was less than
ten years old when Joe Hill was
arested and charged with murder
in January 1914. Joe had joined
the organization in 1910. Until
his life was untimely ended bY his
executioners he had lived in the
manner of many rootless Proletar-
ians of his day, Performing the
tough jobs available to'the migra-
tory worker in industry and agri-
culture, f inding emPloYment
wherever the freight trains car-
ried him over the face of the
country.

The I.W.W. was the militant
bond among workers such as Joe
HiIl at that time. It afforded a

flexible form of unionism which
suited the needs of the migratory
worker, although its membershiP
was by no means confined to them.
To many of its members it was

*Philip S. Foner, The Case ol Joe
Hill, Ifi,ernational, New York, 1965'
pp. ]^21. $1.46 (p,aper) ' $3.50
(eloth).
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more than a union: it was the
revolutionary organization which
would usher in a future industrial
society free of bosses and ex-
pioitation.

Early in its history the I.W.W.
discovered the value of music
and song as an agitational and
educational aid in its organizing
and leadership work. Its meetings,
indoors and out, made effeetive
use of topical song:s, written to
make a point and generally set
to some already familiar tune, as
a prirne method of getting over
the tr.W.W. message.

Joe Hill was working as a
longshoreman in San Pedro when,
in 1911, he wrote his first known
song (which is also probably his
best and most durable). It was
"Casey Jones-the Union Scab."
Joe became one of the most pop-
ular contributors to the famous
I.\4r.W. Li,ttle Red, Song Book. (In
the 1913 edition of the song book
appears, among others, Joe Hill's
"The Rebel Girl," written out of
his affection for our own late
Elizabeth Gurley Fiynn who was
then, at the age of 23, a seasoned
veteran of the labor movement.)

Joe llill was iiving in Salt Lake
City in 1914 when a grocer, John
G. il{orrison, and his son Arling,
rvere murdered in Morrison's
grocery store. No robbery was
eommitted and there were strong
indications that revenge was the
motive for the shooting. Several
suspects were picked up and re-
leased. Two "respectable" neigh-
bors of Morrison who wele known
to be his enemies were never
taken into custody. But a few days
after the murders, Joe Hill fell
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haplessly into the hands of t}e
law and from then on the furies
of capitalist justice hounded him
relentlessly.

Dr. Foner's book reeounts in
convincing detail the sequel to
Joe Hill's arrest. Once his captors
learned that they had in custody
an active member of the I.W.W.,
Joe's fate was sealed. The rules
of evidence and fair trial pro-
cedure were ignored sufficiently
to enable a willing jury to bring
in the required guilty verdict.

The second half of Tlbe Cq,se
of Joe Hi,ll is mostly an account
of the defense campaign which
tried to save Joe's life. It was
slow in starting, for Joe him-
self at first insisted the whole
matter was personal and that his
defense did not warrant the ex-
penditure of funds which might
otherwise be used for organizing.
By April 1914, however, lie ac-
cepted the necessity for a mass
defense as being important to
the I.W.trY. as well as to himself.

Foner shows how this cam-
paign, frorn a slow and modest
beginning, grew into a great in-
ternational struggle. The crass
frameup of Joe Hill engaged the
sympathetic attention of the
Swedish Minister in Washington
and he beeame one of Joe's most
vigorous and influential partisans.
President Woodrow Wilson ap-
pealed to the Governor of Utah
to grant a stay of execution and
such a reprieve was reluctantly
granted. But Joe was not given
the second trial he sought. Two
days before the exeeution, Pres-
ident Wilson again appealed for
further consideration by the State
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of Utah, but this time his inter-
vention rvas rudely rejected. Joe
I{iIl was shot to death by a firing
squad on the morning of November
19, 1915.

Hill, after his conviction by a

hostile court, always insisted that
given a second, and f,air, trial he
could prove his innocence. He
never got a second trial in Utah
but he has gotten it, at last,
in Philip Foner's book.
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MABXISM AilD RELIGI(}il

JULY, I 986
The last few issues of Political Affairs carried considerable

discussion material on the New Program of the Commrunist
Party, U.S.A. In this issue fffty pages are devoted to this discus-
sion, indicating the great interest it has evoked throughout the
entire country. We hope you have found the discussion suffi-
ciently stimulating so that you rvill be prompted to send us
your opin,ions if you have not done so already. Will you also
try to get at treast one additional copy of this issue into the hands
of a friend or contact.

The July issue will be clevoted entirely to MARXISM AND
RELIGION. In addition to articles on the Marxist scientiffc
world outlook and religion, the issue will contain articles on the
Catholic-Communist dialogue in the United States; the role
of the various religious denorninations in the United States in
the struggle lor p6ace, civil rights and economic welfare; the
status of religion in the U.S.S.R., Ilungary and Poland, Commu-
nist-Catholic relations in Latin ,{merica, France and Italy, etc.

We are conftdent you will ffnd this issue of extraordinary in-
terest. Its rvealth of theoretical and political material ivill help
elucidate the attitude of h4arxism to religion and to the con-
ditions which today make possitrle the collaboration of Commu-
nists, non-Communists and believers of all faiths, around conlrrlorl
issues to advance the interests of all the people.

Surely, you wili want to give or send this issue to a church
or comrnunity leader you knor,v, to a feliow trade unionist, a
student or professor on a college campus, or to son:e friend or
neighbor. We look forward to orders for additional copies.

Tnn Enrrons
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